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I, the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee, as authorised 
by the Committee, do present on their hehalf this Eleventh Report 
of the Public Accounts Committee (Sixth Lok Sabha) on paragraphs 
relating to Railway Operations and Earnings included in the Report 
of the Comptroller & Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, 
Union Government (Railways). 

2. The Report of the Comptroller & Auditor General of India for 
the year 1974-75, Union Government (Railways) was laid on the 
Table of the House on 6 May, 1976. The Public Accounts Committee 
(197677) exanlined the paragraphs relating to Railway Operations 
and Earnings at their sittings held on the 20 and 21 August, 1976, but 
could not finalise the Report on account of the dissolution of the 
Lok Sabha on 18 January, 1977. The Public Accounts Committee 
(1977-78) considered and finalised this Report at their sitting held 
on the 14 September, 1977 based on the evidence taken and the fur- 
ther written infonnntion furnished by the Ministry of Railways 
(Railway Board). The Minutes of the sittings form Part LI* of the 
Report. 

3. A statement containing main ~nclusions/recommenda~ions of 
the Committee is appended to this Report (Appendix). For facility 
of redereme these have been printed in thick type in the body of 
the Report. 

4. The Committee place on record their appreciation of the com- 
mendable work done by the Chairman and the Members of the Pub- 
lic Accounts Committee (197677) in taking evidence and obtaining 
information for this Report. 

5. The Comrni%tee also place on recqrd their appreciation of the 
assistance rendered to them in the examination of these paragraphs 
bv the Comptroller & Auditor General of India. 

6. The Committee would also like to express their thanks to the  
Chairman and Members of the Railway Board for the cooperatim 
@tended by them in giving information to the Committee. 

NEW DFZm; 
September 26, 1977. _ __-__- - .  .--- 
Asvina 4 ,  1899 ( S )  . 

C. M. STEPHEN, 
Chairman, 

Public Accotmts Committee. 
------- - 

*Not printd. One cp:l styled copy laid c n the Table of the House and fii e 
copies pln-ed in Parliament Library. 



RAILWAY OPERATIONS 

Eastern Railway-Marshalling yards-Chitpur, Naihati and Andal 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. In a railway marshalling yard, goods trains and other loads 
originating from the adjoining sections and Railway stations inclu- 
ding that serving the yard, are received, sorted out and new trains 
formed and despatched onwards. 

1.2. A yard is under the charge of a Chief/Head Yard Master or 
Yard Master or Yard Supervisor depending on the quantum of work. 
In  very big yards Gazetted Officers (Divisional or Assistant Operat- 
ing Superintendents) are also posted fm supervising the day to day 
working, Under the Chief/Head yard Master or Yard Master there 
are  (i) executive or field staff and (ii) clerical staff. 

1.3. A marshalling yard has a number of functions, the more 
important of which are:- 

(a) dealing with through goods trains ( i . e .  trains not requir- 
ing marshalling in that yard), receipt of through trains 
and their despatch after change of engine and crew (if 
necessary), examination of wagons by Train Examiner, 
adjustment bf loads, detachment of sick wagons, and 
attachment of urgent wagons in exceptional cases; 

"(b) sonting out lwds carried by goo& trains terminating at 
the marshalling yard in accordance with the direction of 
movement and the destfnatians; 

(c) formation and despatch of new (originating) goods trains; 

fd)  placement and withdrawal of wagons from various points 
in the local area for repairs, re-adjustment of loads, re- 
packing (loading and unloading) of wagons; and 

(e) formation of shunting and work trains or road vans for 
delivery/collection of smalls and of wagon-load consign- 
ments  to and from adjoining sections. 



[Sub-paras 7.1 to 7.3 of Paragraph 7'of the Report of t h e  a m p &  
roller and Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, Union Go- 
vernment (Railways)] 

1.4. Audit have stated that the performance of three marshalling 
yards of Eastern Railway, namely Chitpur (Sealdah area), Naihati 
and Andal was ~eviewed by them. The records for selected months 
(November 1974 for Chitpur and January 1975 for Naihati and 
Andal) were checked in detail. The Chairman, Railway Board,. 
during the course of evidence made a reference to the problems 
which these three marshalling yards were facing. He said. , 

"Largely speaking, Naihati and Chitpur are two yards supple- 
mentary to each other and are serving the industrial areas 
of Calcutta. Andal is, of course, a yard which serves the 
colliery pilots and the traffic towards Farakka and towards 
South-Eastern Railway. The performance of the Chitpur 
and Naihati Yards depended to a great deal on the fluctu- 
ations in the conditi~ns thqt were in that area and also the 
growth of suburban traffic that has taken place in Sealdah 
division. In the Sealdah division, there has been a very 
steady g m t h  of suburban traffic; we have had to increase 
more and more suburban trains every year. And with 
more and more introduction of the suburban trains, the 
time that is available for pushing through industrial pilots 
or even through @-train gets more and more restricted. 
This is one of the problems b t  we are facing in Naihati 
and Chitpur. We feel that one of the reasons for increased 
detention in these two yards is the introduction of more 
and more suburban trains and less and less time for the 
industrial pilots to operate." 

1.5. The Committee desired to know how the increased number 
of suburban trains was complicating the problems of the marshall- 
ing yards and how similar and comparable problems in the Bambay 
regim, whwe the number of suburban trains was possibly more in  
number than in Calcutta region, were being tackled. The Member 
Traffic has stated in evidence:- 

$'The conditions in Bombay would not be exactly comparable 
with those in Calcutta. Chitpur and Naihati are located in 
the midst of the industrial complex w k r e  a t  the same 
time we carry very heavy suburban traffic. Just to give 
you an idea of the number of suburban trains which in- 
creased in the Sealdah division from 1963 to 1976, I would 



3 
give these figures. In 1963, they were 277, in 1966, 286, 
in 1970, 403, in 1973, 422, and in 1W6 they are 426. Tlie 
overall increase from 1963 to 1976 is from 277 to 426. And 
in Howrah division through which the traffic passes from 
the northern areas to down country Naihati and Chitpur, 
the number of suburban trains has increased from 162 to 
277. Apart from the suburban trains, there has been an 
increase in the last few years in non-suburban trains also 
viz. non-suburban trains to North Bengal and Assam sector 
and to Mughal Sarai and beyond. As the density of these 
trains has increased, the paths available for running of 
through goods trains have got contracted and now w e  
have got to select certain paths. For instance, take 
Rowrah, from about 15 in the morning, the station is receiv- 
ing non-suburban trains coming from Mughal Sarai and 
Patna side. From about 8.30 to 10.30 a.m., it is the subur- 
ban peak and from 1030 to 1300 again non-suburban trains 
are despatched towards Mughal Sarai. We have got 
breathing space from 1.00 to 4.30 p.m. Then again from 
4.30 to 7.30 p.m. there is suburban rush and from 7.00 p.m. 
onwards, the non-suburban trains leave for upcountry. 

Therefore, we have got breathing space to move these goods 
trains within the periods, the passenger trains are not 
there. We have, therefore, to  utilise non- passenger block 
hours for this. 

In regard to the industrial pilots, the position is slightly differ- 
ent. The industrial pilots have to be run necessarily in 
the night or in the early hours of the morning so that the 
industries which the pilots serve can be served in the 
opening hours of the day to enable them to complete their 
work during day-time. The inward wagons supply the 
raw materials and these and other wagons sup1,lied are 
then loaded with outward traffic. If the inciuatrit ,~ receive 
the material in the early hours. they will be able to com- 
plete their work during the day. Fo; that purpose indus- 
trial pilots have to be run on certain nominated paths 
because, if they deviate from these pattern they might 
get mixed up with passenger trains and during suburban 
blocks industrial pilorts will not be able to rerich the in- 
dustries in time and that would defeat the purpose for 
which we arc running these special night and enrly-morn- 
ing short-distance goods trains known as pilots which serve 
the industries in the indWsial belt." 

I 



Chitpur Yard. 

Audit Paragraph 

1.6. This yard is under the direct charge of a District Traffic 
Superintendent. It feeds the following commercial points in Sealdah 
and Harbour area in Calcutta- 

(i) Ul tadanga goods; 
(ii) Chitpur goods (including Chitpur ghat) ;  
(iii) Cossipme road goods; and 
(iv) Calcutta Port Commfssioner's railway. 

1 .7 .  In accordance with the programme of formation of trains, 
one train is required to be formed daily for each of the following 
directions: - - 

(i) Mughal Sarai; (ii) Asansol/Burdwan; (iii) South Eastern 
Railway side; (iv) Budge Budge; (v) Kalighat; (vi) Kid- 
derpore docks; (vii) Naihati; . (viii) Barrackpore; 
(ix) Ichhapur; (x) Sodpur; (xi) Belgharia; (xii) Bata- 
nagar; (xiii) Dum Durn Cantonment; (xiv) Ballygunge 
Junction; and (xv) Bangaon Junction. 

Depunding upon the availbility of loads, empty specials to Steel 
Plants and Pakur Station are  also sent from this yard. This yard 
is also an interchange point with the Port Commissioners' Railway 
and receive two trains and makes over two trains daily. 

1.8. The trains for the first three directions are hauled by elec- 
tric locomotives and those for other directions are  hauled by steam/ 
diesel locomotives. 

C'apacitg* of the yard and numbet of wagom dealt with t h e r d ~  
1.9. Prior to November 196S, the  daily holding capacity m f  the 

sorting yard was 497 wagons. As this capacity was leas than the 
capacity of the reception yard (600 wagons), the  yard was remodelled 
in  1963 at a cost of Ri. 19.76 lakhs (booked upto March 1975). The 
completion report of the work is still (December 1975) to  be drawn 
up. The present daily holding capacity of the sorting yard is 829 
wagons. In the course of remodelling the lay out of the yard was 
changed to facilitate quick movement of the wagons to and from 
the yard. The total daily holding capacity (reception, sorting, 
marshanlng and despatch lines) of the yard is 3,159 wagons. 
-___C--- 4 

*Tne c a p ~ i t y  of rnlr5halling yards i~ a~sesscd in terms of four-wheeler wagons. 



l.iOi The n u d e r  of through and terminal loaded wagons and 
empties dealt with in this yard is ifiditate& below: - 

Average numbcr Nlmber of 
of wa ons dealt wagons dealt 
with teceived, with (daily 
sorted out, mar- average) 
shalled and des- 
patched) per 

mor th 

[Sub-paras 7.5 to 7.9 of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the Compt- 
roller and Auditor General of India for the year 197475-Union 
Government (Railways) 1. 

1.U. According to the Audit Paragraph, the Chitpur yard was 
remodelled in 1968 at a cost of Rs. 19.76 lakhs but the completion 
report of the work was still to be drawn up. Referring to the need 
and gains of ~.emodelling of Chitpur Yard, the Member Traffic has 
i n f m e d  the Committee duriw evidence: 

"I would like to m e n k n  that in the 1860s the entire area was 
put under electric traction. NOW, with electric traction 
\;e can move trains more speedily and run longer trains; 
whereas in the steam days we were running only 50 to 55 
wagons per train, with electric traction we are able to run 
up to 75 wagons per train. To enable us to run longer 
trains, the old yards which were not equipped with lines 
long enough to  receive trains of longer length were re- 
modelled in  the sense that the receiving lines were 
lengthened to accornm2date these trains and despatch lines 
were also lengthened. This is what happened in Chitpur; 



the length of the yard lines was increased to receive longer 
(trains; and incidentdly it is not possible extend yard 
areas laterally or longitudinally. We are now able to run 
long-distance trains which are heavier and of longer 
length direct to and from Chitpur over longer runs, eli- 
minating detentions in the intermediate yards. So, the 
benefits of electrification have been speedier transit and 
a larger number of wagons per train than it used to be in 
the steam days, though detentions at  certain individual 
points may be more. At the originating yards the deten- 
tions may be more due to longer trains being formed but 
in the intermediate yards the detentions are less and we 
also get the benefit of quicker transit." 

1.12. In a note furnished to the Committee, it has been further 
stated: 

"Remodelling of Chitpur Yard was based on the need for in- 
creasing the loads of freight trains due to introduction of 
electric traction. The total cost of remodelling was 
Rs. 19.90 lakhs. A major portion of the expenditure was 
for extension of receiving and despatch lines for running 
70 wagon trains. Remodelling did not eliminate the basic 
limitation of cross movements required for transfer of 
stock from the sorting yard to the despatch yard. This 
limitation could not be removed due to Chitpur Yard 
being space-bound." 

1.13. The Committee asked why the completion report of the 
remodelling af Chitpur Yard done in 1963 had not yet been prepared. 
To this, the Chairman, Railway Board has replied: 

"The remodelling of the yard was done in various stages. The 
works were completed by March, 1972 only because they 
extended it line by line as they had to do it under traffic, 
and that took some time. This work was finished in 
March, 1972." 

1.14. On being pointed out that i t  took nine years to complete a 
simple work like lengthening of the receiving and despatch lines 
the Chairman, Railway Board has stated: 

"It is very unfortunate, I agree. The line was lengthened 
very quickly, but the electrification portion and the sig- 
nalling portion got unduly delayed because, in these 



portions certain leads were completed only m March 1972 
and the despatch yard was completed only in 1W6." 

The witness has added. 

"After completing the civil engineering portion, they extended 
the leads and I agree that not putting through the signal- 
ling and electrical portion along with the civil engineer- 
ing work was avoidable delay.. . .The plans were changed 
from time to time to some extent." 

1.15. Asked whether there were adequate Teasons for the plans 
having to be chang'cd from time to time or t,he delay occurred because 
of some indifference a t  some stages, the Chairman, Railway Board 
has replied: 

"I cannat find any valid reason for the delay. . . . what happened 
was that in the beginning they thought of wiring only the 
top of the loops but later on they wanted to extend them. 

That 8ecision was taken after some time and this, I under- 
stand was the reason for the delay.. .There was no subs- 
tantial change in the project because the number of lines 
which were extended remained the same. . . .Some of the 
i t m u  like flash-light projectors were visualised m l y  later 
on and indented far much later, after the work had star- 
ted. The flash-light projector was indented for in August 
1971 and was received in 1972. That was one of the 
reasons." 

1.16. In a note furnished to the Committee, the Ministry of Rail- 
ways have further explained as follows: 

"Regarding the delay in completion df the work of Chitpur 
Yard remodelling, it is clarified that the estimate for the 
work was sanctioned in 1958 with department-wise break- 
up as under:- 

- -- - - . --- - ---- 
Rs. 

Civil Engineering . 15.89 lakh 

Signal & Telecom. 4.00 lakh.4 

Electrical . 0.24 hkhs 



F$t w d !  'had 40 be Boa31ried out unde~ M e  conditicxu 
and 'tbmdore in diRe~ent ebges. The .Civil Engineer- 
in& work which formed the major part of the rerqqdel- 
ling was completed within four years, by  arch 1962. 
The Signal & Telecommunication work was thereafter 
completed by March 1965 and the revised working rules 
for the remodelled yard introduced in May 1965. The 
electrical portion of the remodelling involved only 
very minor works and most of them were completed in 
1962 except installation of 5 flood light projectors. Till 
then alternative electrical arrangements were made for 
lighting the yard. 

It  will be seen from the above that the remodelling was 
physically completed and brought into use in about 
6 years. The estimate was, however, kept open till 
completion of minor residual works and for adjugtment of 
debits and credits." 

3.17. In response to  a query. the Chairman, Railway Board have 
informed the C2mmittee that "the completion report has been 
prepared and sanctioned very recently". 

1.18. The Audit Paragraph points out that in the course of 
remodelling of Chitpur Yard, the lay out of the Yard was changed 
to facilitate quick movement of the wagons to and from the yard. 
It is however seen from the figures mentimed in the Audit Para- 
graph that the average number of wagons dealt with in Chitpur 
yard had considerably gone down from year to year. The average 
number of wagons dealt with per month in 1962-63 was 55,280. In 
1974-75, this figure had come down to 34.720. During evidence 
the Committee enquired how the number of wagons dealt with in 
1974-75 in Chitpur Yard had decreased when the efficiency of the 
Yard was supposed to have increased following its remodelling. 
The Member Traffic has explained: 

I 

"When the Chitpur work was sanctioned, that was not an 
enough work by itself, but a part of group work con- 
sisting of Andal Yard, Chitpur Yard and two other yards 
were included. After remodelling of Andal under group 
works, trains have been sent to certain points like Kali- 
ghat, Sealdah Goods-shed, Budge Budge, etc The trains 
were not going directly to these points 1 efore. After 



4th remahlling, ' t h  congestion in the Calcutta area has 
been ceduced. These direct trains were run to certain 
other points thereby reducing !the pressure on Chitpur. 
That is the principal reason why we see the number of 
wagons handled in Chitpur being less from 1964-65 on- 
wards, that is, after the remodelling of these yards was 
completed." 

1.19. The Committee pointed out that there had been a conti- 
nuous drop in the number of wagons handled at  Chitpur after 
remodelling. This indicated that the objectives of the remodel- 
k g  had not been achieved. In this context the Member Traffic 
has stated during evidence: 

"The objective was not merely to lengthen the lines in 
Chitpur yard but to enable us, by remodelling a group 
of yards, to handle more traffic on the Eastern Railway. 
If we can see the total quantity of traffic taken in by the 
Eastern Railway and handled by the Eastern Railway, 
this would amply prove it." 

He has added: 

"1 would like to mention that the group work included 
remodelling of four yards viz. Chitpur, Andal, Asansol 
and Sitarampur. The traffic anticipation was not made 
for an individual yard but for a group of yards. The 
total additional traffic which was expected to be handled 
was, according to its nature, divided into two groups. 
Group one traffic was in respect of up direction; group 
two traffic was in respect of down direction to Calcutta 
area which included Chitpur. Both the groups were ex- 
pected to handle an additional originating loading of 983 
wagons. That is the justification on the basis of which 
the work was sanctioned. A productivity test was con- 
ducted and revealed that the additional daily average 
loading was 1848 wagons. 

The originating loading on the Eastern Railway in 1958-59 was 
4635 wagons per day and in 1960-61 was 5678 wagons 
equivaIent to 41.9 rnilliyn tpnnes; in 1961-62, it was 
5817 wagons equivalent to 44 million tonnes; in 1962-63, 
it was 6314 wagons per day equivalent to 48.5 million 
tonnes; in 1963-64, it  was 6519 wagons equivalent to 
52.2 million tames.  So, we are going up in 1964-65, i t  
was 52,4 million tonnes; in 1965-66, it was 53.2 million 
tames and in 1066-67, i t  was 53.1 million tonnes. Apart 



from the originating traffic, the traffic which the Eastern 
Railway carried was also increased. In 1961-62, it was 
52.6 million tonnes; in 1962-63, it was 52.3 million 
tonnes; in 1963-64, it was 63.7 million tonnes; in 1964-65, 
it was 63.7 million tonnes and in 1965-66, it was 68.2 million 
tonnes. We have to look a t  it f x  a group of yards and 
nolt an individual yard, the performance of which may 
be contingent upon the change in pattern of working 
and the nature of the remodelling and the change of 
traction which we adopted. Electric traction enabled us 
to run long distance trains. Electric traction with 
remodelling also enabled us to form trains for a farther 
destination than what we used to, do previously. So to 
that extent the intermediate detentions were cut off, 
but the total output increased and the overall traffic 
handled in the Eastern Railway was more. This was 
submitted t o  productivity test." 

1.20. The figures regarding average number of wagons dealt 
with per month and the number of wagons dealt with daily in 
Chitpur Yard between 1965-66 and 1969-70 are given below:- 

( i l ?  terms of +wheeler wagons 

Year 
Average N ). of Average No. of 
wagor s dealt wagons dealt 
with per month with per day 

Considering these figures in juxtaposition with similar figures for 
the per ids  1962-63 to 1964-65 and 1970-71 to 1974-75, as given in 
the Audit paragraph, it is seen that the decline in the average 
number of wagons dealt with in Chitpur Yard was a recurring 
feature. During evidence before the Committee, the Member 
Traffic has explained the continuous drop in the following words: 

"J will divide the period from 1962-75 into three group. 
As I explained, up to 1965, we can talk of the preremodel- 
ling and the pre-electrification period. Froan 1905-1869, 
there was comparatively a smaller drop which waa ex- 



'plained by lesser number of wagons going to Chitpur, 
because greater number of wagons were going to other 
destinations, in down country area direct. The differ- 
ence is not much; it is about 100 wagons. The sub- 
stantial drop is after 1969-70, that is, from 1970-74. 
During 1970-74, we had a drop from 1400 level to 
1200/1103 level and to that extent there was a drop in 
the intake of wagons in the Calcutta . area also. The 
number of wagons received on the Eastern Railway in 
the industrial belt was less because of disturbed con- 
ditions. The industries wme not working to normal 
capacity. The productivity was low. The number of 
wagons was less. I t  has since again risen. In the first 
three months of 1975 it was 1400. As far as the period 
from 1970-74 is concerned, I would again say that the 
total intake of wagons on the Eastern Railway in the 
down country area was itself low. We did not get 
sufficient traffic as the industries were running very 
badly So, the productivity was low. . . . . .Apart from 
the drop in the volume of traffic, our own communica- 
tion was disturbed. There was theft of wires, removal 
of spare parts from wagons, etc." 

1.21. In the same context, the Chairman, Railway Board has 
added: 

"Our experience was that in 1969 the operations were very 
good, the goods loading was very good, the passenger 
traffic was good. The difficulties started in about the 
middle of 1970-August and the maximum difficulty 
was in respect of the cutting of the overhead wire. We 
have electrified the track and if the overhead wires are 
cut in two or three places, the entire operation comes to 
a stop. It  was a nightmare for us. Again, these thieves 
were not just ordinary thieves, one individual cannot do 
it; it was an organised thing. Even the railway staff 
were hampered by the people who tried to protect them. 
A number of people were arrested before the situation 
improved. ~k had to organise very heavy patrolling 
ag,ainst thieving.. .After about the middle of 1972 thiev- 
ing and losses of brake-beams and OHES have consider- 
ably reduced. Even today in the Sealdah division, there 
are cases of removal of fans and other fittings. If the 
raker pave to be stationed say at Diamond Harbour for 

1952-2. 



some time, we cannot keep a watch to the required extent. 
We are having a constant dialogue with the State Govern- 
ment and the position has improved." 

1.22. The Ministry of Railways informed the Committee through 
a written note that in the year 1975-76, the number of wagons 
dealt with per day in Chitpur averaged 1316. 

Detention of wagons in Chitpur Yard Audit Paragraph 

1.23. In August 1967, the targets for detention of 'through load- 
ed' and 'all wagons' (that is, including 'through loaded' and 
'terminal loads') were revised from 16 and 17 hours respectively 
t~ 19 and 16 hours respectively after taking into consideration the 
working conditions of the yard. These were further revised to 
23 hours and 18 hours respectively in December 1974. However, the 
actual detention per wagon, on an average, remained far above 
liberalised targets as indicated below:- 

Year Through loaded wagorz All wagons (target-16 nours 
(target rg bours/23 i-rs.) 18 hours) 

- ----- 

Acerage Maximum Mir ]mum Average Maxlmurn MII lmum 

23'0 - - 17.3 - -. 

[Sub-para 7.10 of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comptroller 
and Auditor General of India for the year 197475, Union 
Government (Railways) 1. 

1.24. The Committee have been informed that in the year 197576, 
the numbm of wagons dealt with per day in Chitpur averaged 1316 
and average detention to through loaded wagons and all wagons 
were 36.0 hours and 24.05 hours respectively. 

1.25. The targets for detention cf 'through loaded' and 'all wagons' 
in Chitpur Yard were revised in August, 1967 and further rwised 
in December, 1974. In regard to the provisional re-flxation of target8 



by Eastern Railway Headquarters in December 1974, the Member 
Traffic has stated during evidence: 

"Thbe figures were revised from 16 and 17 respectively to 19 and 
16 and later on to 23 and 18 hours. The revision was 
carried out in view of the changes in the pattern of traffic 
and also in view of the revised pattern of marshalling 
which was laid down after the re-modelling works were 
completed and when the benefits of electrification were 
being derived. The best performance was in 1969-70 and 
generally, our system is that the Railway fixes the targets 
for the performance of these yards and other establish- 
ments on the basis of the last best performance. So, tak- 
ing into consideration the revised system of marshalling- 
and also the last best performance which was in 1969-70, 
the target was finally fixed at 23 hrs. and 18 hrs. respec- 
tively for 'through loaded' and "all-wagons." Howwer, 
certain other commitments were given to the yard which 
occasioned more detention of wagons such as type-wise 
marshalling of empties to coal fields. After examining 
this matter we found that a 23 hours and 18 hours target 
is not entirely realistic and that what is now being achiev- 
ed-i.e, in 1975 and in the first three months of 1976- 
would be more realistic, 

The additional commitments that have been given are partly 
due to the changes that came about when we introduced 
high capacity box wagons which can carry 55 tons of coal 
and other bulk traffic as against 22 or 23 tons which the 
fowr-wheeler wagons can carry. These high-capacity 
wagons are fitted with a special type of coupler; known 
as central Buffer couplers and not with chain couplers 
which are there in the old type of wagons. We have to 
run these box wagons in separate trains as these couplers 
are not comparable with the old type of wagons and, for 
this purpose, wagons have to be sorted and formed into 
two categories, one being the Four-wheelers and the other 
being the ones fitted with central buffer couplers. All 
this occasioned additic nal detention at  Chitpur, due to 
which a revision was decided upon by the Eastern Rail- 
way." 

1.26. Asked to state the reasons which necessitated a change in  
the targets for detention of wagons in Chitpur in December, 1974, 
the Member Traffic has stated in evidence: 

"There w y e  two main reasons. One was that the marshalling 
done by up-country yards like Mughalsarai, Andal etc. 



enabled through loads by lolnger trains to be brought to 
Calcutta area. This reduced the quantum of traffic corn- 
ing Into Chitpur yard. There was also reduction in the 
total intake in Calcutta area of loaded traffic. When the 
wagons are less, for the area to which they are to go and 
for which loads are to be formed i t  will take a longer 
time. Why you have plenty of wagons available, then the 
marshalling is quicker. When the  number of points 
which are to be served gets lessened, then the picking up, 
sorting and formation of trains take longer time. The 
total traffic came down for two reasons. One is the  un- 
rest in that particular area and the other is the through 
loads going to other points in the Calcutta area by passing 
Chitpur yard. Therefore. the reduction in the number 
of wagons resulted in increase in the detentions. There- 
fore, it was thought by the Eastern Railway Administration 
that the targets should be revised upwards. The East- 
ern Railway went entirely by the last best performance, 
not taking into consideration the additional work." 

1.27. When the Committee pointed out that since there had been 
considerable changes in the pattern of traffic between 1969-70 and 
December. 1974, the fixation of targets with reference to the year 
1969-70 was not appropriate. the Member Traffic has stated: 

"The last best perfofmance was in 1969-70 and from 1971 on- 
wards they were all bad years. In the intervening period 
the pattern of traffic changed because additional marshal- 
ling commitments were also given to the yards. The 
Eastern Railway Administration had decided that they 
would not give any allowance for the time being for these 
additional commitments and they fixed the targets on the 
basis of the last best performance and, unfortunately, we 
wme not able to test that target, as I said, until 1974-75. 
Our performance was not good till then and i t  was only 
in 1975-76 that the position improved, as compared to the 
previous year since 1969-70. But we have still not come 
anywhere near the 23 hours target. 1 have examined this 
matter since the Audit Report was framed and I find that 
a target of 23 hours and 18 hours is no longer a realistic 
one. The Eastern Railway Administration has been ask- 
ed to look into the matter again and make an  analysis of 
the pattern of working and fix the target afresh." 

1.28 The Railway Convention Committee 1971 had observed in 
para 6.104 of its Fifth Report presented to Parliament on 27th April 



1973 that "there are heavy detentions of wagons in almost all the 
important marshalling yards and the targets prescribed had practi- 
cally no relevance to the reality of the situation. The Committee 
understand that the question of fixing the targets afresh both in res- 
pect of marshalling yards and transhipment points is under consi- 
deration so as to reflect the position correctly in terms of wagons 
units." On 15th March 1974 the Ministry of Railways informed the 
Hallway Convention Committee (1973) that "the Committee's recom- 
mendations had been noted and communicated to the zonal railways. 
The Committee enquired in the context of the above, how was it 
that the Railway Administration did not take into account the chang- 
es in pattern of traffic, marshalilng etc. when they refixed the tar- 
gets in December, 1974, 

The Member Traffic has stated: 

"They were aware of the additional commitments and the 
additional detentions but it was done deliberately to 
keep the targets a little tight so as to realise a better 
achievement on the part of the staff and optimum use of 
resources. But the target was kept at  too strict a level 
by the Eastern Railway. Now that i t  is not kept up, this 
matter has been brought to the notice of the Eastern Rail- 
way for revision of the target." 

1.29. Subsequenly, in a note furnished to the Committee on 29 
January, 1977; The Ministry of Railways have intimated: 

"The performance of the yards at  Chitpur Naihati & Andal 
were ana lysd  in the context of existing traffic patterns, 
marshalling commitments and other constraints peculiar 
to each yard. The detentions for a representative month 
were analysed for each stream of traffic and norms f m u -  
lated for these streams taking into consideration the opti- 
mum time required for movement of stock from the recep- 
tion yard to the classification and departure yards. The 
optimum time required for completion of these internal 
yard activities was added on to the minimum time requir- 
ed for materialisation of adequate wagons for formation of 
full loads for each stream of traffic. 

After taking all relevant factors into consideration including 
the1 best results achieved in the years 1975 and 1976 and 



allowing for a malrgin for improvement, detention targets 
have been revised as under wit19 effect from January, 1977: 

Year 

Chirpur 

Naihati 

h d a l  

Target detetition (in hours) 
-.---,A -A-.- - -.-.- 

Through loaded stock A l l  wagon 

1.30. On the question of fixation of targets for various marshal- 
ling yards by the Railway Board and the Zonal Railway Administra- 
tions, the Member Traffic has deposed during evidence: - 

"There are certain marshalling yards for which the statistics 
are published. They are comparatively a few in number 
and for these marshalling yards, the Railway Administra- 
tions fix the target and advise the Railway Board. Re- 
garding the other yards in the country, it is entirely for 
the Railway Administration to fix the targets and we get 
them for these specific marshalling yards for the purpose 
of periodical review of performance which is carried out 
by the Di~rectors of the various branches.' 

1.31. The Committee enquired whether the Railway Board had 
analysed the reasons for detention of wagons in Chitpur Yard for 
periods far above the liberalised targets a n d  particularly when the 
number of wagons dealt with in the yard had substantially come 
down. In a note, the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The actual detentions during the years 1970-71 onwards were 
affected on account of factors such as deterioration in law 
and order, political agitations, strike by staff etc. The 
heavy incidence of power failures and thefts of EMU and 
overhead equipment in the suburban ~ec t ion  seriously 
affected the yard operatic ns at Chitpur. The working of 
Calcutta Post Commissioners' Railway where a large 
number of wagons were held up also had its repercussions 
on the working of Chitpur yard. The average wagon bal- 
ance in the Calcutta Port went up as high as 3,353 in the 
year 1974 as against target of 2,250. Similarly, the strike 
in the Jute Industry and by FCI labour in 1974-75 resulted 
in immobilisation of about 600 wagons carrying jute 



and 1009 wagons carrying foodgrai- for prolonged 
periods. Some of these detentions occurred in Chitpur 
yard also." 

1.32. During evidence before the Committee, the Member Traffic 
has stated: 

''In the CUITent year, in April, May and June, 1976 the "thro- 
ugh-loaded" wagons detention figures were 36.6, 38.6 and 
31.1 hours and "all-wagons detention figures were 23.8 
24.9 and 23.3 hours separately. Now, .one of the reasons, 
according to what we can gauge from here, is that the 
Chitpur Yard which was getting inward traffic was un- 
loading the wagons and sending them all mixed up to the 
collieries earlier, but now they have to detain these wagons 
to form separate trains for boxes with central couplers and 
separate trains for four-wheelers. This adbtional sorting 
occasions additional detention. Again, Chitpur is also now 
forming l ~ n g e r  trains after the lengthening of the lines. 
Moreover, the section from Chitpur to Mughalsarai has 
been electrified and, with this conversion of the trunk route 
to Mughalsarai, Chitpur also forms through trains unlike 
previously when it was sending the traffic all mixed up to 
Aaansol. Cossipolre now forms through trains which 
means lesser detention at the intermediate y g b .  So, 
Chitpur has necessarily to detain the wagons a little long- 
er. The coal wagons for Calcutta Electric Supply Power 
H'ouse, Cossipore which were formerly coming in smaller 
loads are not coming in heavier rakes into Chitpur and 
multiple placements are refused to be done. Therefore, 
the formation and marshalling pattern as adopted results 
fn additional yard detentions. But here we must take 
into consideration the total through-put and not individual 
detentions, at  one or two yar* occasioned by introaction 
of electric traction or changed patterns." 

1.33. The Committee asked whether the detention of wagons in 
marshalling yards for periods far above the targets fixed would not 
indicate that the effective wagons fleet had been reduced in number 
and consequently the movement of g ~ o d s  was hampered. To this 
the Member Traffic has replied: - 

"Certainly, to that extent, the wagons available for trafflc 
would be less. But if you are referring to any individual 
point, then I would submit that this will not give a correct 
appreciation and we should take into consideration the 



pattern of movement, particularly as our leads are of con- 
tinental nature, Madras to Delhi and so on. We cannot 
gauge the ability of the railway to provide for traffic re- 
qurrement by detention at an individual point to an in- 
dividual wagon. The wagons may be detained in a par- 
ticular area, but that detention has been offset by 1onge.r 
trains and so on. Detention has to be viewed in its totai- 
ity. The total traffic handled by the Eastern Railway has 
gone up from 49.6 million tonnes to 67.8 millions tonnes. 
So, if you say for this reason that the movement of goods 
is hampered it would not be correct." 

.134. In  the same context, the Chairman, Railway Board has 
stated: 

"The wagon availability for loading whether in a particular 
railway or on all-India basis depends on the wagon turn- 
round; the time when it is loaded and when it is again 
available for loading. This is the real criterion for wagon 
availablility. Now the detention in a particular yard is 
not what is going, to determine the total wagon availabili- 
ty. I t  may happen that in Chitpur, detentions may be 
more, but it may be because Chitpur is forming trains for 
Bongaigaon. As I said, the criterion to be seen is the  
turnround of wagons. That has improved in 1975-76. 
Duking 1970-71 and 1974 and 1975, the wagon turnround 
had gone to 10 days. The position on all railway basis 
has also improved. For example, in the past Mughal- 
sarai used to send trains which had to be remarshalled a t  
Allahabad. Now it forms the trains and sends to Feroz- 
pore, a long distance. Even though the time taken a t  a 
particular yard may be more it has skipped so many 
intermediate yards enroute and thereby detentions are 
saved. Detention in a particular yard along cannot 
determine the availability of wagon." 

1.35. The Committee pointed out that the average detention to 
through-loaded wagons in Chitpur yard in 1969-70 was 23 hours. 
This figure had gone up to 38.2 in 1974-75 and even in 1975-76 which 
is considered to be operationally a better year, the average was 36 
hours. Asked how the increased detention was justifiable, especial- 
ly when the number of wagons handled by the yard had consider- 
ably gone down, the Member Traffic has stated: 

". . . .We have, in the opening months of this year, and In 
the latter half of 1975-76, come back to the average num- 
ber of wagons dealt with per J a y  in Chitpur-to the level 



of 1966-67. During 1967-68#, 1968-69 and 1969-70, the traffic 
had gone donse. The period prior to 196667 was the period 
when Chitpur was receiving more wagons because it was 
doing all the work for Calcutta area. With the remodel- 
ling of Andal Yard trains are formed for some destina- 
tions by-passing Chitpur Yard. But Chitpur is doing 
much more work in the matter of shunting, sorting and 
marshalling and forming of long distance trains. Wagons 
for destinatibns Mughalsarai and beyond Nimpura and 
Kharagpur on S.E. Railway and Malda and Jalpaiguri on 
North Frontier Railway are now despatched which was 
not done before. Earlier traffic p i n g  to the North East 
Frontier. Railway had to be carried upto Farakka in mixed 
conditions and then it was t r a n ~ h i 6 ~ e d  in r i w r  ferries. 

Wagons folr destinations beyond Mughalsarai are now des- 
patched in train loads direct to Mughalsarai from Chitpur 
so a t  to avoid detention to these wagons a t  intermediate 
yardz. Empty wagons are being marshalled type-wise 
for despatch in train loads to the coal fields to facilitate 
the loading and movement of coal in block rakes." 

He added: 
"The other factors which would contribute to the additional 

detention in Chitpur is the pattern of traffic coming. In 
1962 oil seed traffic was coming in large quantities. That 
pattern changed from 1970 onwards and extracted oil 
started coming more rather than the oilseeds from distant 
areas. Previously Jute  was coming in larger quantities 
and now bulk of this traffic goes directly to Mills. Stone 
and cement traffic is presently coming in larger quanti- 
ties as colmpared to bagged traffic. 

The traffic from Chitpur and Naihati yards gets detained also 
because of the increase in the number of suburban and 
non-suburban trains. We can move out goods train after 
being free from subulrban and non-suburban periods. So. 
the wagons must necessarily remain at  either end a t  Andal 
or Chitpur." 

1.36. In reply to a question whether the upward revision of the 
detention hours from time to time was not a bad practice, the Mem- 
ber Traffic has stated:- 

"If I detain deliberately, by planned movement, wagons a t  
a particular yard with the consciousness that for the re- 



maining portion of the journey, they will move fast, that 
detention is justified. That is what we are trying to say 
that the concept of detention at  a particular point should 
not determine the efficiency or inefficiency of the move- 
ment across the country. If I can marshal1 a long dis- 
tance train by detaining the wagons and for forming long- 
er trains which I can take through to a match Ionger dis- 
tance, say 1,000 miles, that detentions is justified." 

He has further added: 

"Detention of an individual wagon is different from an aver- 
age detention of wagons. You have to see that output; \ 

whether the' output has satisfied the standards which were 
set for the sanctioning of certain works and the expendi- 
ture incurred in those works. If the output is achieved 
not withstanding any individual detention in a particular 
yard, I would submit that the purpose is served. The 
individual detention, which may be justified, on account 
of the changed pattern of working. should not be taken 
into consideration in determining the efficiency or ineffi- 
ciency, but it is the productivity that has to be seen." 

1.37. Since it was stated that the real critericn for judging the 
wagon availability was the turnround.of wagons, the Committee de- 
sired to know how the index of wagon turnround for All Railways 
had behaved over the years. In this connection the Committee drew 
attention to the following observations contained in paragraph 1.24 
of their Report (Fifth Lok Sabha): 

"The Committee alre concerned to note that the index of wagons 
turnround for all railways shows gradual deterioration 
during the last 7 years inspite of all the fanfare. The 
wagon turnrcund is defined as the time interval which 
elapses between two successive utilisation (Loadings) of 
a wagon. The turn-round of 11.8 days in 1965-66 deterio- 
rated to 13.5 days in 1971-72 on broad gauge while the turn- 
r m n d  of 8.41 days obtained in 196566 on metre gauge 
worsened to 10.6 days in 1971-72. The performance of 
certain railways such as Eastern and North East Frontier 
on broad gauge and Northern and no r th  Eastern on metre 
gauge has been particularly bad during this period." 

1.38. I t  is also seen from paragraph 7.5 of the 'Indian Rsilways' 
Year Book-1975-76' that the "Turn-round time to wagons (time 
elapsed between successive loadings of a single wagon) has been 



increasing over the years due mainly to increase in the lead and low 
traffic volume." "The figures of wagon turn-round as given in the 
Indian Railways Year Book-1974-75 are reproduced below: 

Year Wago:) t u n  - row d 
(days) 

l3ti MG 
1950-51 . . 11'0 N;A 

1955-56 . . 10.5 N.A.  

1.39. Referring to the index of wagons turnround, the Member 
Traffic has stated during evidence: 

"In March 1976 it was 12.1 on Broad Gauge. Now we have sur- 
plus wagons available at our disposal, as traffic has not been 
forthcoming recently in adequate quantities as we had 
expected. The deteriorating years were 1970-71 onwards 
in the Eastern sector, which had a crippling eff ection the 
indices. The operating efficiency went from bad to worse 
in the Eastern sector so that whatever improvements were 
made in other areas were off-set by the deteriorating trend 
in the Eastern sectcr. In 1975-76 we again came round 
and improved and had an average turn-round of 13.2 for 
the whole year with 12.1 in March, 1976. The lead has 
increased vastly. In 1965-66 we were working to a lead 
ot about 576 kilometres which went up to 665 in 1975-76. 
We are now working, to nearly 700 kilometres for revenue 
earning tramc. Thus with the increase in average lead 
of traffic, the turn-round also increased.. In 1975-76 it had 
come down to 13.2 for the whole year and 12.1 in March, 

1976 with increased lead of 89 kilometres. So, I feel con- 



strained to say that our performance has improved and 
the Committee may kindly look at it in that light." 

1.40. Asked whether the improvement noticed in 1975-76 indicat- 
ed that the contribution of the Eastern and North-Eastern sectors 
had been proportionately higher, the witness has stated. 

"It has been very much higher. The Eastern and North East- 
ern sectors have now come into their own since 1975 and 
they have wiped out the very bad perfcrmance of the four 
years from 1970-71 onwards. The Eastern Railway has 
done the hig,hest coal loading and its mobility has been 
very good. I t  has made a major contribution to the come 
back of the all-Railways performance. So also is the case 
with North Eastern and North East Frontier Railways 
which were in shambles up to 1974-75. They have staged 
a good come-back and their mobility and operating per- 
formance have been very good." 

He has added: 

"In the contribution to the all-India picture of performance, the 
Eastern sector must play the greatest role because the 
heaviest tonnage is mclved by the South Eastern and the 
Eastern Railway. Electria traction and  diesel tnaction 
account for 75 per cent of the total tonnage moved and if 
the Eastern and South Eastern Railway are not in  good 
health, the total tonnage moved will drop and the mobility 
will drop, resulting in "all-Railways" bad performance. 
But I am happy to report that the Eastern and South East- 
ern Railways have done a record level of performance in  
1975-76. That means that their health is returning to 
normal." 

1.41. In reply to a question whether there has been a commensu- 
rate improvement in the wagon tur'n-round in 1975-76, the Member 
Traffic has stated: 

"We have oome back to normal and, apart from that, we have 
much more capacity now to move more traffic both on the 
Eastern and South Eastern Railways. But, unfortunately, 
in the last few months, traffic has not been fo~thcoming to 
the extent we had expected. For instance, coal is not 
coming to the extent we had programmed because the 
power houses say that they have already got 40 days' 
s t x k ;  the hydel generation has improved with good rains 
and they are consuming less coal losing about 500 wagon- 
loads of coal loading per day for all consumers. The cement 



plants have also thrown up their hands and say that about 
30 days stock is there with them. So coal loading has come 
down in the Eastern Railways and we have surplus 
wagons available with us. So is the case with other in- 
dustries also. There seems to be an abundance of raw 
material in Certain industries, which has lowered the 
level of loading in the Eastern sector." 

Deterioration in use of engine power 

Audit paragraph 

1.42. The position of number of wagons dealt with per shunting 
engine hour also deteriorated from the year 1970-71 as @\.en below 
indicating use of more engine power: 

Average Mqximum Minimum 
number of 

wagons 
dealt with 
per shun- 
t ing engine 

hour 

[Sub-paira 7.11 of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, Union Govern- 
ment (Railways) ]. 

1.43. According to the Audit Paragraph, the performance of 
shunting engines in the Chitpur yard as also in Naihati and Andal 
yards deteriorated from the year 1970-71. involving wastage of loco- 
motive power and delayed clearance of wagons. The Committee 
enquired about the reasons for this deterioration and the steps taken 
by the Administration and the Officers-in-charge of these yards to 
improve the position. In a note, the Ministry of Railways have 
stated: , 



"The output of the three yards was seriously affected from the 
year 1970 onwards on account of the deterioration in law 
and order conditions and frequent agitations by different 
categories of staff. The power crisis, on account of which 
industries had to work much below their capacity contri- 
buted to decline in traffic to and from Calcutta area. The 
originating traffic in Eastern Railway also went down 
and the yards were not fully utilised. This decrease in 
traffic in the area resulted in reduction in the total num- 
ber of wagons handled in the yards. The shunting engine 
hours, however, could not be cmrespondingly reduce inl 
view of the fact that operations in the various spheres of 
the yard had to be performed round the clock, even 
though with reduced intensity. No shunting engine could 
be withdrawn as each had a distinct function. 

The reduction in number of wagons dealt with a t  Naihati was 
on account of suspension of traffic to, from ankl via East 
Pakistan from September 1965 ti1 partial restoration in 
1973. The interchange level with Pakistan Railway was 
about 145 wagons daily and-since this traffic gets account- 
ed for in both up and Down directions, the overall reduc- 
tion in the number of wagons handled is about 200 or say 
300. 

There has been substantial improvement during 1975-76 as indi- 
cated below: 

No, of wagons deal 
with per shur ting 

wgine hour 

Naihati . 6 . 6  

Andal . 16.8 

In case of Chitpur, the performance was better than 1969-70 
level in Novemb~r/December 1975 and February/March 
1976. Similarly, in case of Andal, the performance during 
October 1975 to March 1976 surpassed the 1974-75 level, 
the figure being 18.7." 

1.44. Referring to the figures for the year 1975-76 regarding the 
number of wagons dealt with per shunting engine hour, the Com- 
mittee asked how the Railwqv Board claimed that their had been 



substantial improvement during 1975-76. The Member Traffic has 
stated in evidence: 

"We have given the number of wagons dealt with far shunting 
engine hours as: 

Chitput . 16.6 

Naihati . 6 . 6  

Ardal . 16. 8 
- - - . - -  --- .--.- -_ _-..-_____ _ _ _ . .  . _ - 

Since these figures were submitted, the audited figure receiv- 
ed for Chitpur indicates a slight correction that instead 
of 16.6 i t  should be 17.1, the other figures remaining the 
same. I would bring to your kind notice that when the 
reply was given we did not Rave the audited figure with 
US. 

In 1969-70, the number of wagons dealt with per shunting 
engine hour was 18.1 As I submitted, the number of 
wagons in Chitpur yard had gone down. When the num- 
ber of wagons comes down and the number of shunting 
engines remain the same, then the number of wagons 
dealt with per shunting engine hour will correspondingly 
reduce. I t  all depends therefore on whether the number 
of shunting engines working at that particular time were 
necessary as the number of wagons had came down com- 
pared to the earlier years. 

Now, regarding yard shunting engines, fiere are two spheres. 
One is purely local sphere dealing with the local terminal 
traffic e.g. Chitpur goods shed, line delivery points, Cos- 
sipore goods sheds, the power house viz. Calcutta Electri- 
cal Supply Siding, the Port Trust Exchange Yards etc. 
Each of the local spheres requilres its own shunting engine 
for placement shunting in the area and withdrawal of the 
wagons which have been dealt with. The yard is divided 
into reception ward, sorting yard, marshalling yard and de- 
parture yard. In the reception yard two engines are re- 
quired. The train is received in the reception yard and 
two engines push the train over the hump. The wagons 
come down by gravity in the sorting yard in  which differ- 
ent lines are nominated fcr different directions. After they 
have been shunted to the various sorting lines. then thev 
are drawn &her to the terminals just mentioned in the 



case of local traffic or further grouped in the marshalling 
yard destination wise for despatch by industrial pilots and 
shunting trains or directly drawn to the Despatch yard 
as in the case of empty wagons being sent to' the coal 
fields. From the departure yard they are picked up by 
train engines and despatched by shunting trains or indus- 
trial pilots, such as Ballygunge, Jadavpur, Batanagar, 
Belgharia, Sodepur etc. So two engines in the reception 
yard, one in the sorting yaird, one in the marshalling yard 
and one in the despatch yard are required. The total 
comes to 5 engines. The number remains the same al- 
thcugh there is some drop in the total number of wagons 
received at Chitpur. A minimum number of engines has 
to be kept for each sphere of operation in the reception 
p r d ,  sorting yard, marshalling yard and despatch yard.  
It could not be reduced. 

On the other hand in the terminal areas there were only 5 
shuntnig engines but in 1971-72, due to low productivity 
we added another engine. Since our position improved in 
1975-76, the number of engines was reduced and in the ter- 
minal areas there are now only 5 engines as before. The 
overall traffic has increased now and the number of 
engines has come down to 10 in place of 11." 

1.45. In reply to a question whether the reduction in the number 
of wagons dealt with per shunting engine hour from 1970-71 could 
be related to the recessi8m in the country or the trouble in the 
Eastern region. the witness has stated: 

"The reasons for less wagons coming to Chitpur are two: one 
was the re-modelling of group of yards which helped in 
forming block loads for some destinations by passing Chit- 
pur. The second reason related to the period from 1969- 
70 to 1973-74 upto the time of the major strike when the 
number of wagons going to Calcutta area was less, because 
of trade activity being less, and because of general indis- 
cipline and labour unrest. This is a pattern which yo11 
will observe in all marshalling vards, viz. that if the num- 
ber of shunting engines remains the same, but the num- 
ber of wagons dealt with is less, the derivative will come 

'down. Operation-wise, w e  have to see whether the num- 
ber of shunting engines is still required, as before. In this 
particular case, I have expIained that for the various 
spheres in the Chitpur yard, the number could not be re- 
duced to below 5." 



)lf+ong for Detention ,of Wagow . . 

fa) Fluctuating availability of wagons 

Audit paragraph 

1.46. At times more wagons accumulated in the yard for particu- 
lar section(s) than could be moved out, while at others the loads for 
a particular destination were less than a train-load and, thecrefore, 
the wagons had necessarily to be detained till the overaccumulation 
(congestion) eased or the loads materialised. 

1.47. In the case of steam traction, a train will normally have 35 
t o  50 wagons; in the case of electric or diesel traction, the train for- 
mation consists of 70 wagons. 

1.48. During the selected month of November 1974, however, it 
was noticed that 14 local trains had been despatched undwloaded, 
although more wagons were available in the yard for the respective 
destinations for forming opt'mum loads. Thus, 7 trains moved with 
only 1 to 5 wagons each and the remaining seven with 6 to 21 wagons 
*each, resulting in wastage of haulage capacity of the  locomotive^ 
and  detention ~f wagons. 

1.49. Further, more than one train were run on a day for loads 
destined for the same direction when one train would have served 
the  purpose. On the dates indicated below, 34 trains were des- 
patched to different directions, (a) 6 each to Ballygunge and Bata- 
nagar, (b) 5 each to Dum Durn Cantonment and Bangaon, and (c) 
4 each to Belgharia, Sodpur and Barrackpore/Ichhapur. It  could 
have been possib'e to attach the loads for Bally-qnge to the trains' 
for Batanagar; that for Dum Durn Cantonment to the trains for 
Bangaon Junction and for Belgharia and Sodpur to the trains for 
Barrackpore/Ichhapur and thereby running c d  19 locomotives bet- 
ween the yard and the intermediate stations could have been avoided: 

Name of Station8 Train Dates on W'I jcI7 t b  I . 
number trai1.s were des- 

patched in N~vcrnber 

--I--, - . LII_ 

1974 -.--.-- 
Bd lygur ge . 7x4 Dn 7 3,6,8,9, 12 and 14 
Bat an agar . 716 DnJ 

Durn Durn Csrrtonment . . 719 Un 3, 6, g, 12 srd 14  
Bongson Junction . . 721 UP) 

w. * 



1.50. The Railway Administration generally explained (February. 
1076) that the availability of wagons was affected by operatioad 
limitations arising from examination of wagons by p a i n  E x a m i n k  
and sorting of wagons for eventual formation of Gains. It furthG 
stated that the availability of wagons was also affected because of 
the need to attach wagons less than the hauling capacity so at  t o  
pick up wayside loads, to run goods trains with available loads in 
order to avoid clash with suburban trains, and to clear sidings and 
$tations so that fresh wagon placement could be made. 

[Sub-para 7.12(a) of paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comptrolier 
and Auditor General of India for  the year 1974-75, Union Gov- 
ernment (Railways) .] 

1.51. One of the reasons given by the Railway Administration 
fm detention of wagons in the yards was that at times more wagons 
accumulated in the yard for particular section (s) than could be 
moved out while at others the loads for a particular destination were 
less than a train-load and the~efcre  the wagons had necessarily to 
be detained till the over accumu!ation eased or the loads materialis- 
ed. The Audit however,, pointed out that under-loaded trains 
were being despatched both by Chitpur and Naihati yards. The 
Committee enquired whether the reasons for despatching under 
loaded trains, in spite of the fact that more wagons were available 
in the yard, had been investigated and whether any study of the 
prc-blem had been undertaken with a view to formation of optimum 
loads, pwvention of wastage of haulage capacity of the locomotivex 
and elimination of detention of wagons on this account. In a note, 
the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The underloaded local trains refer to industrial pilots and 
work trains which have to leave the base yards at  Naihati 
and Chitpur at  fixed timings in order to avoid detentions 
in the busy suburban sections. Such a train for a parti- 
cular section cannot obviously take all the wagons aw;rail- 
able in the yard at the time of departure for the following 
reasons: - 

(i) The available loads may be dispersed in different ?arts 
of the yard such as reception yard, sorting yard etc. 

(ii) These trains not only clear stock materialising in these 
yards but also these originating a t  the serving,zoadsirts 
stations/sidings. I t  is necessary to run underlosded 
trains to provide for room for clearance of wagons from 
these roadside points. 



Buun a phenotnenon of runhink underloaded work trains and 
pilota are aperatlonally necessary and is not peculiar to 
November 1974 or January 1975. On an average 15 pilots/ 
shuttles are run but daily ex Naihati and Chitpur yards. 
A test check done fcr March, 1976, shows that out of 465 
pilots/$huttles run in that month, 403 pilots have run 
under load, of which 124 have run with less than 15 wag- 
ons on an average. 

It may also be added that during the selected months of Nov- 
ember 1974 and January 1975, the wagons available in 
the yard for the pilots (included jute and foodgrain loads), 
which cculd not be taken to unloadhg points on account 
of the strike in the jute industry (6-1-75 to 25-2-75) and 
labour trouble in FCI Depots (23-1-75 to 10-3-75) ." 

1.52. Dealing with the question of running of industrial prlnts 
@om the Chitpur and Naithi yards, the Member Tramc has stated 
during evidence: - 

"The industrial pilots are those which are run out from a yard 
after they have been formed into a train for a particular 
industry GT group of industries. When the number of in- 
dustries is less and the traffic is generally light, we n~ 
out one hunting lmdn olr 8 lang section, say, 80 ta 100 
KMS. This train drops some wagons at some stations 
and picks up wagons at some other stations. As the in- 
dustries develop-they go in for industrial sindings-then 
the ability cf one train to do the work over the entire see 
tion diminishes with the result that we have to run xxore 
than one train. In the SeaIdah Division, we have to run 
industrial shunting goods trains known as industrial pilots. 
These pilots go out for a nominated distance, over 4-5 in- 
dustries and come back. If they go any further, they 
wouId not come back in time. The whole section has been 
divided into a number of industrial pilots. They run on 
the following sections: Ballvgunge-Jadavpur-Batanagar 
Santoshpur; Belgharia-Durn Durn Cantonment etc. A 
work train also runs to Bangaoh. In the Audit Report, it 
has been suggested that some of them could be combined 
I would submit that it is not possible. 

The workload and the nature of shunting is wch that if we 
try to combine them. the engine and the staff would not 
be able to come back to headquarters in time; the industries 
to be served further away would not get wagons in time. 

I 



It has been suggested that the industrial pilot which serv- 
es between Ballygunge and Budge Budge should be com- 
bined with Batanagar pilot. That would be diAicult 
there is a siding of about two miles at  Batanagar-they 
would not be able to come back in time. Now we dcter- 
mine the working hours for each siding that is, an engine 
goes out, works in the siding and then goes to the next 
industry. On the basis of experience, we can say how 
much work-load can be entrusted to a pilot. 

I t  is true t5at on some days when the wagons .nay be less, the 
train underload. We cannot expect receiving the same 
number of wagons everyday for the same industry. The 
pattern that has been set up in the running of the pilot 
is not disturbed for  any temporary fluctuation. If there 
is a temporary fluctuation, we do not upset the perrranent 
discipline which we have introduced, because these pilots 
must run to time. If they do not run to fixed tirnings 
then the entire schedule will be upset. If the industry 
does not receive these wagons in time, tnere will be 
serious complaints that they have not received them in 
time." 

1.53. The Audit Paragraph points out that though the loads 
available in Chitpur yard could have been moved by only 15 trains, 
19 additional trains were run; resulting in avoidable running of 19 
locomotives. The Committee desired to know whether the marshal- 
ling order was observed in all these cases and how was the run- 
nhg of underloaded trains justified. In a note, the Ministry of 
Railways have stated: 

"The loads referred to in the Audit Paragraph consists of 
wagms for stations served by industrial pilots based at 
Chitpur. ,The Marshallingl Order for industrial pilots 
mainly aims at grouping of wagons in such a way that 
shunting at the stations en-route can be done expedi- 
tiously. These orders have been followed in the forma- 
tion of the industrial pilotsfwork trains. 

The Audit observatim that the loads available in 
Chitpur Yard could have been moved by only 15 trains 
and that 19 additional trains were run resulting in  
avoidable running of 19 locos, was based on the presump 
tion that the loads for different pilots sections can be 
combined and the pilots run with full load. The c3m- 
binations of different pilots proposed by Audit are im- 
pacticable for the following reasons:- 



The distribution of stations/sections for serivicing by in- 
dividual pilot is planned in such a way that the time taken 
for placing and withdrawal of wagons at intermediate 
stations is completed within the scheduled working hours of 
each pilot. In doing SO, various factors have been taken 
into account such as proximity of stations to dep'ot yards, 
line capacity available for movement of the pilot, quantum 
of traffic materialising at individual stations/sidings and 
the necessity for placement of wagons at least in the fore- 
noon or by noon at the unloading points to enable consig- 
nees to obtain 5 clear working hours of daylight for un- 
loading. I t  is also ne-essary that these trains are run re- 
gularly and punctually, to avofd detention in busy subur- 
ban sections. 

The Audit has suggested the following combinations: 

"(a)714 Dn. to Ballygunge to be combined with 716 Dn. to 
Batanagar.-These two pilot serve two different sections 
of Sealdah Division. 714 Dn. Works at three stations 
the section between Ballygunge (exclusive) and Budge 
Budge (exclusive) while 716 Dn. works a t  Ballygunge 
and Jadavpur. I t  will not be possible for one pilot to 
service the sidings a t  Ballygunge and Jadavpur in addi- 
tion to the sidings at Santoshpur, Nangi and Batanagar 
as the working time will exceed the scheduled turm 
round of the pilot and upset is regular running. 

(b) 719 Up to Durn Dum, and 721 Up to Bongaon.-719 Up is 
an industrial pilot serving 4 sidings in Dum Dum Cantt. 
area while 721 Up is a work train serving stations bet- 
ween Barasat and Bongaon. Combination of these 
pilots wmld result in working hours exceeding the sche- 
dule considering the limited line capacity for movement 
of goo,ds trains on the single line section between Dum 
D u ~  Junction and Bongaon. The stock materialising in 
these two sections would exceed the clearing capacity of 
a p i l ~ t ,  thereby creating a problem for clearance of stock 
from the section to Chitpur. 

(c) 743 Up to BelgharkzlSodepur with 723 Up to Bawack- 
pore.-743 Up is a pilot serving the sidings a t  Barrack- 
pore and Ishapore which are located on the main line 
section of the Sealdah Division. 723 Up is a pilot which 
serves the siding located at Belgharia on the Dn. side of 



the Quadruple line. These pilots do not work at Sodepur 
which is served by a separate pilot called the .Codepur 
pilot. Here again, combination of the two pilots will 
result in the schedule turnround of the pilot nst being 
kept up. The sidings at Belgharia are located on the 
Dn. side of the quadruple line section, while the sidings 
in the remaning 3 stations are located on the Up side. As 
quadruple lines are intensively utilised for suburban 
trains, it will not be possible for a single pilot to work 
the sidings on both sides. There is thus no scope for 
reduction in the number of pilots serving these sidings. 

In view of ,the above, the presumption that running 
of 19 additional trains was avoidable is  not correct." 

1.54. The Member Traffic has also explained during evidence: 

"The Audit Report mention$ that a given time there were cer- 
tain wagons available in Chitpur yard which could have 
been carried to any of those places. It is a spread out 
yard. There is a receiving yard; there is a sxt ing yard 
and there is a marshalling yard. Each of these sections 
has got a number of wagons. When a train is formed, 
it  is not possible to collect all those wagons from the 
different sectors of the yard before starting the train to 

, the nominated path and timings." 

1.55. When the Member Traffic stated that it was not possible to 
combine industrial pilots, the Committee were of the view that if it 
had been done with some pre-p11anning, it  would have done a more 
economical job, as far as transportation was concerned. To this the 
witness has replied:- 

"If you so desire, we can ask the Eastern Railway to have 
another examination of the pilot si?hedules and see whe- 
ther any re-adjustment can be done. They do i t  perio- 
dically, in any case. If any saving can be there, we want 
to have it. I t  is not our intention that we should waste 
our pilots, but we are keen that the industry should get 
goods in time. If we wait in the Chitpur yard to collect 
all the wagons at any given time in all sectors of the 
yard and as a result the pilot gets delayed and It is fur- 
ther held up because of interference by suburban or 
passenger trains, i t  will be a selfdefeating exercise and 
counter productive." 



"Chitpur has been subject to examination from time to time. 
I understand that the Eastern Railway reviewed the 
pilot running in December 1975, with a view to see whe- 
ther further rehement  or rationalization was possible 
and that i t  was found that it was not. As already stated 
they run to certain fixed timings in the night or early 
morning. The Barrackpore pilot starts a t  3.30 a.m. the 
Sodhpur one at 2.30 a.m. and the Belgharia pilot at 5.30 
a.m. The Dum Durn pilot also starts a t  night and the 
Bongaon work trains at about midnight. The Bally- 
gunge-Jadavpur pilot leaves at 9. p.m.". 

1.56. The Committee pointed out that there might be some techni- 
ca l  difficulties in rearranging the schedules for industrial pilots but 
-the fact that out of 465 trains as many as 403 trains were under- 
loaded, would suggest that there was need for rethinking. The 
Member Traffic has stated: 

"If, after examination, we see that at  a particular time when 
a pilot runs-or at  a time when i t  should run-there were 
no more wagons for that particular industrial sphere 
or that there were certain wagons in the Chit- 
pur yard which could not be collected and got 
ready in time, I would accept the position that the pilot 
should have run with 15 or 20 wagons. But, if after exami- 
nation we see that there were certain wagons in the yard 
which could have been picked up and collected and that 
due to carelessness, they were not, I would say that some- 
thing wrong has taken place. So, as a general observation 
I would say that the runninng of industrial pilots at a 
fixed time must take priority over detaining the pilot train 
merely to collect load and then running it late as a result, 
or getting held up on the run. If individual cases of 
avoidable detention have occurred, we can examine. But 
the Eastern Railway's observations are that the pilots ran 
to time and collected whatever was possible. I would ask 
them again to review i t  in the context of any possibility 
of the time-table being changed, increase in traffic or other 
facto'rs." 

Commenting on, the specific instances of underloaded wagons 
dven in the Audit Paragraph, the Ministry of Railways have. in 
a note, stated: 

"It has been clarified that running of under-loaded work 
trains and industrial pilots is incidential to operation and 



servicing in an industrial complex keeping in view the 
need for punctual and regular running of industrial pilots. 
so that the industries receive their inward goods and des- 
patch their outward products regularly. 

It may also be reiterated that during the months selected by 
Audit, the wagons available in the yard for the pilots 
included jute and foodgrains loads which could not b e  
taken to the unloading points oh account of the strike in 
the jute industry and labour trouble in FCI depots." 

(b) Non-materialisation of power 
Audit Paragraph 
1.58. The electric traction of Chitpur yard proper was completed 

in June 1975. Since then through goods trains originating from the 
yard are worked by electric locomotives based at Asansol. Under 
this system the loads though ready for despatch had to wait till 
the locomotives were available. The arrangements envisage that 
wrdinarily the locomotives of incoming trains would be deployed for 
hauling the outward loads on their return journey. A study of the 
records for the year 1974-75 disclosed that the average time lag bet- 
ween loads awaiting despatch and materialisation of power was 
about 5 hours. The minimum time lag was one hour and maximum 
23 hours du~ ing  the selected month of November 1974. 

. 1.59. The Railway Administration stated that in suburban sec- 
tions goods trains hauled by electric locomotives had to give pre- 
ference to suburban, mail and express trains and this resulted 

.in late arrival of power. It has also been stated that there is 
no automatic matching of loads and locomotives and the detention 
of loads is inherent in the present day operation under electric 
traction 

[Sub-para 7.12,(b) of paragraph 7 of the Report of the Compt 
r .  

roller and Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, 
Union Government (Railways)] 

1.60. The Committee enquired whether the Railway Board 
subscribed to the view expressed by the Railway Administration 
that there was no auhmatic matching of loads and locomotives 

a and the detention of loads was inherent in the present day opera- 
tion under electric traction. The Committee also enquired whether 
there was any scope for reduction in the time lag by proper plan-. 
ning of movement of power. The Member TrafRc has replied: 



'There is a basic difference between steam and electric trac- 
The steam engine runs for' short runs, generally not 

exceeding 110 to 100 miles. The locomotive comes out of 
the loco shed, which is the source, does its run and at the 
end of 80 to 100 miles goes back to the loco shed at 
destination. In the yard the detention of the engine was 
minimal, because the engine was ordered only to suit 
the formation of the train. But i n  diesel and electric trac- 
tion, the 100-mile concept is not there. In fact, we are 
running trains cross-cauntay almost. Easten Railway 
Diesel and Electric engine runs are up to Mughul Sarai 
and beyond and not just for1 hundred miles. The engines 
of the passenger trains run even for longer distances e.g. 
engine of the Tamil Nadu Express comes up to Delhi. So, 
the concept of an engine covering a particular distance 
and going back to the loco shed thereafter, does not arise 
in these cases. 

Now what happens is that the load is kept ready and as 
soon as the engine comes, WL' attach it and turn it round. 

So far as time taken at Chitpur was concerned we concede 
five hours is a little more than what it should have been. 
It  should have been about three hours or so. This is 
what we are doing in the last few months. 

The average time taken in February, is 2 hours whereas in 
March it is 2 hours and 30 minutes. We think that 
roundabout three hours would be all right in present 
working conditions." 

1.61. In a note subsequently furnished to the Committee, the 
Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"Electric locos are costly assets and, as such, the existing 
planning of operations is based on intensive utilisation 
of the locos which should not be detained in yards for 
formation of trains. The objective is to keep trains ready 
in the departure yard to be picked up by electric locos 
without undue detention to locos. These detentions are 
compensated by the larger number of wagons despatched 
at faster speeds and elimination of wagon detentions in 
intermediate yards and shunting and engine changing. 
The pattern of clearance of loads from Chitpur Y a ~ d  un- 
der electric traction, therefore, involves an inherent de- 
tention to loads. 

The time lag of 5 hours on an average is considered slight- 
ly on the higher side and this can be kept a t  2-3 hours, 

I - 



by proper planning and coostant watch over the move- 
ments of electric locos. An analysis of the performance 
during January-March, 1976 has shown that the time 
lag has been reduced to this level. 

Individual loads, however, get detained occassionally 
for non-allotment of power despite availability, due to 
the inability of destination yards to receive the loads or 
due to anv unusual occurance such as accidents etc. The 
ttms lag of 25 hours referred to in the Audit R e p ~ i t  in 
the month of November, 1974 pertains to such a train for 
which power was not allotted because the load was des- 
tined for Budge Budge, where there was over-lapping of 
wagons already held up awaiting release hy consignees 
and consequently Budge Budge was not in a position to 
receive the train earlier." 

i(c) Adjustment of load and delay in placement of damaged stock in 
sick lines 
Audit Paragraph 

1.62. Wagons are placed in the repacking shed of the yard for 
adjustment of loads which may shift their positim while the wagons 
w e  in motion, uneven loads, overloads etc. 

1.63. Again, wagons have to be checked for fitness by the train 
examining staff before placement for loading, after formation of trains 
and before despatch from the marshalling yards. Unflt or damaged 
wagons have to be sent to sick lines for repairs. On a review of the 
cases of such detent'ans during October to December 1973 and Octo- 
ber and November 1974, it was observed that 255 wagons were detain- 
ed in the yard varyhg from 48 hours to 1,292 hours as per details 
given below: - 

Month Nunher of wa~ons Total Minimum dtten- Moxim?lm de- 
dctair ed from r urn her tion teritron --. .-.-- of hrs. mts. hrs. mts. 

48 hrb. 251 hrfi 501 hrs wagoPli 
to to  ard  detained 

250 hrc. 5% hrs. above 
--. ' " . .  ' ---h 

December 1973 40 re 3 61 5 7 a7 681 15 

October 1974 I I 15 9 35 153 00 1x0  00 

November 1974 32 r3 I I 56 7 2 932 00 



1.64. Out af 91 cases of detentions that took place in October and 
November 1974, the major delay was qn account of adjustment of 
loads (37 wagons), placement of damaged wagons in sick lines (22 
wagons) and transhipment (9 wagons). In all these cases most of 
the detention was in the yard itself. Out of 46 wagons requiring, 
adjustment of loads and transhipment, in the case of 40 wagons the 
delay in the placement of wagons to the siding and adjustment of 
hadltranshiprnent was abnormal as indicated below: 

N~mber  of Detention of wagons 
wagons in transhiprnwt shed in yard Total  Average 
rcquirirg - . . _. __--- time per 

%':Yt (hours) wagon 
Total Average Total Averags (hours) 

@d tran- time Per time per 
rkipavnt (hours) wagon (hours) wagon 

(hours) b u r s )  

1.65. The detention in the transhipment shed was mainly on 
account of non-supply of crane by the Loco, Foreman. Although d e  
mand for crane had been placed by the transhipment shed almost 
daily, crane was not supplied on 27 days during the months of Octw 
ber 1974 and November 1974. 

1.,66. As many as 1,000 wagons had been repaired monthly in the 
sick lines and not less than 150 wagons suffered detention for over 
1OJ hours pQer wagon mainly on aczount of delays in placement of 
these wagons to the sick lines and withdrawal therefrom after re- 
pairs, the repair time being barely 8 hours per wagon, an an average. 

1.67. The reasons for such abnormal delays by the yard staff in 
placing the wagons in different sidings and withdrawing therefrom 
do not seem to have been investigated for taking suitable remedial 
measures. ' 1  

1.68. The Railway Administration stated that delay in adjustment 
sf load is because a crane of ten tonne capacity has to be obtained 
from Sealdah; the delay in placement of wagons on sick lines is due 
to limited capacity (55 wagons) and the need to give preference to 
the Ioadecl stock marked damaged. 

[Sub-pare 7.12 (d) o paragraph 7 o the Report o the Comp 
tFoIler, and Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, 

Union Government (Railways)]. 



1.69. It is seen from the Audit Paragraph that during October tot 
December 1973 and October to November, 1974 255 wagons were de- 
tained in Chitpur Yard for periods varying from 48 hours to 1,292 
hours for adjustment of loads and repairs on sick lines. The Com- 
mittee asked why should there be such abnormal detention of wagws 
in re-packing sheds and sick lines. The Cormnittee also desired to 
know what shauld be the reasonable time for (i) placement of 
wagons in sick lines and (ii) adjqtment of loads considering the lay 
out and capacity of the sick lines and the repacking lines. In a note, 
the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The total number of wagons dealt with in Chitpur Yard dur- 
ing the 5 months was 180,109. The detentions exceeding 
48 hours reported in the above oioservation was in resp&t 
of 255 wagons (0.14%) requiring adjustments and repairs 
on sick lines. Even here, only a total of 40 wagons were 
for adjustment requiring the use of a crane. Some of the 
wagons were also requiring special repairs and had to be 
detained for obtaining materials from workshop etc. 

Most of the wagons to be adjusted due to shifting of load require 
utilisation of crane. A 20-tonne crane is based at Chitpm. 
In the case of breakzown or when a crane of higher capa- 
city is required, the 40-tonne crane is brought from 
Sealdah, which is also not always available, due to i b  be- 
ing utilised for other purposes such as breakd~wn work 
etc. The space aviiilable for working with the crane is 
also limited and hence placement of only a limited number 
of wagons can be made at a time. The nature of consign- 
ment and the type of adjustment will differ from wagon 
to wagon and no set norms can be laid out in this respect. 
After adjustment by crane, some consignments may require 
wedging, lashing, packing etc. When once the wagons 
previously pIaced await adjustment by crane, the subse- 
quent wagons which are detached in the yard are retained. 
The 20-tonne crane based at Chitpur was out of commis- 
s im from 15 to 25 days in each of the months selected for 
study by Audit. Considering the total volume of trafac 
handled (i.e. almost 2 lakhs wqpn in 5 months) in the 
yard, it is felt that the number of wagans detained and 
the extent of detentions are negligible. 

Wi!h regard to placement in sick lines, this is a matter which 
is penonally watched by the DTS, Chitpur. The dckline 
bas a capacity of 55 wagvns and whenever wagons in excess 



of the placement capacity are marked sick, they will be 
detained for placemcnt. The full utilisation of capacity of 
sickline also depends on the extent of wagons requiring 
"heavy repairs" as compared to "light repairs". Even 
within the overall placement capacity, heavy repair 
wagons can be dealt with to a limited extent. The place- 
ments are done after grouping the heavy repair wagons so 
that if repairs on these wagons can be dealt with to a 
limited eytent. The placements are done after grouping 
the heavy repair wagons so that if repairs on these wagons 
are not completed the same day, it will not affect drawing 
out of other repaired wagons. In case when the incidences 
of heavy repair wagons are more, they are also detained 
in yard for placement. For example, in November, 1974, 
the daily average number of wagons repaired was 53 and 
left w e r  after placement averaged 89. This naturally re- 
sulted in an overlap, leading to detention to wagons. Due 
to the disturbed operating conditions in the area, the work- 
shops also did not maintain the output targets, which 
caused a chain reaction in maintenance of rolling stock 
and consequent increased damages on run. 

If the yards and sicklines function normally, if the extent of 
damaged wagons are within the repair capacity in sick 
lines, the reasonable time for placement in sick lines will 
be the same as for similar wagons to be placed in goods 
sheds i.e. 11 hours. AS for adjustment of loads, as already 
explained above, no specific norm can be fixed since it 
differs from consignment to consignment." 

1.70. The Audit Paragraph states that during the months of 
October and November 1974 out hf 46 wagons requiring adjustment 
sf loads and transhlpment, 40 wagons suffered detention in tranship- 
ment shed to the extent oif 87.7  hours per wagon on an average. The 
average detention per wagon in the yard was of the order of 309.6 
hours. I t  has been further stated that the detention in the tranship 
ment shed was mainly oln account of nowsupply of crane hy the 
LOCO Foreman. During evidence the Member Traffic has informed 
tbs Committee:. 

"These wagons which needed adjustments were such as requir- 
ed the assistance of a crane for re-adjusting load, putting 
it in position, etc. Unfortunately, during this per:od the 
crane stationed at Naihati had gone ta  the workshop for 
periodical overhauling. When Naihati is without a crane, 



Chlbyur assists with one af ib e w e s .  When Naihati's 
crane wa): in the workshop, the crane at Chitpur itself did 
not funcGon very satisfactorily and there were a number 
of failures." 

1.71. In  regard to the working ,of cranes in Chitpur end Naihati 
y d s ,  the Member Traffic has stated: 

"Between Chitpur and Naihati, there were three cranes. 
Naihati had one permanent crane. Chitpur had twn per- 
manent crapes one of 20 tonnes and the other of 10 ton- 
nes capac;ty. During the period which had been examin- 
ed by the Audit, Naihati crane was awny f x  4h mdnths 
to the workshops $or periodical overhau!. What happen- 
led was that when Naihati crane was away, the crane of 
Chitpur would be sent to assist as and when required. 
Unfortunately, what happened during this period was 
that when Naihati crane was away, the performance 
of the Chitpur crane was not satisfactory; i t  was sick 
for some time and it was also used for handling other 
jobs in tM2 loco shed. If the maintenance had been 
better there would not have been much detention. The 
crane is now working satisfactorily and there is no pro- 
blem. There is no undue left o v h  of wagons either at  
Naihati or at Chitpur. That wa;s the time when all our 
assets were badly maintained." 

1.72. The Committee enquired what measures had been taken 
to arrange for cranes in time for the movement of wagons, after 
the Audit had reported about the non-availability of cranes in 
Chitpur and Naihati Yards. The Member Traffic has stated in 
evidence: . . 

"I am happy to report that wagons are now not held up. 
At Chitpur the performance and output of crane has 
improved." 

1.73. The Committee desired to know whether the District Tra- 
- ffic Superintendent at  Chitpur reported in time about the non- 

availability of cranes and the detentions arising therefrom. The 
Member Traffic has stated: 

"The officer i.e. DTS at Chitpur was not able to do anything 
except to assist with his own crane because Naihati 
crane had gone to the workshop. The Chitpur crane was 
also under repair. Our rolling stock maintenance was 
heavily i n  arrears, the maintenance of engines was also 



in arrears and there were arrears in maintenance of 
czams also.a' 

1.74. Asked about the justification for having a fixed crane at 
Gealdah and whether it was technologically desirable, the Member 
Tr& has stated: 

"The requirements do not justify crane of a higher capacity. 
As and when we are getting new cranes we  are dispensing 
with the old cranes." 

1.75. The Committee enquilted wh?ther t!he arrangements for  
deployment of cranes in the yards of Chitpur, Naih?.ti and Sealdah 
were reviewed following the Audit review. To this the Member 
Trafic has replied: 

"We will review them. But the performance of the last 
four to five months shows that the traffic is being handled 
and no deficiency of crane is being noticed. I f .  they 
work normally i t  is all right, but when they go for 
Periodical Over Haul, we will review and see whether 
there is any a.dditiona1 replacement required. O~dinarily 
when a crane goes to the workshop for Periodical Over 
Hsul we give a replacement, but due to general slacken- 
ing of the maintenance, that was not possible be-ause 
the Chitpur cranes themselves were not functioning 
satisfactorily." 

(d) Detention on commercial account 
Audit Paragraph 

1.76. There are two sets of lines for receiving the loaded wagons 
in Chitpur Goods shed ( i )  direct delivery lines of full wagon loads 
and (ii) shed delivery lines for delivery of smalls. In almost all 
cases the detention of wagons was in the former lines and that was 
mainly due to non-release of wPgons by the consignees within the  
free time, as indi:ated below:- 

Year Tote 1 Number of Amour t of demurr~ge Perc er? - 
pumber of wgor s on (Ickhs of rupee>) t3ge of 
ws gar s wt.jcl-, de- -.--,----- --.----- demur- 
received murrage accrued realised waived roge 

accrued wa~ved to 
that 
accrued 



1.77. The Railway Administration explained that a number of 
wagons had necessarily to be detained due to unloading space re- 
maining blocked. The demurrage on such detained wdgons placed 
on the siding for unloading had been waived on merits. 
[Sub-paragraph 7.12(d) of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comp 

troller and Audit General of India for the year 197475, 
Union Government (Railways) .I 

1.78. During the year 1973, out of 20,902 wagons received in 
Chitpur goods yard, on 5,373 wagons demurrage accrued In 1974 
out of 19,643 wagons, demurrage accrued on 4,525 wagons and 
according to Railway Board in 1975 the number of wagons on which 
demurrage accrued was 4,578. The total amount of demurrage 
accrued in 1973, 1974 and 1975 was Rs. 7.75 lakhs, Rs. 8.51 lakhs and 
Rs. 7.94 lakhs respectively. Out of the total accruals, the percent- 
age of demurrage waived each year worked out to 60, 40 and 47.7 
respectively. The main reasons for waiver of demurrage, as indi- 
cated by the Ministry of Railways are: 

(a) Want of unloading space in shed and dire:t delivery lines, 
which were blocked by consignments previously unloaded 
and swaiting removal. 

(b) Unloading difficulties experienced by consignees on ac- 
count of factors beyond their control such as l a b u r  strike, 
inzlement weather etc. 

1.79. During evidence, the Committee enquired whether the 
limitation of unloading space a permanent feature and if so, 
-what steps were proposed t:, be taken to provide more space with 
a view to eliminating avoidable detention to wagons. The Member 
.Traffic has stated: 

"Chitpur is space bound. I t  has two types of terminal t r a c  
viz. bagged/baled consignments and bulk traffic in loose. 
Jute goods, oil seeds etc. are udoaded and the goods adz 
stored in covered goods sheds where space is available for 
unloading so that further arrivals of wagons are not 
affected. This type of traffic has decreased due to the 
pattern having changed. There is no difficulty for space 
for this traffic. The other traffic which gives us dim- 
culties is the traffic of bulk nature, which is unloaded in 
direct delivery lines, like stone, cement, iron and steel, / 

coal etc. After the wagons are unloaded bv the consig- 
nees, they are allowed 24 hours free time from the mid- 
night of the day of unloading to remove it. If the wagon 
is unloaded during the day, they would have 24 hours 
from that midnight onwards. If they remove the goods 



#* 
within 24 hours, there would be. no difficulty. Unfor- 

j .  t u ~ k l y ,  'the r e m a v a  am tardy, and when the goods are 
not removed from the wharfs, where wagons have already 
been unloaded, the fresh wagons do not find any room to 
unload the goods. In such cases, the wagons are detain- 
ed. And when demurrage is levied, requests are made for 
waiver for a variety of reasons." 

1.80. Asked whether the levy of demurrage charges had any im- 
pact on the consignees, the Member Traffic hss stated in evidence: 

"So far as the general goods are concerned, our experience 
in the last three or four years has been that the increase 
in the rates of demurrage has not had the desired effect 
because the trader is passing on the extra demurrage 
charge by way of increasing the sa!e ccst of the com- 
modity at the consumer end. We therefore went into 
the matter in great depth and took two or three mea- 
sures. After the recommendations of the last Freight 
Structure Enquiry Commitke were made, it was notified 
that up to 30 days after the arrival of gocds, that is after 
termination of transit, Railways will accept bailee's lia- 
bility, which means that if the goods are not removed 
within that period and if the damage occurs during the 
period we will be responsible. Now, we have reduced 
this period from 30 days to 7 days in the hope that the 
trader would remove the goods expeditiously. This chan- 
ge has not had the desired affect in certain areas. Then 
w e  introduced a new condition that if the goods are not 
removed within a period cf seven days after the termina- 
tion of transit and free time for removal, we would auc- 
tion the goods after offering them to the State Govern- 
ments, 'Corperative Societies etc. in so far as the con- 
sumer commodities are concerned. In auctioning them 
the trader will be entitled only to what we recover by 
way of auction after recovery of Railway freight and 
other dues. This has had a good effect and this legisla- 
tion has been enforced on 14 areas in the country. Cal- 
cutta area was one of the areas to have this legislation 
enforced and it has been enforced by certain other cen- 
tres like Bombay, Gauhati, Ahmedabad etc. This has 
had good effect. But so far as the power h o u s s  are con- 
cerned, we do not have that much control. If they are 
congested or if there is any other difficulty, the coal 
wagons will have to wait far 12 hours or even for one 
day or even more in our yards. NOW, the other problem 
is storage. We have plenty of Foodpains; we have 
gedusly produced them and also imporkd. Our wagons 



loaded with foodgrainr arrived in mtah arm and wait 
%or long periods before unloading until the storage is 
created. This vitiates the turn-round figures, The figures 
of detentions atre also vitiatlxl." 

1.81. On the question of waiver of demurrage charges the Mem- 
ber Traffic has stated during evidence: 

"We expect the consignee, notwithstanding whatever space 
is available, to take the goods away within the free time 
after unloading them, unless it is very clear that the 
volume of traffic has increased to such an extent that the 
Railway cculd not handle it. I t  was not so. The total 
volume at Chitpur has not increase. Goods have to b e  
removed within 24 hours after the midnight of the un- 
loading operations. Ordinarily, we expect that if 30 or 
40 wagons of timber and miscellaneous goods are unload- 
ed, in the direct delivery lines, the consignee should re- 
move them. But there are constraints. In Calcutta, you 
can remove things by the road only during certain per- 
iods of time. In addition, &e consignee may have his 
own problems, breakdowns, and labour troubles. W e  
have to consider all these things and take a liberal atti- 
tude. We are afraid that if we are too strict, the trafac 
might get diverted to road-but not in the case of stone." 

He has added: 

"In Chitpur, the only way in which our operating efficiency 
can be improved is thlrough the cooperation vf the trade 
by removing the goods, quickly, because we cannot ex- 
pand." ? 

1.82. The Committee pointed out whether by the waiver of dem- 
urrage for ass:sting the trade, the Railways were not giving up 
their right to charge demurrage. To this the Member Traffic has 
replied: 

"Not on these counts. Waiver is allowed only when withint 
the period allowed for removing the goods, they are not 
able to d3 so because of circumstances beyond their con- 
trol. If any demurrage has been waived by the compe- 
tent authority for reascns which are not sufliciently ex- 
tenuating, it is wrong. The powers are entirely delegat 
ed to the local authority up to the General Manager. The 



. .  p-tgge o$ demuroage waived has come.down to 47 in 
1975 as against 60 in 1973. I t  was 40 in 1974. - 

Regarding the number of wagons on which demurrage occur- 
red, in 1973 it was 26 per cent, 23 per cent in 1974 and 16 
per cent in 1975. It has come down though the percentc 
age of waiver has increased in 1975." 

1.83. The Committee have been further informed by the Mem- 
ber Traffic that the waiver of demurrage was a matter of discretion 
and powers had been delegated entirely to the Zonal Railways. 
Asked whether the waiver of demurrage, which had great financial 
implications was also examined by the Railway Board, the Member 
Traffic has replied: u- 

"We do not examine in the Railway Board cases of waiver 
of wharfage and. demurrage unIess there is any repre- 
sentation or reason to believe that there have been any 
mala fides." 

1.84. The Committee desired to know whether the Railway 
Board has examined the question of high percentage of waiver of 
demurrrages on Chitpur yard. In a ncte on the subject, the Mini- 
stry of Railways have stated: 

"General Managers are vested with full powers for waiver 
of demurrage charges. These powers are delegated in 
smaller measures to lower levels in the hierachy such as 
Chief Commercial Supdt., Divisional Supdt. and Division- 
al Commercial Superintendent." 

( e )  Delay in placement and despatch of wagms 
Audit Paragraph 

1.85. The number of wagons containing terminal loads dealt with 
in the yard in November 1974 was 90.72. The average detention per 
wagon was 31.8 hours. An analysis of each phase of opera- 
tion relating to 313 loaded wagons and 309 empties dealt 
with in that month disclosed that, while detention on commercial 
account (i,e, for I unloading of the consignments) was 3,316 hours 
(average 10.9 hours per wagon) that on operating account was 



nearly 10 times thereof, i.e. 31,304 hours. (average 513.4 hours per 
wagon) as indicated below: - 
Terminal loads (313 wag0r.s) Tatal Average 

time time 
teken (hours) 
(1 ,ours) 

---A ---- 
I. Arrival to placement for unloading . . . . . 6029 19 

2.  Placement to release . . . . . , , 3247 10.3 

3. Release to placernect for reloadixg (18 wagons) . . , 332 r l  
4. Re1oadir.g time (18 wagons) . . . . 4 69 4 
5. Release to despatch . , . , . , 113x4 3 6 
Empties i309 wagons) 

Arrival to despatch . . . . 13659 44 
Total . . . 34620 55'7 

1.86. Out of 313 wagons only 219 wag,ons could be placed on the 
goods shed siding within 20 hours and the remaining 94 wagons 
were plsced within 21 toi 48 hours. According to prescribed pr- 
cedure, the causes for detention of wagons in the yard should be 
recorded in the register of wagons but the only reasons indicated 
mostly was: "yard detention." 

1.87. As for empties, only 100 wagons out of 309 c~uld  be d* 
patched within 20 hours and the remaining ones were despatched 
within 21 hours to 645 hours. 

It  would be seen from the above analysis that during the selectr 
ed month (November 1974) the average number of wagons detain- 
ed per day due to1 above factors was as below:- 

- ---- 
(i) accumulation of more wagons resulting in congestion . 412 

(ii) Non-rnatenalisation of loads . . . . 97 

(iii) Non-materielisation of power . , .  8 I 

(iv) Non-availability of path , . 9 1 

1.88. In that month 20,430 wagms had~been detained in the yard 
for 5,08,664 hours (cumulative figure) . m e  position in other montli 
of the year, September 1974 ta February 1975 was almost similar. 



1.39. There had been cases of dotention of .wagons due to taking 
more than the prescribed time by the train examining staff for  
issuing certificate cf fitness to the wagons after formation of trains, 
detachment of damaged stock and creation of vacuum; but these 
have not been taken into account as detentions due to each such 
-operation were up to three hours (on an average). 

[Subparagraph 7.12 (f) ,  7.13 to 7.15 of Paragraph 7 of the R e p c ~ t  
of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India for the year 
1974-75, Union Government (Railways)]. 

1.90. According to the Audit paragraph the number of wagons 
containing terminal loads dealt with in Chitpur Yard in Ncvember, 
1974 was 9,072. The average detention per wagon was for 31.8 
hours. An analysis of each phase of operation relating to 313 load- 
ed wagons and 309 empties dealt within that month disclosed that 
while detentions on ccmmercial acc0ur.t averaged to 10.9 hours per 
wagon, detentions on operating account averaged to 50.4 hours per 
wagon. The Committee asked why the operations like "Arrival 
to placement" and "release to despatch" take such long time. In a 
note, the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"Chitpur Yard works to a target of 11 hours for placement 
of inward terminal wagons from time of arrival and 15 
hours for despatch from the time of release. These targets 
exclude the time taken in commercial operations which 
cannot be less than 5 hours, for unloading or loading, 
according to the extant free time a l l~wed  to the public. 
In the case of BOX wagons, the free time for loading and 
unloading operations varies from 5 to 10 hours depend- 
ing upon the number of wagons invclved. I t  is evident 
from these targets that the total terminal detentions to 
wagons will vary from 31 hours for wagons involving 
loading or unloading only 36 hcuas for wagons invo!ving 
both operations. Terminal detentions in the case of 
BOX rakes will be more depending on the number of 
wagons. The major detention will always be on operat- 
ing acccunt as it involves the time required for examina- 

. tion of wagons in the reception and despatch yards in 
addition to the time required for movement of wagons to 
unloading points and back. 

The average aetention to teFminal load at Chitpur Yarrd for 
31.8 hours on an average in Rovember 1974 cannot there- 
fore be treated as abnormal. The exbra ' deb t ion  in the 

, 



case of few _wagons as analysed %g A d i t  )rave'&t vcajf 
much vitiated overall average tar- ., . - 

1.96. The Committee drew attention to the Railway Bmd'e 
statement to the effect that the average detention to the terminal 
loads at Chitpur yard for 31.8 hours on an average in November, 
1974 could not be treated as abnormal and enquired what t h e  acm- 
parable normal figure was. In this connection, the Member Traffic 

stated: 

"That would depend on the location and the t y p  of yard an6 
the nature of the traffic coming. If we take Dankunn, 
for example, there the train comes, is stationed at unload- 
ing lines, it is loaded and then off goes the empty t rdn:  
there the question of allowing 30 hours for yard operak 
tions does not arise. But if we take HowraPr or Chitpur, 
the wagons that come into Chitpur are meant for various 
areas like the Chitpur Goods Shed and the delivery Hnes 
etc. because they bring timber, stone, cement gems31 
goods etc." 

B e  added: 

"For Chitpur I would say that this is all right. Of course, 
one or two terminal points in the area may take less time 
while one or two may take longer." 

-1.92. In a note subsequent furnished to the Committee, the MinL 
s t r y  .of Railways have stated: 

"Break-up of detention to terminal loads at Chitpur during 
November, 1974 was as under:- 

merit to release inchrdin) time takm Ibr rc 
ioadir g . . . . . 9'3 

Releaselloading to despatch . 15'3 - 
Total . 31.8 

The other major terminal in the, Eastern Railway is Howrah 
where average detention to terminal loaded wagons in 
November, 1074 was 48 hours." 



1.93. The number of wagons meant for other yards but sent 
erroneously to Chitpur yard was 1,918 during 1973-74 and 9,886 
during 1974-75 (upto February 1975). Accordingly, these wagons 
had again to be marshalled in this yard and then sent to the correct 
destinations, resulting in avoidable haulage of wagons to and from 
Chitpur yard. 

ISubpara 7.16 of paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75. Union Govern- 
ment (Railways) ]. 

1.94. The Commit* desired to know how the large number 'ab 
mis-marshalling of wagons in Chitpur occurred and whether this 
indicated that the train documents were not properly compiled. The 
Member Traffic has explained: 

"According to the marshalling orders last issued by the 
Eastern Railway, Mughalsarai and other such yards from 
block trains for varims areas in the down country which 
by-pass Chitpur. The residual number of wagons from 
the yards plus the wagons arriving from other directions 
like Malda, Jalpaiguri, Garhara etc. come piecemeal by 
various trains and they are collected together and sorted 
and marshalled for destinations. In the down country 
in the Sealdah Divisim, Chitpur and Naihati have two 
different spheres of working and their areas of command 
are different. The wagons arriving at Chitpur gene~ally 
serve the stations between Barrackpur downwards to 
Budge-Budge, Belgharia and Bongaon while the rest d 
the area is served by Naihati. The wagons which come 
h t o  Chitpur and which are meant for the command 
from Barrackpur to Budge-Budge are not mismmh.lls4t 
they have to come in that form. Similarly, thm.  
which come to Naihati are also not mimarshalled. But 
there can be occasione of a genuine mistake on the part 
of the staff in sending wrong wagons to wrong yards. 
This can happen and we do have to take notice of 
this and the wagons have to be transferred back to their 
own yard. But in regard to Chitpur and Naihati, when 
there is congestion in the entire area, they are treated 
as supplementary yards. A watch is kept over the 
position in the Division and on hding that Naihati is 
angested or that Chitpur t congested, the Divisional 
I . . 



Control diverts the wagons from7 one' yard to another 6 
avoid longer detention This is also not'dmatshalling;" 

1.95. On being asked whether mis-marshalling was not' a parti- 
cularly complicated problem, the witness has added: 

"It is not a compXcated problem but I do admit that 
wherever it  d~es occur, i t  has to be taken notice oP 
because it  would spoil our entire effort at rationalbed 
wxking in the area." 

1.96. The Committee enquired whether mismarshalling could 
also be attribut2d to the ma2a fide intentions of unscrupulous staff 
who may deliberately do the mischief with a view to punish certain 
consignees for non-payment etc. The Member Traffic has stated: 

"It could happen in one or two cases." 

He has added: 

"Cases. do occur of fraudulent mis-despatch of wagons as 
in a particular case the coal wagons were loaded in 
Bengal/Bihsr fields for destinations in Northern India 
but at Mughalsarai the original labels were removed and 
false labels were put, and the delivery was taken on 
bogus Railway Receipts at the diverted destination 

In some cases staff may be vindictive or wants to be corrupt. 
The wagon can be placed in a wrong position outside 
goods shed whereas it should have been inside the shed. 
Individual cases do come to notice. After all it is 
human conduct. We d:, take up such cases. It is not 
a general practice. There are not many cases." 

rr f1.97. As to the abnormal increase in the number of mismar- 
.&haled wagons from 1918 in 1973-74 to 9886 in 1974-75 in Chitpur, 
'the Ministry of Railways have, in a note, explained as follows: 

"~e&sters  maintained in Chitpur and Nafhati Yard Offices 
indicating the particulars of wrong wagons received by 
different trains had formed the basis for the Audit obser- 
vation. 

The particulars as recorded in the register have beam 
analysed. The register is being maintained on the basis 
of marshalling instructions issued by the Easten, 
Railway in 3dy, 3971. Subsequent modificatioxu issued 
from time to time have not been connected by tbb 
Yard Oeacee at Chitput and Nafhatd a d  collserqw* 



the staff have incorr&tay ~lassified these as "wrong 
~tock." 

"Chitpur and Naihati Yards are treated as complementary 
to each lother and whenever one of them is in difficulty 
due to accidents, OHE trouble etc., arrangements are 
made for diversion of trains from one yafd to the other 
till normalcy is restored. Though the receipt of such 
loads is classified as mismairshalled wagons by the 
yard staff as far as they are concerned, such diversions 
d >  not constitute violation of marshalling orders since 
they have been done in a planned manner by the opera- 
ting organisation to suit the operational requirements 
prevalent from day to day in this area. 

During the years 1973-74 and 1974-75 selected by Audit 
for the study, conditions of working in the Eastern 
sector' were disturbed. ' The Operating Officers main- 
tained close watch on the wxking of the yards a t  
Naihati and Chitpur and gave instructions for  dive^ 
sion of incoming trains to either of these yards depend- 
ing on the situation. In case of any unusual, occur- 
rence like OHE theft, power failure, theft of EMU 
equipment, passenger deqonstrations etc., the adjust- 
ment in the rmting of trains for these terminal yards 
was planned by the Controllers under the guidance of 
Operating Officers. 

The extent of such diversions during 197475 was on a much 
larger scale in view of the increased dislocations caused 
by traction power failure, EMU failures and theft of 
EMU equipment as wiil be evident from the follow- 
ing: 

HOWRAH Dn'ILrION 
N . f c?r.es 

1973-74 1974-55 

Ttwti-n power failure8 . . . . . . 1 30 243 

EMU failures . . . . . 18 144 

Theft rf EMU equipment . . . . 163 57.5 

h respect of ~ a i h a t i  Yard, the Audit study pertains to the 
month of January, 1975. Apart from the above factors - 



which led to the diversion M trains from one yard to 
the other, the abnormal working conditions caused by 
the jute mills strike and labour trouble experienced by 
the Food Corporatil~n of India on account of which a 
h rge  number of wagons had to be stabled at Chitpur, 
Naihati and other points on ~ e a l d a h  and Howrah 
Divisions also contributed to receipt of wrong loads 
into Naihati Yard, 

Thus taking these factors into account, when the details as 
recorded in the register are analysed, the actual num- 
ber of mismarshalled stock received works out as under. 
The figures as furnished in the Audit Report have also 
been given in juxtaposition. - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - 

As given in As i t  
Audit Report should be 

0 . '  

The above number of wagons represent only 0.50 per cent . 
of the total wagons received in Chitpur Yard during 
that period. 

PIPJHATI YARD 

1.98. This yard is under the direct charge of a Head Yard 
Master. The main function of the yard is to c a t e ~  to the indystrid 
belt on the east coast of the Ganga from Kalyani t o  Agarpara. 
In a&,tion to dealing with the traffic relating to Jute and rolling 
mills, this yard forms daily 4 to 5 empty rakes for the collieries 
for loading coal for thermal pswer stations etc. Short distance 
trains for Sealdah, Chitpur, Ranaghat Junction and Krishnapur 
function stations are also formed here. The traffic to Bangla 
Desh and via started from 1st June 1973 and since then this yard 
has been forming and despatching trains to and viu that country. 



1.99. The holding capacity of the sorting yard is 1,400 wagons 
and that df the entire yard is 3,300 wagons The number of 
wagons dealt with in the yard is given below: 

Year Av?rage Number Average Averege AVet~ge 
Nun'xr of of w ?g .ns detenth  to detcntir n to tmkr r f 
w ~g -ns dwlt with 'thr- ugh 'all w g ,  nr' w:p os dcdt 
dealt with per (daily 1 l~ded' r wegm) with pu 
tnmth avenge) wag ns (per Furs) shuntkg 

wag n e n $ k  @Jd hoar 

~~~p 

1.100. The targets for detention of through loaded and 'all wagons' 
were 16 hours and 18 hours respectively till December, 1974, when 
it was revised to 21 hours and 23 hours respectively. I t  would be 
seen from the above that the detentions to wagons in the yard were 
far in excess of even the revised targets. 

1.101. The reasons for detentions were analysed with reference 
to performance of the yard during the selected month of January 
1978. 

Dltention in gjods shsd (outside thc yard) 143.4 e9396 62.3 

D:tention h y ~ r d  (outgoing) . . . 1271 46393 36' 5 



I p . 3 ~ .  91- w e  dekn%n of 2ivp kidwd' Wa+n, 
1,442, wagons which terminated at  this yard, suffered detention for 
1,72,319 hours or 119.5 hours per wagon, on the average. 

1.103. The following factors mainly contributed towards the 
. detention:- 

' (a) late fornation of trains; 
'(b) late start of kains after formation due to delay in issu- 

ing fitness certificate of wagons and vacuum examination 
by Train Exarhiners' staff, defect in the steam locomo- 
tives, detention of locomotives as per decision of the con- 
trol idling of drivers, detaching of damaged wagons from 
the trains ready for despatch, late arrival of guards and 
want 05 patch and power failure; 

(c) late acceptance of trains by the cabin; 
(d) delays in supply of cranes; and 
(e) ~e-sealing of wagons. 

[Sub-paras 7.17 to 7.22 of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General of the India for the year 
1974-75, Union Government (Railways) .] 

1.104. It is seen from the Audit paragraph that the number of 
wagons dealt with at Naihati yard from 1970-71 to 1974-75 had come 
down by about 33 percent as compared to the number of wagons 
dealt with from 1962-63 to 1963-65. However the detentions to 
'through loaded' wagons and "all wagons" had more than d~ubled 
during the same period. Explaining the reasons for this, Ministry 
of Railways have in a note, stated: 

"The reduction in numter of wagons dealt w$h at Naihati 
was on account of suspension of traffic to, from and via 
East Pakistan from September 1963. The interchange 
lwel  with Pak Railway was about 145 wagons daily and 
since this traffic gets accounted for in both Up and Down 
direction, the overall reduction in the number of wagons 
handled is about 290 or say 300. Apart from this the reces- 
sion in trade in the Eastern region due to disturbed law 
and order situation and political climate from 1970 on- 
wards further reduced the volume of traf8c. In- 
dustries in the Eastern region were working below their 
optimum levels due to suspension of power supply. 
Consequently the number of wagons dealt with in Naihati 
yard during 1970-71 onwards was much lower than in 
euk years. 



fn lany;yard, if t h e  number of wagons fec@i;ve;d and. .despatched 
comes down, the detentions are likely to ,be higher, since 
wagons have to wait for longer periods or securing full 
train loads. Moreover, Naihati yard was d rected in 1972 
to marshal1 empties typewise to suit requirements of 
coalfields and to form full train loads of loaded wagons he- 
yond Mughalsarai. These additional marshalling commit- 
ments involved increased detentions." 

1.105. It is further seen that during the month of January, 1975 
the performance for vhich was analysed by the Audit, against per- 
missible detention of 21123 hours per wagon, 1,442 waqons which 
terminsted at this yard, suffered detention for 119.5 hours per 
wagon on the average. The Committee asked whether the average 
detention of wagons for 119.5 hours in January 1975 was not abnor- 
mally high and if so, what was the position in other months of 1975- 
76. In  a note the Ministry of Railways have stated:- 

"Average detention to 1,442 wagons to the extent of 119.5 hours 
in  January, 1975 is accepted as abnormally high. This 
has to be viewed in the background of the special features 
that existed during that period. From 6-1-1975 to 
25-2-75, there was a strike in jute mills in  West Bengal 
irnmobilising 668 jute wagons to the extent of 87 hours 
each in  the yard in January, 1975. There was also a strike 
by F.C.I. labour from 23-1-1975 on amount of which 457 
food grain loads were detabed to the exteqt of 101 hours 
each a t  Nrihati. 

The target of 21/23 hours mentioned in  the Audit observation 
refers to detention to 'thrqugh loaded' and 'all wagons'. In 
1975-76, the corresponding figures were 31.49 ,ho.w and 
30.00 hours respectively. 

1.106. Referring to the Railway 'Board's statement to, the effect 
that detentions in Naihati yard were likely to be higher since wag- 
ons had to wait for longer periods for securing full train loads, the 
Committee enquired how many full train loads were required to 
be formed daily according to the marshalling order and what had 
been the a9us l  m-derialisation during 1975-76. The Member Trafac 
has stated in evidence: 

"In Naihati there is a pronounced drop from 1964-65 onwards 
in regard to the number of wagons handled and that is due 
to the fact that there was cessation of traffic between 
India and tlce then East Pakistan after the hostilities. On an 
average, we were handling 300 wagons per day for East 
Paki~tan. If we add 300 wagons, the number would be 



much claser b3 those handled in 1964. The ather rsaaan 
L, more formation of block loads which aceofding to the 
revised marshalling orders bypass Naihati The detention 
has increased as a consequence of the revised marshall- 
ing instructions to form trains of empties typewise for coal 
fields etc:" 

He has added: 
"The main reason is the revised pattern of working Naihati 

forms long distance trains and trains of empty wagons 
typewise by detaining the wagons a little longer. I t  . is 
worth it. South-eastern railway stock which was earlier 
sent in through to Chitpur is collected and despatched in 
train loads now directly from Naihati. Formation of block 
loads for paper mills, ju@ mil& etc. takes a little m e  
time." 

1.107. In reply to a question as to how many full train loads were 
required to be formed by Naihati yard, the Member Traffic has 
stated: 

"The marshalling orders are issued to instruct the staff how to 
marshall the trains. The marshalling orders cannot lay 
down the number of trains to be formed.. . . . . . . . .What- 
ever trains are run, those should be ma~shalled as per 
p'attern set. From Naihati about fifteen trains are com- 
ing and fifteen are going out. About six are through trains 
and agout 6--8 are industrial pilots." 

1.108. On asking whether the Marshalling order specified the 
number of trains which were required to be formed a t  Naihati yard 
daily, the witness has stated: 

"The number of trains cannot be prescribed and that will dif- 
fer from day to day depending upon actual volume of 
traffic. 

1.109. The Committee asked w h e t h c ~  the factors for detention of 
trains in Naihati yard such as late formation of trains, arranging 
escorts, Railway Protection Force, driver's relief, arranging guards 
etc. were not avoidable or controllabl~. In this connection, the Mem- 
ber Traffic has slated: 

66 Detention of Engines due to late fannation of trains is avoid- 
able provided the working conditions are normal, but 
not if the circumstances leading to the late start are un- 
avoidable and beyond the control of the staff. With regard 
to the arranging of escorts, all trains are not escorted. 
Only those trains are escorted which carry vulnerable 
goods like foodgrains, oil seeds, sugar etc. We cannot pro- 



Gide RPF to escort all the trains. Delay in the running d 
trains for arranging escorts is an avoidable feature ordina- 
rily". 

ANDAL YARD 
Audit Pawgraph 

1.110. About 116 collieries in Raniganj coal fields area are served 
by this yard. The yard is under the direct charge of one Assistant 
Operating Superintendent. An Assistant Mechanical Engineer has 
also been posted at this yard to supervise the work of repair of wag- 
ons by the staff of the Train Examiner. The empties received in 
the yard in block rakes as well as mixed formations are marshalled 
and placed in the sidings of the collieries for loading of coal. Loa'ded 
coal wagons are with&awn from the colliery sidings. 

( a )  in block rakes earmarked for bulk consumers like thermal 
power stations, Steel Plants and locomotive sheds of var- 
ious Railways; and 

(b) in mixed formation for different destinations for different 
con9ignees. 

Capacity of the yard and the number of dealt with therein 

1,111. This yard consists mainly of three yards; (a) Down Yard. 
(b) UP yard and (c) Empty yard. While the former two have a 
number of receiving, marshalling and despatching lines, the last one 
has only receiving and despatching lines. The total holding capacity 
of the sorting yard is 6,000 wagons per day, 
L 
Year Average Number c,f Hc urs c f detentk n Aver: ge 

number of wr gc ns dealt (hverr ge) nvmber r f 
wagms dealt with (daily) -0- w gi ns 

with pr average) Thrrugh All w a w a  dealtwith 
month loaded per shunt- 

ing engine 
wag m h ~ r  



1.112. In addition to the detention of wagons for reasons mention- 
,ed in'th'e case of Chifpur and ' ~ a l h a t i  yards, the following features 
were noticed duricg the: review of the performance of this yard:- 

(a) Weighment of coal wagons at the weighbridge 
Two weigh-bridges had been installed in this yard. One more 

weigh-bridge was instslled in July, 1375. During Novem- 
ber 1973 to March 1975, 1,22,857 BOX wagons and 2,32,126 
ordinary wagons loaded with coal passed through this yard. 
Out of these, 73,549 BOX wagons and 2,16,410, ordinary 
wagons had been weighed. While the monthly percent- 
ages of ordinary wagons weighed to total wagons ranges1 
from 76 to 98, that for BOX wagons ranged between 47 
and 74 

The reasons ,for non-weighment of a large number of BOX wag- 
ons were not available or on record. Thc weighment of coal wagons 
indicated that there were many cases of overloading and under- 
loading of wagons, fo; example, during the months of February lo 
December 1974, the number of wagons ovc~rloaded was 17,034 which 
worked out to nearly 10 per cent of the total number of wagcns 
weighed during that period whereas the percentage of underloaded 
wagons (27,820) was about 16. The overloads in 457 wagons were 
adjusted and 35 wagons were despatched after off-loading the ex- 
cess weight. Consequently, loss of revenue due to non-realisatian 
of prdper freight in ~espec t  of overloaded wagons despatched with- 
out weighment is likely to be significant. I t  was also noticed that 
off-loaded coal had beien allowed to accumulate in the yard because 
of delay in its disposal; the closini balance at the end of ea-h 
month during January 1974 to December 1974 varied between 2,288 
tonnes to 2,703 tomes. 
(b) Shart supply of empties to cdlieries 

The supply of empties to the collieries was far below the num- 
ber of empties requisitioned. The extent of short supply ranged. 
from 587 wagons to 2,897 wagons per day during the selected month 
.of January 1975. The main reasons for short supply of wagons me:-- 

(i) generation of empties far below .the number requisitio- 
ned daily; 

(ii) detention of wagons in colliery sidings; and 
(iii) some times, shortage of coal pilots. 

The Railway Administration stated .(February 1976) that fac- 
tops like non-availability of power (diesel and electric locomotives) 



which is inherent i.1 the arrangements obtaining for its supply and 
increase in the quantum of long distance marshallig contributed to 
the detentions of wagons. I t  further stated that weighbridge had 
not been provided until July 1075 for the four additional lines pro- 
vided to cope with increased volume of traffic in the yafd and 
during the interim period the BOX rakes passing though t h k e  
lines had to go without weighment; and efforts were being made 
to reduce accumulation of off-loaded coal in the yard. 

[Sub-paras 7.25 to 7.29 paragraph 7 of the Report of the Comp- 
troller and Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75; 

Union Government (Railways) 1. 
1.113. It  is seen from the Audit Paragraph that at Andal Yard 

the  detention periods of wagons had increased three times in the 
sevenths as compared to the position during the sixties. Explain- 
i n g  this deterioration; the Ministry of Railways have, in a note, 
:stated: , g; 

"A8 in the case of Baihati and Chitpur Yards the yard work 
at Andal also deteriorated from the year 1970-71 on- 
wards on account of-spate of agitations bundhs, strikes 
and work to rule campaigns adopted by various sections 
of railway staff. Andal yard is in a pivotal position not 
w l y  for collieries but a lw for traffic b and from Calcutta 
area and C a l c u t h  Port. Dislocations in working of 
suburban section in Calcutta as also the port resulted in 
hold up  of wagons in  Andal. The difficulties encounter- 
ed by the thermal station at Bandeland Durgapur steel 
plant in the 70's resulted in their inability to receive 
traffic freely and these wagons were detained at Andal. 
The heavy incidence of power failures both for traction 
as well as yard lighting affected the yard work. The 
number of wagons dealt with decreased whereas the 
detentions showed an increase on this account. 

Apart from the above, the pattern of operation in the Andal 
area had undergone basis changes in the 70's as compar- 
ed to the 60's. the most important of which was change- 
over from steam traction to diesel and electric traction. 

During 60's clearance from Andal used to be arranged maill- 
ly by steam locos which were available at Andal lom 
shed. The engines were called out to suit the material- 
isation of stock and there was very little time lag bet- 
ween the formation of train and despatch. This was  
helpful in keeping detentions to wagons at a low level. 
Hoyever during the 70's clearance from Andal depot is 
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dependent on electric locos based at Asamol an& 
Mughalsarai sheds and diesel locos based at Burdwan shed, 
These locos move on open timings from one yard to the 
other. In order to ensure be& utilisation of cwtly diesel 
and electric locomotives, the wagons were kept ready 
in train loads to be picked up by locomotives as and when. 
available. This has contributed towards increase in deten- 
tion to wagons in Andal Yard. Electipc and diesel locos 
are capable of hauling more number of wagons which 
naturally would mean more detention to wagons to form 
full trains. 

Yet another factor contributing to detentions in the 70's parti- 
cularly at Andal was the operation of BOX wagons along 
with 4-wheelers with the use of transition couplings. In 
order to match the wagons with transition couplings, ela- 
borate shuntings had to be done and wagons also kept back 
for grouping them properly. 

During the 70's the fdlowing additional marshalling had to 
be given by Andal Yard: 

(a) Calcutta Port stock separate from Chitpur stock. 

(b) Separate marshalling for Malda Town, New Jalpaiguri 
and New Bongaigaon. 

(c) Via Waltair stock separate from S.E. Railway stock. 

These additional commitments also involved extra detentions. 
These additional detentions cannot however be treated 
as deterioration in yard work since this helps in increas- 
ing the overall throughput by running of heavier trains 
with more number of wagons marshalled to farthest 
point avoiding detentions in the intermediate yards en- 
route." 

1.114. In another note on the working and performance of Andal 
Yard, the Ministry of Railways have izter afia has stated: 

"Rcmodellinq of Andal Yard was completed in three phases by 
Mn~ch, 1969, increasing the capacity for dealing wlth the 
coal wagons fm,m 720 per day to 1350 wagons. The jn- 
creased capacity was fully utilised in 1969-70 when 1348, 
wagons of coal were loaded daqy by collieries served by 
Andal Depot. 



The coal traffic rnaterialising from collieries served by Andal 
Depot after remodelling of the yard is given b$ow:- 

Year Average daily coal 
loading in tcrms of 
4-wheeler wagons 

The daDy average coal loading in the collieries served by 
Andal Yard increased to 1397 in 1975-76 which was even 
higher than the level achieved in 1969-70. The average 
number of wagons dealt with per month during 1975-76 
has also shown a spectacular increase as can be seen from 
the fojllowing: - 

Year A7,erage Number of 
wagon,: dealt with 

per mcmth 

April-S?ptcmber 19-6 , . 10-,687 - 
- 

1.115. It has been stated that the Andal Yard serves as a base 
yard for the coal pilots, which serve 50 per cent of the cml mines 
in the Raniganj coalfields area. The Committee desired to know 
Whether the number of weigh-bridges provided in the yard were 
considered adequate and whether the same were located at opera- 
tionally conveniept places so that the wagons to be passed inta the 



m g / d e s p & t c h i n g  yards could be weighed without difficulty. Dur- 
ing ev'idkme, the Member T r d c  has explained: 

"The n w n k  of weigh-bridgeslnow provided at Andal is 
three. Two of those a re  on the hump over wh6ch the 
wagons move and by Savitation are scrrted out into the 
marsdalling yard. One yeigh-bridge of 100 tonnes has h e n  
specially installed at the Box W'ing. These are considered 
adequate. Other than those c w l  wagons which are nov- 
ing in one Wock consisting of about 3000 tonnes bf cqal in 
heavy box wagons rakes, all other wagons which are com- 
ing to Andal are humped and sorted out by gravity. We 
have got the weigh-bridges installed at  the hump itself. So, 
as the wagons go froim the hump, they are disconnected 
to go into the different lines and weighments automatically 
take place. These box wagons which come loaded from 
the collieries direct in  full train loads, are not taken over 
the hump, but are taken into a special yard known as the 
Box Wing. There a separate weigh-bridge is provided 
for weighing these wagons and all the wagons that arb 
being loaded in boxes a t  present are being weighed. These 
weigh-bridges are conveniently located and their number 
is sufficient for the flow of t r d c . "  

1.116. The Cmmittee drew attention to the fact as mentioned in 
the Audit Paragraph that the monthly percentage of BOX wagons 
weighed to total wagons ranged between 47 and 74 and enquired 
about the reasons for the same. In this connection the Member 
Traffic has stated: 

"The reason is that so far as the wagons which were coming 
over the hump and were sorted by priority were concern- 
ed, they were generally weighed. The Box Wing which I 
referred to earlier was commissioned canly in April, 1973 
and the weigh-bridge was installed in July, 1975. So for 
the period which has been examined by the Audit the 
weight-bridge did not exist in the Box Wing and we were 
not able to weigh all the wagons of caal which were com- 
ing into this yard viz. Box Wing." 

1.117. Asked what was the impact of the failure to weigh all coal 
wagons, the witness has stated: 

"When the wagon is not weighed it is invoiced and charged 
for on the canying capacity oif the wagon which is the 
bash of charge for c o d  If it is over-loaded we show the 



actual load detected qt the wei@bzidge, if it is under- 
loaded, we charge on the basis ~f t&e aotual wry ing  capa- 
city and we do not surrender our right to charge freight 
for the full load corresponding to the carrying capacity be- 
cause we have plravided a wagon with so many tonnes 
capacity and it is the reqmnsiMlity of the consignor to use 
the wagon fully." 

He has added:! 

"In so far as Bengal and Bihar Coal fields of the Eastern Rail- 
way are concerned, the weigh-bridges a* generally in the 
railways marshalling yards wily, for instance, at Andal, 
-4sansol and S'itarampur, and pot at  the w c e  of loading. 
When the new collieries developed in the Central India 
fields and the Karnapura Coal Fiel* came in, that is, froan 
1960 onwards, our planning was to req- the collieries to 
provide the weigh-bridg~ at the sour* of loading itself. 
We give them a small rebate for that. Now progressively 
the Coal India LM. i~ going in for m q e  and more weigh- 
bridges at Me source of loading." 

1.118. In repdy to @ ques'tion whether the nqn-weigmnt of large 
number of w-s involved wme financial loss, the M q b e r  Traffic 
has ste&d:- 

"In the Box Wing thqre was no weigh-bridge until July, 1975. 
I can assure ypu that af3.m July, 1975 the figures supplied 
to us by the Eastern Railway indicate that Box wagons a r e  
weighed 100 per cent." 

1.119. According to the Audit Paragraph the weighment of cwl 
wagons during the months of February to December, 1974 indicated 
that the number of wagons over-loaded worked out to nearly 10 per 
cent of the total number of wagons weighed. The Committee asked 
whether this did not underscore the need fqr weighment of all wagons 
~ i n g  from the Andal Yard to avoid loss of revenue and also tcr 
minimise incidence of damage to ~verloaded mgons. The Member 
Ik.afRc has replied:- 

"The need for 100 per cent weighment nf wngons to avoid dam- 
ages, etc., is accepted. The weigh-bridge was not there. 
It is a &ct that if there is over-load;- of wagons m d  if 
they are not we@ed, to that extent the. t much of overload. 
ed coal goes away uncharged for be ?use in absence elf 
wedgkmmnt au'r s y a b i  is to invoke it c i i  the basis of c w -  
h g  an#Isie d y .  We have #and t.wt the number of 



over-loaded wagons and the number of underloaded wagons 
is almost the same and the two more or less balance out. 

In the case af Bengal and Bihar we have been having constant 
dialogue with the Coal India Ltd. to ensure that their 
system of loading is rationrilised SO that the quantity of 
coal loaded approximates to the carrying capacity." 

1.120. The Committee enquired whether the Railways were able 
to identify the clomigners or consignees in these cases and whether 
they had made efforts to realise the freight and penalty in respect of 
overloaded wagons. The Member Traffic has stated: 

"We prepare our invoices as explained just now on the basis 
of canying capacity or actual weight. Quantity of coal 
loaded is a transaction between the Coal India and the 
conmmer. So far as Loco Coal is concerned, when the 
wagon is weighed-the weight shown in the invoice is the 
actual weight, so if it is un& loaded, when the wagon 
comes to destination-the loco shed takes into book account 
the actual weight recorded at the weigh-bridge and the 
transaction between the Railways and the Cod India Ltd. 
are on the basis of the weight recorded after wefghment. 
If it is overloaded, in the case of our wheelers, genmally 
the overloaded coal is taken off in the yard before des- 
patch of wagons; in the case of box wagons it is not taken 
off and the actual weight is taken into book account. Where 
the wagon is not weighed at the weighbridge the weight 
taken into books by the lacoshed is the actual canying 
capacity of the wagon." 

Te has further stated: 

"In respect of wagons which are weighed, there is no trquble. 
If on weighment it is found underload, we take into book 
account what is shown in the invoice after weighment. If 
it is faund overloaded, we take to book the actual weight 
f d  at the time of weighment. Where it is not weigbed, 
lt b difacult to prove that i t  was short loaded. The actual . 
weight is also measured by volumetsic check and r q r b  
are made to the Coal India Ltd." 

1.121. The Committee desired to know the measures taken 
Railways to improve the supply of empties to the cdlieries. The 

Member Tr& has infolaned the Committee that: 

'We have enough wagons. Coal is piled up in Bengal, Bihar 
adds and other areas. We have wagons and trans* 



capacity available but consumers have cut down their pro- 
gramme. There is no such problem now which we faced 
during the difficult years 1970-74. 

The operation has not only come back to the previous level 
but we have improved upon the operational methods so as 
to suit the changing patterns. 

We have lengthened the colliery $ding, so that full rakes can 
be placed directly and loaded. We ace improving the pat- 
terns of working. I do not expect any trouble which 
occurred previo~sly.~ 

General 

Audit\ Paragraph 
1.122. The Railway Administration stated (August, 1975) that the 

prfonnance of these yairds during the period was particularly bad 
end unsatisfactory on account of law and o d e r  situation, industrial 
labour unrest, frequent power failures leading particularly to cancel- 
lation of 1ZMU trains and consequent blocking of paths and large 
scale and endemic thefts of vital equipment. I t  further stated (Feb- 
ruary, 1976) that during the current financial year (up to December, 
1975) the performance in Chitpur and Naihati yards had definitely. 
improv&l as there had been an inmease in the number qf wagons 
dealt with and decrease in the hours of detention to wagons; there 
was also a n  improvement in the number of wagons dealt with per 
shunting engine hour. 

[Sub-para 7.28 of Paragraph 7 of the Report of the Com- 
ptroller and Auditor General of India for the year 1974-75, 
Union Government (Railway) 1. 

1.123. ?he Committee desired to know what control was exer- 
cised by the Railway administration and the Railway Board to 
*ensure efficient performance of Chitpur and the other two mar- 
xshdling yards namely Naihatd and Andal. In a note, the Ministry 
sf Railways have stated: 

"The following control is exercised by the Railway Adminis- 
tration to ensure efficient performance of marshalling 
yards. 

(i) Operating officers in the Divisional Headquarters a t  
Sealdah and Asansol in headquarters keep a daily 
watch on the performance of these yards which 'fur- 

mish details of all aspects of operation. iii their daily 
line stock position. . . 

. 



(ii! The performance of these yqds  is reviewed on a 10- 
day basis by the Divisional SugerinteIident concerned 
wha furnishes the figures of performance in their 
periodical ten-day and monthly report to the General 
Manager. 

(iii) Surprise checks are conducted from time time by 
the Divisional and Headquarters dficers with regard 
to the working of the yard and statistias maintained. 

(iv) Dislocations, if any, affecting the performance of 
these yards are ~eported to the headquarters in the. 
daily 'incidents' report circulated to Head of Depart- 
ments. 

In the Railway Board, a monthly meeting is held at M- 
tors' level where the operational statistics of each Zonal 
Railway on rotation are discussed. These statistics in- 
clude detailed performance of all major yards. More- 
over, operation on various Zonal milways is "being 
monitored on a day-to-day basis and any deterioration 
in working of major yards immediately come to light. 
Any assistance required by the Railyay in relieving t h e  
congestion etc. is also given by regulation or restriction 
of traffic." 

1.124. During evidence, the Chairman, Railway has &+posed: 
"Wc are aware that these are some of our vital yards and so 

far as these operations are concerned, c loe  watch is being 
kept divisional &rew and also the Eaptprn Railway 
Headquarters." 

1.125. The Committee asked whether the reporting system follow- 
ed on all Railways was uniform. 

To this the Chairman, Railway Board has replied: 

" E v q  Railway sends a periodical report which is discussed' 
here. Divisions send it to General Manager and General 
Manager sends it  to Railway Board." 

1.126. In reply to a question whether the reporting system was 
considered adequate for the assessment of the performance of Rail- 
ways the Member Trafilc has stated: 

"()peration is a %y-Wday work Receipt of wagons, loading, * 

W h h g  etc. are not suah things as to vat for a perid- 
ccil statistical appreciation, Tt is a rn4ttsr where close 



watch is kept by men on the spot in the Division. They 
can contact the yards telephone. Figures are taken of the 
number of trains received, despatched, wagons received, 
despatch+ etc. This is done every four or six hours by 
divisional control Affices from the yards. That is put up 
to D.O.S. (Divisional Operating Superintendent). There- 
fore, it is a continuous watch." 

1.127. The Committee further asked whether there was any in- 
dependent appmisd of the functioning of the various marshalling 
yawLs. To this the Member Traffic has replied:- 

"This Statistic! appreciation applies to marshalling yards also, 
We have got the Directorate of Statistics which sends out 
its own inspectors, supervisors etc. periodically to different 
marshalling yards to check up whether statistics are cor- 
rectly prepared. Any deficiencies noticed are brought to 
notice for rectification. Now the traffic is very heavy, and 
it  has doubled and even trebled. Manual computation of 
statistics is not a very reliable thing; i t  is a cumbersome 
and in some cases it is not also cmectly computed arith- 
metically: In the present changed coqtext of transporta- 
tion by electric and diedal engines, this is smnewha$ out- 
dated. We will go into the whole aspect of statistical ap- 
preciati~n to see to what extent what is out-dated can be 
cut out and much of the manual work reduced." 

1.128. On being asked whether computerisation was being thought 
of, the w i t n w  has stated: 

"I was not thinking entirely of computerisation. I was just 
giving you certain features of day-to-day collecticm of 
statistical data which have become cumbersome with the 
growing volume of tramc handled by the marshalling 
yards and the manner in which it  can be improved." 

1.129. The Committee desired to know whether the officers or  
the spot had informed the concerned Railway authorities about the 
factors, such as frequent power failures and idling of shunting en- 
gines due to non-availability or less availability of water, which dis- 
rupted the operations in the marshalling yards. The Member Traffic 
has informed the Committee during evidence: 

-;h-- 
"As far as Chitpur yard is concerned, it is considered one of 

the pos t  important yards in tble down country area of 
Calqat@. 4 senior Dishkt TraBc Superintendent is 



handling both the operating and the commercial work. 
As far as Naihati is concerned, it is of a smaller dimension 
and is handled by station superintendents, both are under 
the Divisional Superintendent. So far as Andal is con- 
cerned, it is next door to Asansol which is a Divisional 
Superintendent. So far as Andal is concerned, it is 
next door to Asansol which is a Divisional Headquar- 
ter. An Assistant Operating Superintendent is kept 
there. So far as Chitpur is concerned the operating aspects 
are kept under day-to-day watch by the Division. I should 
say that the local supervisory staff report any unusual 
incident to the District Traffic Superintendent. But the 
years of 1973-74 and 1974-75 were such years that the 
general indiscipline and maintenance of the assets was 
poor and the p e r f m a n c e  of the yard was corresponding- 
ly poor with the result that these officers could not be 
blamed for the poor output at that given time; they 
cannot be blamed for negligence.'' 

1.130. In the same context, the Member Traffic has added: 

"Normally, all local problems are within their own jurisdic- 
tion. If there are problems which 'impinge upon the 
jurisdiction of others, they are communicated to the 
Divisional Headquarters and they are communicated 
further up also the Zonal Headquarters. There is no 
reason for delay." 

1.131. In reply to another question whether the officers on the 
spot did try to get in touch with the higher rank officers in order 
to solve the problems of operation, the witness has stated: 

"I have no reason to think that they either did not attend to 
their daily work with the expedition with which they 
should, or did not get in touch with the higher officers-- 
except for those difficult years when the indiscipline in 
the ranks was of such an order as to inhibit proper super- 
vision, proper inspection and line inspections which were 
normally expected to be done by the supervisors and 
officers. During those different periods, the performance 
deteriorated on that account, because indiscipline pre- 
vented the normal standard of inepections to be carried 
out; and without inspections, every thing goes bad that 
is unless you have a constant watch on the functioning 
of the yards." 

1.W2, The camnit tee asked whether the usual processes of 



Inspection were hindered for quite some time. To this the Member 
TrafBc has replied: 

"I would say so, i.e., that the conditions at the yards, parti- 
cularly large yards, did definitely suffer deterioration, 
because of the inability of the officers and supervisors to 
do the normal standards of inspection." 

1.133. The Committee pointed out that had the supervisory 
dfi.cers on the spot been assisted in time and if there had been 
ppper coordination, perhaps the problems of the yards could have 
been solved more efficiently. In this connection the Member Tra- 
ific has stated: , I  

would not like to go farther back but would talk only 
about 1973-74, when there was cessation of work and 
absenteeism, with people lying across the track and with 
people absenting in hundreds. The train examiner was 
not examining the trains and the train clerks were 
absent. It was impossible to function efficiently. No 
officer was able to function satisfactorily, because the 
cooperative effort was lacking. I t  is that period to which 
I am referring. Otherwise I have no reason to believe 
that officers were in any way not doing their work" 

1.134. When the Committee asked whether the performance of 
yards like Chitpur, Naihati and Andal was comparable with big 
yards like Mughulsarai, Howrah etc., the Member Traffic h a  stated: 

"I can say that they have come back to normal functioning. 
Their output and productivity during the latter half d 
1975-76 and the opening methods of this year have been 
good. These yards have been doing extremely well and 
the loading and mobility of wagons have achieved a re- 
cord level. In fact we are really on the top of the p& 
lem, and are looking forward to more loading of coal 
and other commodities and to move out more trafiic." 

1.135. In a note furnished to the Committee, the Ministry of Rail- 
$.ways has stated: 

"The performance of important yards such as Chitpur, 
Naihati and Andal are closely watched on a day-Way 
basis by the Divisianal Operating Offfcers. The failures, 
if any, are reflected in the output of the yard and the , 

I 



r e w  for Seiivres are enquired h t a  immediately af&lr 
the day is over so that assistance as necessary can he 
given and/or corrective action taken. This system of a 
running watch daily is considered adequate." 

1.186. One of the controls stated to be exercised by Railway Ad- 
ministration to ensure a c i e n t  performance of marshalling yards 
is surprise checks by the Divisional and Headquarters Officers. 
The Committee asked how many times each of the three yards 
referred to in the Audit Paragraph had been visited by such omcer 
during the year 107475 and whether any suggestions for ,improve- 
ment in the working of the yards were made and follow-up action 
taken. In a note on the subject, the Ministry of Railways have 
stated: 

"The yards at  Naihati, Chitpur arid Andal were inspected by 
the &rs of the v a r h  Departments duting 1974-75 as 
under: - 

Department 
Waihoti Wtpur Andal 

Civil Engineering . 69 19 45 

Mechanical . . 46 43 42 

Operating . . 9 I? 35 

Signal & Telec.xnrnunicatir n . . . 9 7 38 

Gesera1 Adrninistratic,p (By Divibic nsl Superintc I c'c ni : 5 I I 

Inspections conducted by ofBoers posted at Andal, uiz. Assis- 
tant Mechanical Engineer and Assistant Operating 
Superintendent have been excluded from the abok e figures 
for Andal Yard as such inspections form part ef their 
normal daily activities. 

Mwt of the hqwatians resulted in on-thespot suggestions 
for impruvemsnt with regard b the wopkjng of the 
-nta amtrolled by the oonumed oscers and 
necessary follow-up action was taken wherever required." 



1.137. Whlb peiaiing gut that the Chitpur Yard was one of the 
dmportmult yards, the Commim%e asked what steps Were proposed to 
be t a k a  t~ itnprove the bpat ional  efEiciency of the yard. The 
Ministry of Railways have, in a note, stated: 

"Chitpur Yard is a pivotal point in regard to goods traffic to 
and from Calcutta Port and also the Down country areas. 
The proper functioning of this yard is very essential to 
maintain fluidity in aperation in and around Calcutta 
area. A close watch on its performance will be main- 
tained. ,Some of the steps proposed to be taken are also 

I as under:- 

(a) Replacement of steam shunting engines by diesel 
shunters to increase the availability of locos for 
shunting. 

(b) Improvement in lighting arrangements for better 
working facilities at night. 

(c) Augmentation of 'talk-back' and teleghone arrange- 
ments linking the various yards and sub-yards with 
the Assistant Yard Master on duty in the control 
tower." 

1.138. A comprehensive review of the performance of the three 
impsrtant marshalling yards of the &stern Railway, namely, 
Chitpur, Naihati and Andal, was undertaken by the Audit whose 
report has brought out into sharp focus the deficiencies and the 
drawb'acks to which these yards are subjected to. Chitpur yard is a 
picotal point in regard to goods traffic from Calcutta Port and also 
the areas further down Calcutta. It has been admitted by the Mints- 
try of Railways that "the proper functioning of this yard is very 
essential to maintain fluidity in operation in and around Calcutta 
area". Being one of the most important yards in the down country 
areas of Calcutta, a Senior District Tarffic Superintendent is hand- 
ling both the operating and commercial work. The Andal Yard is im- 
portant for traffic to and from Calcutta area an dthe Calcutta Port. 
I t  also served as a base yard for the colliery pit yards which serve 50 
per cent of the coal mines in the Raniganj coal field areas. I t  has been 
stated by the Ministry of Railways that the pattern of operation in 
the Andal area had undergone basic changes in the 1970's the most 
important of which was changeover from steam traction to diesel 
and electric traction. The Naihati Yard caters to the industrial belt 
on the east coast of the Ganga from Kalyani to Agarpara. In addition 
to dealing with the traffic relating to jute and roUing mills this yard 
forms daily four to five empty rakes for the coIIieries fod loading coal 
rr , 



for thermal power stations etc. Short distance ty- far-maldah, 
Chitpur, Ranaghat Jutctim and Krishnapur Junction stations a m  
also formed here. The tra& to Bangladesh and via started from 1st 
June, 1973. It  has been stated by the Ministry of Railways that the 
work of Naihati is handled by a Station Superintendent, being of 
smaller dimension as compared to Chitpur. 

1.139. Coming to the actual perfommnce of the Chitplur Yard 
as analysed by Audit, the Committee note that an estimate of Ra. 20.45 
lakhs for the remodelling of the Yard was sanctioned in 1958. Though 
the major part of remodelling work was compdelted by March, 1962, 
some residual works including Signal and Telec~mmunication works 
were cempleted ius late as 1976. The Committee feel that a long time 
of 17 years taken in the completion of a compMtively simple work 
of lengthening of receiving and despatch lines in Chitpur Yard can 
by no means be justified. I t  is surprishg that while the civil engi- 
neering portion of that work was completed earlier, the signalling 
and electrical portion was held up because certain leads in this por- 
tion could only be completed in March 1972. .The Committee deplore 
this lack of syncbnisation. The Chairman, Railway Boand has con- 
ceded during evidence that the delay in the execution of the work 
was 'unfortunate' and that 'ke cannot find m y  valid reason for it'. 
The Committee takes a serious view of such delays and would like 
the Railway Board to investigate the matter fully so as to fix res- 
ponsibility for the same as also to take remedial measures to obviate 
recurrence of the same. 

1.140. It  has been stated by the Railway Board that the remodel- 
ling of Chitpur Yard was based on the need for increasing the loads 
of freight trains due to introduction of electric traction. A major 
portion of the expenditure was for extension of receiving and despatch 
lines for running 70 wagons trains. The remodelling did not however 
eliminate the basic limitation of cross movements required for transfer 
of stock from the sorting yard to the despatch yard as the yard we., 
stated to be space-bound. The Audit Paragraph however points out 
that in the course of remodelling of Chitpur Yard, the layout of the 
yard was changed to facilitate quick movement of wagons to and 
from the yards. That the reinodelling of the yard at a cost of about 
Rs. 20 lakhs has had no impact on the movement of wagons to and 
from the yard is evident from the fact that although the number 
of wagons dealt with in Chitpur had considerably decreased as corn- 
p a w  to the preremodelling period, the detentions suffered by 
wagons in the y ~ r d  have appreciably increased. Even though the  
representatives of the Ministry of Railways have tried to explain 
before the Committee that the objectives of remodelling have beew 



realised and that the decline in the number of wagons dealt with in 
Chitpur yard was mostly attributable to the exceptionally bad socio- 
economic conditions that prevailed after 1970, the Committee are not 
convinced. They feel that the gains of remodelling of Chitpur Yard 
need to be quantified in more concrete terms with a view to see 
whether the expenditure was commensurate with the benefits 
derived. 

1.141. On the question of continuous drop in the number of 
wagons handled at Chitpur after remodelling, the Railway Board 
have stated that the total intake of wagons on the Eastern Railway 
in the down country area was itself low and that maximum diffi- 
culty was i,n respect of the cutting af the overhead wire which resul- 
ted in a drop in the volume of traffic. According to the Ministry the 
disturbed conditions prevailing in the Eastern region during 1970- 
72 would have been a contributory factor for the fall in production 
resulting in a fall in traffic. According to the Report of the Ministry 
of Railways (Indian Railways: Central Facts and Major Problems) 
(February 1974) the number of cases of overhead wire thefts during 
the years 1970-73 were as follows:- . . .  

It  is apparent that there was a distinct fall in the thefts of over- 
head wires during the years 1972 and 1973 and the position was not 
so alarming as has been pointed out by the Ministry. The Committee 
would, therefore, like to be informed- in greater detail about the 
causes which were responsible for the fall in the number of wagons 
in the Chitpur Yard during the years 1970-74. 

1.142. The Committee find that in August. 1967, the targets for 
detention of 'through loaded wagons' and "all wagons" in Chitpur 
Yard were revised from 16 and 17 hours respectively to 19 and 16 
hours respectively after taking into consideration the working condi- 
tions of the Yard. These target were further revised to 23 hours 
and 18 hours respectively in December, 1974. During evidence 
before the Committee, t h ~  Mcmhpr TrnfTic, Railway Board pleaded 
that tho targets fined in December, 1974 were not entirely realistic 
as certain additional conlmitments given to thc yard had not been 
fully taken into account while fixing these targets. The Committee 
have been subsequently informed that after an analysis of the per- 
formance of the yards at Chitpur, Naihati and Andal in the context 

I 



.of existing traffic patterns, marshalling commitments ~ i i d  btherr 
mmsQ=aints peculiar to each yard, these targets have beeh re-fixed 
w.e.f. Jaiiuary 1977. The targets now fixed for detention of 'through 
loaded weons '  and 'all wagons' in Chitpur Yard are respeetivdy 
28 and 21 hours. The Committee are constrained to  observe that 
the, targets for detention have been revised and liberalised from 
time ;o time on the plea of making them realistic but the actual 
performance nowhere approximates the targets set. In this connec- 
tion it needs to be pointed out that while in January 1977, the revised 
targets for detention of 'through loaded wagons' and 'all wagons' 
were 28 and 21 hours respectively, the actual performance in the 
year immediately preceding namely 197576, was of the order of 
36.0 hours.' detention on an average for 'through loaded wagons' and 
24.05 hours detention on an average for 'all wagons' 

1.143. As regards the fixation of targets and the unsatisfactory 
p erfmmance, the Railway Convention Committee, 1971 Had made the 
following observations in para 6.104 of their Fifth Report (April 
1973): 
L 

T r o m  the data for the last three years furnished to them, 
the Committee observe that there are heavy detentions to 
wagons in almost all the important maphalling yards and 
that the targets prescribed have practically no relevance 

.to the realities of the situation. The Committee under- 
stand that the question of fixing these targets afresh both 
in reCnect of marshalling yards and transhipment points 
b tinder conaideration so as to reflect the position correct- 
ly in terms of wagons units." 

While intimating the action taken on the above recommendation; 
the Railway Board had, on the 13 March 1974 informed the Railway 
Convention Committee, 1,973 that the Committee's recommendations 
had been noted and communicated to the Zonal Railways. Obvious- 
ly the Railway Convention Committee's recommendation had no 
effect on the Jhstern Railway Administration as it is seen that the 
targets fixed in December, 1974 did not take into account the chaag- 
es in pattern of traffic, marshalling etc. in Chitpur y d .  The Com- 
mittee would like to be apprised of the precise action taken by each 
Zonal Railway in pursuance of the recommendations of the Railway 
Convention Committee, 1971, referred to above. 

1.144. T h e  Committee note that the detentions of wagons in the 
Chitpur Yard during the years 1970c71 to 1974-75 for periods far 
above tTte liberalised targets have been attributed to factors such 
as d e t e ~  loration in law and order situation, political agftations etc., 
It is, b rvever; seen that even during the year 1975-76 which was 



free from the above-mentioned disturbing factors the average tle- 
tentions to "through loaded wagons" and "all wagons" were far 
above the liberalised targets laid down. The Committee are not 
satisfied with the manner of fixatiw of targets for detention of 
wagons from time to time. They would like to know whether the 
detention targets as revised from January 1977 have been adhered 
to by the three marshalliqg yards of Chitpur Naihati and Andal. 

1.145. The Committee have been informed that detention to wa- 
gors at  a particular point do not materially affect the wagon avail- 
ability for Lading in a particular railway or on all-India basis. The 
real criterion for judging the wagon availability is the wagon turn- 
round i.e. the time interval which elapses between two successive 
loadings of a wagon. It has been stated during evidence that the 
wagon turnround in 1975-76 has recorded improvement as compar- 
ed to the previo~r.: years. The figures of wagon turnround given in 
the Railway Board's publication entitled "Indian Railways Year 
Book-1974-75" however tell a different story. The wagon turn- 
round of 11.8 days in 1965-66 had deteriorated to 13.5 days in 1971 
72 on B.G. This figure had further gone down to 15.0 days in 1973- 
74 and 14.0 days in 1974-75. Similarly, on the Metre Gauge, the 
picture was one of the continuous decline from 8.4 days in 1965-66 
to 12.5 days in 1973-74 and 12 days in 1974-75. In the context of t b  
above, the improvement recorded in 1975-76 in the index of wagon 
turnround on BG is welcome. The Committee trust that continuous 
efforts would be made to sustain the improvement recorded in wa- 
gon turn-round during the gear 1975-76. 

1.146. The Committee have been informed that the performances 
of the Yards at Chitpur, Naihati and Andal were analysed in the 
context of the existing traffic pattern, marshalling commitment and 
other contraints peculiar to each yard. The Committee have not 
been informed about the level at  which such reviews were under- 
taken. The Committee would therefore urge that a comprehensive 
review should be undertaken by the Efficiency Bureau of the Rail. 
way Board so as to assess the performance of the Chitpur, Naihati 
and Andal in regard to quicker turn-round of wagons and deten- 
tions keeping in view the traffic pattern, marshalling commitments 
etc. 

1.147. The Committee are concerned to note that the performance 
af shunting engines in the three yards of Chitpar, Naihati and An- 
dal deteriorated from the year 1970-71. This involved wastage of 
locomotive power and delayed clearance of wagons. While expleir- 
ing the reasons for the deterioration in performance of shunting 
sngines, it Bas been stated that from the ymr  1970 onwands the fir11 
in the originating traftic on the Eastern Railway, as a whole, had 



its impact on thcse yards, which handled a lesser number ef wagoms 
than before. The shunting engine hours could not however be cor- 
respondingly redwed in view of the fact that operations in the 
various spheres of the yards had to be performed round the clock 
even though with reduced intensity. During this period no shimt- 
ing engine could be withdrawn as each had a distinct function. The 
Committee however find that the number of wagons dealt with per 
shunting engine hour recorded a sizeable improvement in 1975-73 
although the number of wagons handled by these yards during 
the year 1975-74 do not show any marked difference as compared to 
the previous year. The Committee would like to be informed how 
the substantial improvement stated to have been made during 2979- 
76 in regard to number of wagons dealt with per shunting engine 
hour was brougfrt about and what measures are proposed to be* 
taken to sustain it. 

1.148. The rc~nmitfee find that the analysis of the reasons fo; 
detention of w?gons in the Chitpur Yard made by Audit is qnits 
revealing. During the selected m ~ i ~ t h  of November 1974 the Audit 
had found fhat from Chitpur Yard 14 local trains had been despat:h- 
ed underloaded, dthough more wagons were available in the yard 
for the respective d~stinations for forming optimum loads. Ovt of 
these 14 trains. 7 trnin!: moved with only 1 to 5 wagons each and 
the remaining seven with 6 to 21 wagons each. Similarly in Naihpti 
Yard, 22 under loaded trains were despatched during the month of 
January, 1973 m d  ant of these 13 trains were run with less thar. I(! 
wagons each. It is further seen that though the loads available in 
the Chitpur Yard could have been moveci by only 15 trains, 19 addi- 
tional trai+s were run resulting in avoidable running of 19 locomo- 
tives. This .ur-as nnrler-utilisation of the hau'age capacity carwc 
concern tn the Com.miftee. 

1.149. That the position has not improved is evident from the 
fact that a test check carried out by the Railway Adminis- 
tration in March, 1976 further revealed that out of 465 pilots/ 
shuttles run in that month as many as 403 pilots were run under- 
loaded, of which 124 pilots were run with less than 15 wagons on 
ah average. It  has been armed that running of under loaded work 
trains and industrial pilots was incidental to operations and servic- 
ing in an industrial complex keeping in view the need for punctual 
and regwlar running of industrial pilots so that the industries 
receive their inward goods and despatch their outward products 
regularly. The Committee are conscious of the need for running 
of industrial pilots and work trains in accordance with a set sehe- 
ddle nqd it may be that the m m i n g  of under loaded trains wrqs 
a n  operational necessity. However, the wastage of haulage eapa- 



/ 
city of the locomotives and detention of wagons involved of the 
running of such under loaded trains is of such a magnitude, that 
the Committee are constrained to  suggest that the pilot schedules 
may once again be subjected to a thorough scrutiny at the level 
of Zonal Headquarters, with a view to rationalise the operations 
of these pilots and work trains. The Committee are also of the 
view thdt in case the running of under loaded trains was found 
inescapable their operating cost may be analysed and the possi- 
bility of passing the additional expenditure on to the industry 
concerned may be examined forthwith. The Commitdee would 
like to be apprised of the precise action taken in this behalf. 

1.150. According to  the Chairman, Railway Board land the  
Member Traffic, Railway Board, the increased number of suburban 
trains are coming in the way of proper functioning of the mar- 
shalling yards. In  a developing country like ours, the passenger 
trains-both suburban and non-suburban, have to grow and multi- 
ply in keeping with the country's requirements. The growth of 
passenger traffic cannot therefore be viewed as a hindrance t o  
the goods traffic. On the contrary, there should be a juxtaposition 
of passenger and goods traffic in such a manner that the job can be 
done with optimum efficiency. The Committee are, in fact, given 
to understand that the industrial pilots carrying goods for indus- 
trial complexes were being run during the periods when there 
were no passenger trains on the line. This only indicates that by a 
proper planning the nrovement of both the goods and the passenger 
trains can well be coordinated. 

1.151. Another reason given for detention of wagons in Chitpur 
Yard is the excessive time lag between loads awaiting despatch ant? 
the materialisation of power. The Committee has been given to 
understand that in the present day operations under electric traction 
such detentions are inherent as there is no automatic matching of 
loads and locomotives. In  fact the study of records for 1974-75 by 
Audit has disclosed that the average time lag between loads await- 
ing despatch and materialisation of power was 8about 5 hours. 
According to the Member (Traffic) the time lag of 5 hours is exces- 
sive. He has conceded that in the present working conditions the 
time lag should be round about 3 hours. The Committee feel that 
the problem of detention of loads stated to be inherent in the opera- 
tion under electric traction needs to be reconsidered in depth with 
a view to rationalising the use of costly electric locomotives. They 
have no doubt that further refinements can be made for reducing 
the time lag between the formation of trains and ordering of 
locomotives. 

I 



1.152. The Committee are concerned to note that wagons suffered 
detentions for long periods for reasons which prima facie appear to 
be avoidable. As pointed out in the Audit Paragraph, during the 
periods October to December, 1973 and October to November, U74, 
255 wagons were detained in the Chitpur Yard for periods varying 
from 48 hours to as many as 1,292 hours per wagon for adjustment of 
loads and placement of damaged stock in sick lines. Further out 
of 46 wagons requiring adjustment of loads and transhipment, in the 
case of 40 wagons the total average detention per wagon in tranship- 
ment shed and the yard works out to as many as 397.3 hours. The 
detention in the transhipment shed was mainly on account of non- 
supply of crane by the Loco Foreman. The explanation given for the 
non-supply of crane in time appears to be stretched and ~mconvinc- 
ing. The fact that the crane remained out of order from 15 to 25 
days in each of the months when the Audit surveyed the working 
~f the yard, only goes to prove how badly the railway assets are 
maintained. 

1.153. It  is also disturbing to note that o:..3t of about 1,000 wagons 
repaired monthly in the sick lines, not less than 150 wagons suffered 
detention for over 100 hours per wagon mainly on account ob delays 
in placement of these wagons to the sick lines and withdrawal there- 
from after repairs, the repair time being barely 8 hours per wagon, 
en an average. The reasons for such abnormal delays by the yard 
staff in placing the wagons in different sidings and withdrawing 
therefrom need to be studied for taking suitable remedial measures. 

1.154. Still another reason for detention of wagons in the yard 
was the blocking of the unloading space in the yard mainly due to 
noncrelease of wagons by the consignees within the free time allowed. 
m e r e  are two aspects of the problem. One is that since the yard is 
stated to be space-bound there is only limited capacity for the hand- 
ling of loaded wagons and hence the wagons in excess of the hand- 
ling capaeity of the yard have inevitably to wait till the delivery 
lines are clear. The other aspect is that the consignees do not take 
delivery in time and prefer to undergo some penalty in the form of 
demurrage charges. So far as the space aspect is concerned the 
milway Administration may well have to reassess the existing 
capacity of the yard with reference to the traffic being handled and 
take suitable remedial measures including extension of the y a d  
space by remodelling, if necessary. 

1,156. However, the figures regarding the number of wagons on 
wbkh demurrage acerued each year, as given in the Audit para- 
graph suggest that the practice of deliberately delaying the d e ~ e r y  



of wagons by paying some demarrage clrarge(s is widaspreal. 
During the year 1973 out of 20,902 wagons recaked in the Chitptm 
Yard, as many as 5,313, wagons suffered demurrage. Simikrly ir, 
1834, out of 19,648 wagons on 4,525 wagons demurrage acerued. 
In 1975, the number of wagons on which demurrage accrued wm 
4,578. The Committee feel that since the levy of demurrage is oom- 
poundable at  the discretion of the railway authorities, Ine unscru- 
'pulous consignees may be manipulating things f ~ r  their own advan- 
tage. The Committee are surprised to learn that the percentage 
of demurrage waived to that accrued was as high as 60 in 1973. The 
Committee fail to understand why such high percentage of the 
denswage charges are later on waived. This practice is obviously 
faulty and susceptible of being misused inasmuch as it provides a 
leverage both to the corrupt officials and the dishonest consignees 

1.156. It  has been made out before the Committee that the Zonal 
Railways enjoy absolute discretion in the matter of levy and waiver 
of demurrage charges. The Committee would urge the Railway 
Board to consider forthwith, what machanism could be evolved to 
ensure that these powers, which have great financial irnplicatiom 
are not abused. The Committee wouJd like to be apprised of the 
action taken in the matter. 

1.157. The Committee would like to suggest that a procedure may 
be evolved which should inter alia ensure that periodical progress 
reports in respect of each yard are submitted to the General Manager, 
who will have them reviewed in consultation with the Financial 
Adviser and the Chief Commercial Superintendent of the Zond 
Railway. At  the Railway Board level there should be a monitoring 
cell which should keep a contemporaneous watch on the performance 
of each of the important yards. The detailed procedure to bd followed 
in this behali may be issued by the Railway Board in the form of 
guidelines to all the Zonal Railways, 

1.158. Another important problem to which Committee's atten- 
tion has been drawn is the largescale mis-marshalling of wagons that 
occurred in Chitpur yard during the year 1974-75. Upto February 
1,975, i.e. in a b w t  11 months as many as 9,886 wagons received im 
Chitpur yard were found to be mis-marshalled. The Railway Board 
have tried to explain that the sbnurmal increase m the number ot 
mis-mershalld wagans received in Chitpur during 1975 is p a d +  
qttribrrtabie to the improper mdntenance of the records a t  the 
Chitpur and Naibati yards. Wjtbont going b t o  the merits of tbir 
explanation, the Committee worrtd like to be iuformed of the actia, 
taken agaiwt h e  staff dar improper maintenance of the y a d  nco* 
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1.159. The problem of mis-marshalling has another serious im- 

plication, namely, that the train documents are not properly com- 
piled by the staff. PhiS can be either intentional or due to negligence 
of the concerned st&. The Member (Traffic) has gone on record to 
say that the intentional mis-marshalling by unscrupulous staff was 
not ruled out even though there may be mly a few cases of this 
kind. In view of this, it is only appropriate that the Railways should 
look afresh at the problem of mis-marshalling with a view to tie up 
the loopholes and taking remedial steps. 

1.160. The Committee find that the position regarding qetention 
of wagons in the Naihati yard was even more alarming and was by 
no means better than the Andal yard. In the case of Naihati yard, 
against permissible detention of 21\23 hours per wagon, 1,442 wagons 
which terminated at this yard in January 1975, suffered detention for 
119.5 hours per wagon, on the average. The average detention per 
wagon for want, ob cranes was recorded as 264 hours and that for 
want of cavered empty wagons as 101 hours. Further, in N a b t i  
yard while the total time taken for repair was only 4 to 7 hours per 
wagon, that for placement of these wagons on sick lines and with- 
drawal after repair averaged to 22.36 hours and 36.33 hours per wagon. 
Thus detention on account of marshalling etc. was 12 times the 
time taken for repairs. The reasons for these abnormal delays need 
to be investigated and remedial measures taken. 

1.161. The analysis made by Audit in regard to the functioning 
of the Chitpur p r d  for the seleated month of November 1974 has 
revealed that in that month 20,430 wagons had been detained in the 
yard for different reasons for as many as 5,06,664 hours. Similarly the 
position in other months of the year such as !3pptember, 1974 and 
~ebruary,' 1975 was also not different. In the case of Naihati yard, 
during the selected month of January, 1975 wagons suffered deten- 
tions at the rate of 119.5 hours per wagon, on the average, against 
the permissible detention of 21123 hours per wagon. The total de- 
tentions suffered by wagons in one month in these yards thus add up 
to a staggering figure. 

1.162. When viewed in their totality, the Committee are led to the 
conclusion that the total detentions suffered by wagons as has been 
brought out in the Audit paragraph, cannot but impair the general 
mqbility of wagons on the Railways as a whole, even though the 
Chairman Railway Board and Member (Traffic), Railway Board 
were of the view that the detentions at  a particular point do not de- 
brmine the efficiency or inefildnecy of the movement of wagons. 
I$ is not clear to the Committee how the detentiom this magnitude, 
even though they are relatable to particular -&, MI not 
have their impact on the overall wagon turn-round on all railways. 
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1.163. As pointed out earlier by the Committee, the analysis of 

t he  performance of the three yards of Chitpur, Naihati and Andal 
has brought to durface many ills of the marshalling ~ a r d s .  Except 
for certain peculiar problems faced by individual yards, the general 
nature of the operations of most of other yards would perhaps be 
similar. The Committee therefore need hardly emphasise that the 
Railway Board may instruct each Zonal Railway to have the work- 
ing of the marshalling yards under them examined iq the light of 
the experience gained by the review af the performance of three 
yards of the Eastern Railway. The Committee consider that such 
detailed analysis of the working of each yard will help the 
authorities to come to grips with the problems of the yards. 

1.164. The elaborate analysis of the functioning af the three yards 
of the Eastern Railway has not only highlighted the problems of oper- 
ation but has also put in perspective the role of the sutpervisory 
staff and the nature of control exercised by them for ensuring 
efficient performance of the yards. All the three yards under re- 
ference are headed by fairly senior and high rank officers. However 
the control exercised by them on the day-to-day operations in the 
yards appears to be lax. Some of the apparently simpler problems, 
such as non-supply of cranes, non-availability of locomottves, non- 
availability or less availability of water from storage tanks, non- 
,availability of rest vans for the crew, frequent power failures 
and such other minor things which hmmper the movement of wagons, 
have not b,een attended to in time. The Committee have no doubt that 
if the supervisory officers on the spot are vigilant and are assisted in 
time and if there is proper coordination, many of the problems of 
the yards could be solved satisfactorily and in time. I t  will perhaps 
be worthwhile to make a systematic appraisal of the functioning of 
the important marshalling yards at the level of the Efficiency Bureau 
of Railway Board with a view to streamlining their work. 



CHAPTER I1 

EARNINGS 

South Eastern RaiIway-Incorrect levy of Freight on consignments- 
of slag mixed with iron or steel scrap. 

Audit Paragraph 

2.1. Open hearth slag mixed with iron/steel scrap lying at the 
area commonly known as "muck dump*" of the Bhilai Steel Plant 
was being, offered by two firms to the Railway for despatch from 
Durg station to foundries in and around Calcutta for reclaiming the 
metal. Till 14 February, 1972, the Railway Administration had 
been charging freight on these consignments at the class rate app- 
licable to iron and steel scrap based on the declaration given by 
the consignors in the forwarding notes. 

2.2. From 15th February, 1972 a lower classification was intro- 
duced for iron or steel slag describes as a waste refuse of steel plant 
containing practically very negligible percentage of iron (ferrous 
content less than 2 per cent) and used only for road making. With the 
introduction of this classification, these firms started declaring the 
commodity, i.e. the slag mixed with iron or steel scrap metal as 
ircm and steel slag in the forwarding notes; the Railway Adminis- 
tration charged freight at the lower classification in spite of the 
fact that a chemical analysis of the commodity carried out at  the 
National Test House Alipore, in August, 1971; disclosed that the 
commodity being booked by these firms contained metallic iron to 
the extent of 53.20 per cent and ferric oxide 15.44 per cent, thereby 
leading to the conclusion that the commodity could not be prroper- 
ly classified as iron or steel slag f c ~  the purpose of charging freight. 
The same commodity despatched from two other stations, namely, 
Rourkela and Tatanagar was; however; continued to be charged at 
the rates applicable to iron and steel scrap. However, as per direc- 
tion of the Travelling Inspector of Accounts, Drug station also start- 
ed charging freight for the commodity at the rates applicable to iron 
and steel scrap from 4th June, 1973. A scrutiny of the records for 
the period October, 1972 to March, 1973 disclosed undercharges of 
Rs. 85.000. The total undercharges for the period 15th February, 
1972 to 3rd June, 1973 are still January, 1976) to be assessed and re- 
covered from the parties concerned. 



2.3. In May, 1974, the Railway Administration suggested to t h e ,  
Railway Board that the classification of iron or steel slag should 

" be raised to the level of rate applicable to iron and steel scrap. 
In  December, 1975, the Railway Board explained that the classificb- 
tion of iron or steel slag would depend upon its metal content and 
the sale value. The final decision of the Railway Board is awaited 
(January, 1976). 

2.4. A scrutiny of the records of sale of this material in 1971 by 
the Bhilai Steel Plant djsclosed that the material was auctioned 
under the following descriptim: - 

(i) Open hearth slag mixed with steel/iron scrap. 

(ii) Used steel scrap. 

(iii) Blast furnace slag mixed with 0 to 3, per cent iron content. 

It would appear that the commodity booked was largely lron 
and steel scrap and not slag and that the declaration of the com- 
modity had not been given cc,rrectly by the firms, who thereby ren- 
dered themselves liable to penalty for mis-declaration of goods. 

[Paragraph 29 of the Report of the Comptruller and Auditor General 
of India for the year 1974-75, (Union overnment Railway)]. 

2.5. The Ccmmittee learnt from Audit that according to the 
Special Condition 18 of Goods Tariff applicable to Iron or Steel 
Scrap. the term 'Scrap' applies only to such scraps or pieces of 
metal as have metal value only as distinct from shape value .and 
are useful for remelting, reforging or rerolling enly. The Audit 
has further informed that according to the proceedings of the Corn- 
mercial Committee 'Slag' refers to waste refuse of steel plant con- 
taining practically very negligible precentage or iron and used only 
for road making. In view of these facts, the Committee desired to 
know whether the material booked as scrap by the two firms till 
14 February, 1972 conformed to the specification applicable to iron 
and steel scrap. The Ministry of Railways have in a note stated. 

"The consignments booked by the two firms were not conform- 
ing to the definition of scrap in that this material did not 
have 100 per cent metal value and could not be utilised 
as such for remelting, reforging or rerolling purposes. 
But since the firms were describing the material as iorn 
OT steel scrap, the stations charged them a t  the higher 
rates applicable t to iron or steel scrap." 

2.6. The Audit further informed the Committee that prior to  



15th February, 1972 the entries in Goods Tariff for charging iron or 
steel scrap and slag were as under:- / 

Smalls W ~ o n  loodo 
- 

Iron or Steel Scrap . . . , 65 45 

Slag N.O.C. . . . . 60 37.5 

Gr~nulated Slag . . . .  60 37.5* 

From 15 February, 1972 the nomenclature of granulated slag was 
changed as "Iron or Steel slag (Granulated)' and a new item (as 
below) was introduced in the Goods Tariff: 

Iron or Steel Slag N.O.C. . . . . 60 637' 5 
-----. --- 

2.7. The Committee learnt that the introduction of a new classi- 
fication for 'iron or steel slag was mainly with a view to eliminating 
any scope for confusion between classification 'granulated slag, 
which is used for cement making and iron and steel slag used for 
road making. In the light ~f these facts the Committee desired to 
know that when the firms started declaring the commodity as iron 
and steel slag instead of as slag mixed with iron or steel scrap, whe- 
ther it was not necessary to examine if the commodity booked act- 
ually conformed to the specification of iron and steel slag. The 
Ministry of Railways have in a note stated: 

'Trior to 15 February, 1972 in the absence of a separate classi- 
fication for iron or steel slag, the consignors were declar- - ing the consignments as iron or steel scrap although they 
were not conforming to the definition of 'iron or steel 
scrap'. With the introduction of a new classification en- 
try 'Iron or Steel Slag NOC' with effect from 15-2-1972, 
the consignors started describing the material as iron or 
steel slag.' 

"The Ministry of Railways have further added that "Since 
the material booked did not conform to the definition of 
iron or steel scrap in that the material did not have 100 
per cent metal value and could not be utilised as such 
for remelting, reforging or rerolling purposes, it was cor- 
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rectly chargeable at the rates applicable to iron or steel 
slag NOC. Under these circumstances any further exa- 
mination in the matter was not considered necessary by 
the Railway Administration." 

2.8. The Audit Para states that the same commodity despatched 
from two other stations, viz., Rourkela and Tata Nagar was continu- 
e? to be charged at the rates applicable to iron and steel scrap. 
Asked why the freight was charged at lower classification when 
there was no change in the nature of the material actually offered 
by the parties, the Ministry of Railways have replied:- 

"The material was being declared and Booked as Iron & Steel 
Scrap prior to 15-2-1972 as there was no separate classi- 
fication for Iron or Steel Slag NOC. In as much as this 
corhmodity did not conform to the definition as given in 
the Goods Tariff for Iron or Steel Scrap and in the ab- 
sence of a separate classification at that time for Iron or 
Steel Slag, it was considered prudent to charge the mater- 
ial under Iron or Steel Scrap. With the introduction of a 
new classification entry "Iron or Steel Slag NOC" with eff- 
ect from 15-2-1972, the consignments were declared by the 
consignors as iron or steel slag and they were also charg- 
ed at the rates applicable to iron err steel slag NOC which 
was lower than the rates for iron or steel scrap." 

2.9. The Committee desired to know if the Railway Administra- 
tion had ascertained from M/s. Hindustan Steel Limited (Bhilai 
Steel Plant) about the nomenclature or description given by the Steel 
Plant while selling the commodity to the trade before allowing 
lower classification. In reply, the Ministry of Railways have in a 
note stated that the Railway Abinistration had made a reference 
to the Bhilai Steel Plant who had informed about the natures of the 
material sold by them to the parties. The following details were 
furnished by the Bhilai Steel Plant:- 

"(1) Sale Order No. BBF/Scrap/71-002 dt. 7-4-71. Party's Name 
M/a. . . . . .Materials supplied to the party: Iron scrap, re- 
covered from Blast Furnace Slag Dump. 

(2) Sale Order No. BM/DEF/W-0002 dt. 8-4-71 Party's Name: 
MIS. . . . . . . .Materials supplied to the party:- 

(a) Iron Scrap 
(b) Steel (Skull) Scrap . 

(c) ~ s e b  Steel Scrap 



( d l )  Unused Steel Scrap 
(e) Slag. 

All the materials in Category (2) (a) to (e) were supplied 
h r n  open Hearth Muck Dump." 

2.10. When asked about the action taken by the Railway Admini- 
stration on this information received from the Bhilai Steel Plant, the 
Ministry oi Railways have replied: 

"No specific action was taken on receipt of this communica- 
tion from the Steel Plant." 

2.11. The Ministry of Railways have further informed that from 
4 June 1973, the commodity was charged at the rate applizable to 
iron or steel scrap by the Station staff as per the instructions of the 
Travelling Inspector of Accounts. However, when this matter was 
brought to the notice of the Administration and when a representa- 
tion from MIS.-was received, investigation was made and it was 
found that the ccmmodity booked was conforming more to iron or 
steel slag than to iron or steel scrap. 

2.12. The Ministry of Railways have further stated that: 

"On further examination based on chemical analysis and the 
end use to which the material was put to, i t  was consider- 
ed by the Railway Administration that it could bear freig- 
ht rates higher than the rates applicable to iron and steel 
slag NOC but lower than the rates for iron or steel scrap. 
The Administraticn took up this matter with the Railway 
Board in 1974 seeking for a new classification for this com- 
modi ty." 

2.13. According to Audit paragraph, a chemical analysis of the 
commodity carrled out at the National Test House, Alipore in Aug- 
ust 1971 disclosed that the commodity being booked by MI- 
and M/s---contained metallic i ~ o n  to the exterit of 53.20 per cent 
and ferric oxide to the extent of 15.44 per cent. In this context, the 
Committee desired to know at whose request the chemical test was 
carried out in 1971 and whether the firms were aware of such a test. 
The. Ministry of Railways have in a note stated: 

"The chemical test was carried out at  the request of M/- 
Calcutta. The firms were aware of the results of chemj- 
cal test." m 1  



2.14. The Committee pointed out that although the firms knew 
the results of chemical analysis even then they described the mater- 
ials as 'slag' in the forwarding note. As such, the Committee ques- 
tioned whether it was not tantarmount to a geliberate misdeclaration 
with a view tot obtaining a lower rate. The Ministry of Railways 
have replied thus: - 

"So long as this comrrlodity did no,t conform to the definition 
of iron or steel scrap as given in special condition 18 of 
Goods Tariff, namely it did not have 100 per cent metaI 
value and c c ~ l d  not be utilised as such for remelting, refor- 
ging or rerolling purposes and since the nature of the com- 
modity conformed more to that of Iron or Steel Slag than 
to Iron or Steel Scrap, there was no misdeclaration on the 
part of the firms with a view to obtaining a lower rate." 

2.15. The Audit Paragraph points out that a scrutiny of the re- 
cords for the pejriod October, 1972 to March, 1973 disclosed under- 
charges of Rs. 85,000 and the total undercharges for the period 15 
Febraury, 1972 to 3 June, 1973, were still, as on January, 1976 to be 
assessed and recovered. The Committee enquired whether the Rail- 
way Administration has since assessed the total undercharges and 
considered the penalty for misdeclaration and taken steps to recover 
the amount. The Ministry of Railways have replied: 

"The booking and charging of the commodity had been correct- 
ly done in conformity with the extant provisions of the 
Goods Tariff and there was no misdeclaration on the part 
of the firms. The question of raising cf undercharges does 
not, therefore, arise." 

2.16. The Audit Peagraph further points out that in May 1974, 
'the Railway Administration had suggested to the Railway Board that 
the classification of iron or steel slag should be raised to the level of 
rate applicable to iron and steel scrap. The Committee desired to 
know whether in pursuance of this suggestion the Ministry of Rail- 
wavs had taken any decision about the classification of material 
booked by the firms from Drug Station. The Ministry of Railways 
have stated that they had referred the matter to the Indian Railways 
Conference Association fox examination by the Commercial Com- 
mittee. The Commercial Committee examined the proposal of the 
Railway Administration and had come to the conclusion that sincc 
the price as well as iron content or Iron or Steel Scrap are highel 
than those of Iron or Steel Slag, there is no justification to raise the 
classification of Iron or Steel Slag NOC to that applicable to Iron or 
Steel Scrap. ,The Ministry of Railways further added that the re- 
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commendation of the Commercial Committee had been accepted by 
them. 

2.17. The Committee observe that the term 'scrapL, as defined in 
special Condition 18 of Goods Tariff applicable to Iron or Steel Scrap, 
applies only to such scraps or pieces of metal as have metal value 
only as distinct from shape value and are useful for remelting, re- 
forging or re-rolling only. This definition obviously does not lay 
down that the commodity offered as scrap should have 100 per cent 
metal value for conforming to the description of iron or steel scrap 
as given in the Special Condition 18 of the Goods Tariff. Accordingly, 
therefore, the so-called slag mixed with ironlsteel scrap, which was 
found to have a metallic content of more than 53 per cent and which 
was being sent to foundries for reclaiming the metal could only be 
considered as scrap and not slag, which is supposed to be a waste 
refuse of steel plant containing practically very negligible percentage 
of iron (ferrous content less than 2 per cent) and used only for road 
making. In the absence of any clear cut and specific provision in 
the Goods Tariff to the effect that scrap should have 100 per cent 
metallic content and in view of the fact that the same commodity 
despatched from two other stations viz. Rourkela and Tatanagar was 
being treated as scrap and charged as such, the Committee fail to 
understand how the Railway Administration maintain that the com- 
modity booked from Durg Station approximated more to slag than 
to scrap. 

2.18. The Committee feel that till 14 February, 1972, !he Railway 
Administration was correctly charging the freight on the consign- 
ments containing slag mixed with iron/steel scrap at the class rate 
applicable to iron and steel scrap. However, from 15 February, 1972, 
following the introduction of a lower classification for iron or steel 
slag, the firms took advantage of the lower rates by just declaring 
the commodity, i.e. slag mixed with iron or steel scrap as iron and 
steel slag in the forwarding notes. Surprisingly, the Railway Adminis- 
tration started charging the freight at  the lower classification know. 
ing fully well that the commodity b'eing booked by the firms was 
the same and contained metallic iron to the extent of 53.20 per cent 
and ferric oxide to the extent of 15.44 per cent and as such could nof 
be properly classified as iron or steel slag for the purpose of charging 
freight. Even the firms were stated to he aware of the high metallic 
content of the slag and to that extent they were guilty of misdeclara- 
tion. The Committee note that it was only on 4 June, 1973 that a t  
the instance of the Travelling Inspector d Accounts, Drug Station 
also started charging freight for the commodity at the rates applicable 
to iron and steel scrap. There has thus been a serious lapse on the 
part of the Durg Station authorities in agreeing to charge the freight 
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a t  a lower rate just on the basis of a declaration made by the firms. 
This needs to be investigated thoroughly to fix responsibility as also 
to find out if there was a collusion between the firms and the book- 
ing staff at k g  Station. The Committee would 'like to be apprised 
of the result of investigation within three months of presentation of 
this report to the House. 

2.19. The Committee are somewhat perplexed at the stance now 
being taken by the Railway Administration by stating that the book- 
ing and charging of the commodity had been corrertly done in con- 
formity with the extant provisions of the Goods Tariff and that the 
question of raising of undercharges did not arise. This is in contra- 
diction of the position taken by the Railway Administration earlier 
that the commodity booked at Durg Station could bear freight rates 
higher than the rates applicable to iron and steel slag NOC hut lower 
than the rates for iron or steel scrap. The Committee find that fol- 
lowing a reference from the Railway Administration, the Railway 
Tqsrd had referred the proposal for raising the classification of iron 
and steel slag to the level of the rate applicable to iron and steel 
scrap for examination by the Cominercial Committee of Indian Rail- 
way Conference. The Coinmcrcial Committee had come to the con- 
clusion that there was no justification to raise the classification of 
iron and steel slag and this recommendation had been accepted by 
the Railway Board. The Committee are of the view that even if the 
two commodities, i.e. iron and steel slag NOC and iron and steel 
scrap could not be equatcd for the purpose of charging of freight, 
there was no justification for charging a lower rate for a commodity 
which though described as iron or steel slag did not satisfy the speci- 
fication thereof and could more appropriately be termed as iron ~ n d  
ste_el scrap. Allowing benefit of lower rate provides scope for leakage 
of revenue. In view of this the Committee need hardly emphasize 
;hat the total undercharges for the period 15 February, 1972 to 3 June. 
1973 may be assessed and recovered from the parties concerned witb- 
out loss of further time. The Committee also desire that the position 
may be reviewed afresh with a view to establish that the commodity 
known as iron or steel slag is being correctly classified for the purpose 
of charging of freight rates at all the stations. The Committee would 
like to be apprised of the action taken in this behalf. 

NORTHERN RAILWAY-CHARGES FOR IMPROPER 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 

Audit pntagraph 
2.20. According to Goods Tariff, if goods on arrival at  destination 

are found to have heen improperly described and a lower rate than 
that correctly a ~ p l i c a b l ~  has thereby been obtained cn them, charpes. 
at  double the highest rate will be levied and collected from the con- 
signees.   ow ever, according to the guidelines of the Freight For- 



warder Scheme circulated by the Railway Board in June 1971 the 
freight forwarder is not required to give description of the individual 
packages or their contents in the forwarding note; but he has to 
attach thereto a list of packages constituting each wagon load eon- 
signment indicating, amongst other things; particulars of the com- 
modities contained in the packages. These guidelines also envisaqe 
that packages containing any contraband, offensive or dangerous 
goods notified in Red Tariff cannot be booked under this scheme. If 
such consignments are found loaded in a wagon by a frelght forward- 
er, freight charges at 'smalls' class rates applicable to such commodi- 
ties will be recoverable in addition to the lump sum rates (the 
freight forwarder rate) payable by the freight forwarder. The re- 
covery of these undercharges will be in addition to other action which 
may be taken and penalty imposed for offering for carriage by rail 
such goods, in violation of the rules prescribed in this respect from 
time to time. The normal demurrage and wharfage rules are also 
applicable to consignments booked under the scheme. 

2 21. Dinitro-chloro Benzene has been described as a dangerous 
poisonous (toxic) substance in the Red Tariff. Drums of Dinitro- 
chlnro Benzene numbering 770 were booked in March 1973 by a 
freight forwarder in 11 wagons from Carnac Bridge to Ghaziabad 
describing the contents as Benzene and declaring it as non-dangerous 
and non-explosive. The consignment, on unloading at Ghaziabad, 
was found to be a 'dangerous' article and a penalty of Rs. 59,312 was 
recovered by the Station Master, Ghaziabad at the 'smalls' class rate 
applicable to this commodity. In addition demurrage and wharfage 
charges of Rs. 2,302 were realised. 

2.22. The party represented its case to the Railway Hoard in March 
1973. The Railway Board, after consulting the Northern and West- 
ern Railways, decided in November 1973 to refund Rs. 27,989 to the 
partv on the consideration that (i) the Freight Forwarder Scheme 
was facing very severe competition from road transport operators 
a rd  In cdse it was decided to recover full penal charges the possibili- 
ty of the freight forwarder ceasing to function as surh and under- 
cutting the Railways' freight forwarder rate as a retaliatory measure 
could not be ruled cut and (ii) the particular freight forwarder seem- 
ed to be resourceful having loaded as many as 504 wagons during the 
quarter ending December 1972. It  may be mentioned that under the 
Freight Forwarder Scheme the freight forwarder firm realises freig- 
ht from crrlsignors/consignees generally at 'smalls' rate but paps to 
the Hailwnvs at lump sum rates (freight forwarder rate) notifled by 
the Railway. 

[Paragraph 30 of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor 
&nerd of India for the year 1974-75, Union Government 
(RailwaW 1 



91: 
2.23. 'Zhe Audit Faragr'aph states that according> to the guide1in.s 

mf the F re" f t  FokarcTek Scheme circulated by the Railway Boafd 
in June 1971, packages containing any contraband, oifensive or dan- 
gerous goods notified in Red T a r 8  cannot be bo~ked by a freight 
forwarder under this scheme. The paragraph further s t a h  that 
770 drums of Dinitco-chloro Benzene were booked in March, 1973 by 
a freight forwarder in 11 wagons from Carnac Bridge to Ghsziabad 
.describmg the contents as Benzene and declaring it as non-dangerous 
and noli-explosive. 

2.24. The Committee learnt from Audit that Benzene is also in- 
eluded in the list of dangerous goods classified under the group head- 
ing-Petroleum and other inflammable liquids in Goads Tariff No. 34 
and Red Tariff No. 18 and therefore, according to the guidelines men- 
tioned above, the freight forwarder was not authorised to book such 
consignments. When asked about this, the Railway Board confirm- 
ed that the contents were described by the Freight Forwarder as 
"Benzene--Non-dangerous Non-explesive." Clarifyinug further the 
.Mjnistry of Railways have stated: 

"The correct nomenclature of the contents is Dmitro-ckloro 
Benzene'. This is a poisonous (Toxic) substance, by non- 
explosive in character. Benzene is, however, a petroleum 
product and explosive in character. Both the products 
are, however, treated as dangerous for the purpose of rail 
transport." 

2.25. Since Benzene is a dangerous commodity, the Com- 
mittee desired to know the reasons for having accepted it for trans- 
portation by the freight forwarder contrary to the instructions. In 
reply, the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The Freight Foilwarder pleaded that he was not aware that 
this particular commodity was dangerous and hence in 
good faith he has described the commodity as 'nr?n-dan- 
gerous' and offered the same fcr booking by rail under the 
Freight Forwarder Scheme." 

2.26. A,sked as to how the Railway Administration hzd accepted 
the wagolbload consignment booked by the freight forwarder for 
carriage, considering the description of the packages loaded, the 
Ministry of Railways have replied: 

"The description of the characteristics of the commodity as 
given in the forwarding note was clear a ~ d  categorical, 
but this probably misled the staff in accepting the con- 
signment for booking. It  is accepted that due care should 
have been exercised at that stage." 

1852 LS-7. 



2.27. Enquired if the freight forwarder had committed any other- 
breguiariky, the Ministry of Railways have in a note stated: 

"Na other irregularity was noticed except that out of 11 wag- 
ons booked, 5 wagons were found to have been loaded in- 
excess of market carrying capacity of the wagons ~ t l d  for. 
which according to the rule under-charges amounting to 
Rsi 812/- were collected from the Freight Forwarder." 

2.28. In view of the dangerous nature of the commodity and the 
grave rislr to which it exposed the Railwaymen and itallway's pro- 
perty and that the freight forwarder had wilfully and knowingly 
qiven P wrong declaration, the Committee desired to know whether 
the action taken against the freight forwarder was adequate. The 
Ministry of Railways have in a note stated: 

"A? explained earlier, the Freight Forwarder pleaded that he 
was not aware of the dangerous characteristics of the ccm- 
modity handed over to him for transport by the clearing 
agents. Considering that the Freight Fcrwarder was ad- 
vised by the clearing Agent that the Goods were 'Non- 
dangerous and he in turn had despatchtd the goods by rail' 
under the 'Freight Forwarder Scheme' in good falth, it 
may perhaps not be taken as wilful wrong declaration of 
the goods. 

However, the freight forwarder was penalised fnr londinq dan- 
gerous goods as freight charges were collected at the wag- 
ons load scales of rates and not at the concess:onal lump 
sum rate. In addit'on ad hoc penalty charges and under- 
charges for loading excess weight were aslo collected. 

Lt mav be mentioned that the freight forwarders are basically 
rdad hauliers and in this case the charges p a d  by them 
were much in excess of what they would have incurred if 
the goods had been booked by road at the prevailine road 
rates from Carnac Bridge to Ghaziabad i.e., they would 
have paid opproximately Rs. 34,496 as against Rs. M,758/- 
already paid as rail freight charges. The peneity imposed 
and collected from the Freight Forwarder was thus consi- 
dered to be adequate." 

2.29. The Ministry of Railways have further informed the Com- 
mittee that while taking the decision, the follow$~g pcillts were also, 
taken into consideration: 

"(i) I t  is generally difficult to get good firm for acting a s  
freight forwarders inasmuch as they have to face severe 
road competition and' ofither constraints;. 



hi) This particular firm was offering a fairly large number of  
w a w s  under the scheme i.e., during December 1972 and 
3anuby 1973, they had loaded about 150 wagons arid the 
firm being a potential customer, no stringent action against 
them was possible because the possibility of this party 
ceasing to work as freight forwarders and undercutting our 
freight forwarde,r rates as retaliatory measures could not 
be completely ruled out; 

(iii) The scheme is profitable to Railways e.g. under the freight 
forwarder scheme from CCB to GZB against a lump sum 
rate of Rs. 2300/- per wagon (exclusive of QTSiCCB Toll), 
or Rs. 2427/- per wagon (including QTS,/CCB Toll), the 
haulage cost per wagon during the material period was 
Rs. 1049/- only or Rs. 11,539/- for 11 wagons; 

(iv) Freight Forwarder traffic is not prone to claims fcr 
compensation; 

(v) The traflic being entirely road-borne, it was a gain for the 
Railways to carry them from CCB to GZB-the prevailing 
road rate for 22.4 tonnes being Rs. 3106/- Rs. 140i- per 
tonne (mcludjng terminal handling per tonne) or Rs. 
34,496/- fcr a load eq-ivalent to 11 wagons as against total 
lump sum rate of Rs. 26,447/- for 11 wagons, the rail rate 
being quite competitive with road." 

2.30. The Committee note that a freight forwarder of Bombay 
booked in March 1973, 770 drums of Dinitro-chloro Benzene from 
Carnac Bridge to Ghaziabad describing the contents as Benzene and 
declaring if as non-dangerous and non-explosive contrary to the 
provisions of the Freight Forwarder Scheme circulated by the Rail- 
way Board in June, 1971. The Committee further note that both the 
products-~nitro-chloro Benzene and Benzene-are treated as dan- 
gerous for the purpose of rail transport and under the Freight For- 
warder Scheme, freight forwarder could not book offensive or 
dangeous goods notified in the Red Tariff. Keeping in view these 
facts the Committee find it difficult to agree that the freight forwarder 
had described it non-dangerous in good faith. The Committee are 
surprised that a leading freight forwarder, who was offering a large 
number of wagon loads, should plead ignorance of the provisions 
contained in the Freight Forwarder Scheme while booking a dan- 
gerous commodity which was a potential risk to Railway porperty. 
Tbe Commodity booked was dangerous but it was described as non- 
dangerous and non-explosive, thereby exposing the Railway staff, the 
Railway property and the public to grave risk. In the opinion of the 
Committee there was no case for any concession being shown to the 



freight forwarder as has been done in this case, by remission of penal 
charges amounting to Rs. 27,989 levied earlier. The fear that the 
freight forwarder might have reta'liated by undercutting Railway's 
freight forwarder rates was imaginary. In any case Railways could 
not be expected to win traffic through unscrupulous freight forwar- 
ders and the Committee do not appreciate their attempt to justify 
their action. The Committee wish that the Ministry of Railways should 
have taken the above factors into consideration while deciding this 
case. The Committee would like the Raiiway Board to devise steps 
to prevent the recurrence of such cases. 

2.31. The description given by the freight forwarder of the com- 
modity in the forwarding note was clear and categorical. I t  was 
stated as 'Benzene' which has been included in the Red Tariff and 
thus could not be booked for rail transport. The Committee fail to 
understand how this commodity was accepted for rail transport by 
the Railway officials in contravention of the rules. This is tanta- 
mount to deliberate negiigence on the part of Railway officials. The 
Committee take a serious view of this lapse and would like that the 
officials who were responsible, shoild be brought to book. 

ATnrthern Railway--X;'on-obserz-a?'~ce of routing a n d  r a t k g  instruc- 
tions. 

Audat Paragraph 

2.32. (i) The Railway Board issued instructions on 26th October 
1974 that under the rationalised scheme the chargeable distance 
would be computed by the routes mentioned below and the freight 
cnwged accordingly: - 

(i) (a) all goods traffic from Tughlakabad side to Lud!liana 

(b) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

station and beyond and vice versa should be routed via 
Shakurbasti-Jakhal and Dhuri; and 
all goods traffic booked from Delhi area for Ludhiana 
and beyond s h ~ u l d  be routed via Tughlakabad-shakur- 
basti(via Delhi avoiding lines), Jakhal, Dhuri and vice 
versa; 
all goods traffic from Varanasi Junction side to Lucknow 
and beyond should be routed via Janghai-Pratapgarh- 
Rae-Bareili (traffic in the reverse direction should be 
carried via shortest route); and 

all goods traffic from Shahjahanpur side to Moradabad 
and beyond should be routed via Chanehti-Chandausi 
(traffic in the reverse direction should be carried via 
shortest route). 

These orders were to come into force from 15th November, 1974. 



2.33. A limited review by Audit of the inward and outward tra- 
ffic at Moga, Ludhiana, Jullundur Cantonment and Jammu Tawi sta- 
tions covering the  period November 1974 to February 1975 disclosed 
that these instructions had not been implemented due to non- 
receipt of the notification by the station staff, resulting in short rea- 
lisation of freight charges to the extent of Rs. 64,807. As a result 
of further review of traffic received a t  some other stations by the 
Accounts Office during the period from 15th November 1974 to 14th 
May 1975, under-charges of Rs. 2,55,945 had been noticed. 

2.34. The Railway Administration stated (December 1975) that 
debits for the under-charges were being raised and that the result 
of review by other Zonal Railways was awaited. 

2.35. (ii) Rules in the Indian Railway Conference Association's 
Goods Tariff provide that in the absence of specific instructions in 
writing from the sender to the contrary, goods will be despatched 
by the shortest route at  charges by the cheapest route, that is the 
route by which freight charges are the lowest. For purposes of 
determining the shortest route in cases where transhipment at 
break-of-gauge is involved, each break-of-gauge is to be reckoned 
as equivalent to 160 kms. In the event of the shortest route when 
not the cheapest, being partially or wholly closed for traffic, the 
goods may be despatched by the next shortest route at charges by 
the cheapest route. 

2.36. There are two routes for carriage of traffic from stations 
on Kot Kapura-Bhatinda section of broad gauge main line betwie?~~ 
Ferozepur Cantonment and Ilelhi to &ations in Bombay area- 
(A) all broad gauge route via New Delhi, Mathura and Dadar; 
and (B) broad gauge-cum-metre gauge-cum-broad gauge route via 
Bhatinda or Hissar, Marwar and Sabarmati stations involving 
transhipments at Bhatinda or Hissar (from broad gauge to metre 
gauge) and at Sabarmati from metre gauge to broad guage). Route 
(A) is shorter as the notified distance of route (B) is inflated by 
320 kms on account of two transhipments involved on it for pur- 
poses of ascertaining the 'shortest route'. However, route (B) is 
cheaper as for charging freight, the distance for charge via the 
broad gauge-cum-metre gauge-cum-broad gauge route is not 
inflated on account of transhipments. 

2.37. The Northern Railway's Goods Tariff provides that sta- 
tions on Bhatinda-Kotkapura srection are closed for all descriptions 
of goods traffic involving transhipment a t  Bhatinda and Hissar. 
Consequently, only route (A) has been available for routing and 
rating of traffic between these places. 



2.38. A test check of the records of stations on Kotkapura- 
Bhatinda section disclosed that freight on traffic booked on different 
rates between January 1972 and March 1975 from these stations and 
carried by route (A) had been incorrectly charged as for route (B), 
resulting in underkharges of freight of Rs. 1,94,462. 

2.39. The Railway Administration stated (November 1975) that 
debits for the under-charges had been raised. The amount is, how- 
ever, still (January 1976) to be realised. 
[Paragraph 33 of the Report of Controller and Auditor General of 

India for the year 1974-75, Union Government (Railways) .] 

2.40. It  would be seen from the Audit Paragraph that the Rail- 
way Board issued instructions on 26th October 1974 that under the 
rationalised scheme the chargeable distance would be computed by 
the routes mentioned below and the freight charged accordingly. 

(i) (a) d l  goods traffic from Tughlakabad side to Ludhiana 
station and byond and vice versa should be routed via 
Shakurbasti-Jakhal and Dhuri; 

(b) all goods traffic booked from Del.hi area for Ludhiana 
and beyond should be routed via Tughlakabad-Sakurbasti 
(via Delhi avoiding lines), Jakhal, Dhuri and vice versa; 

(ii) all goods traffic from Varanasi Junction side to Lucknow 
and beyond should be routed via Janghai-Pratapgarh- 
Rai-Bareili (traffic in the reverse direction should be 
carried cia shortest route) ; and 

(iii) all goods trafiic from Shahjahanpur side to Moradabad 
and beyond should be routed via Chanchti-Chandausi 
(traffic in the reverse directions should be carried via 

shortest route). 

These orders were to come into force from 15 Novemk+x, 1974. 
The Committee desired to know what special measures were 
taken by the Ministry of Railways/Railway Administration to 
ensure that the instructions reached the stations sufficiently before 
15 November, 1974. The Ministry of Railways have in a note 
stated: 

"Board's letter dated 26-10-1974 regarding the rationalisa- 
tion scheme was received by the Headquarters ofice of 
the Railway on 30-10-1974 and necessary instructions 
were issued by them to the Divisions on 25-11-1974 in the 
normal course without taking any special steps." 



2.41. The Audit Paragraph further points out that a limited 
lreview by Audit on the inward and outward tr&c a t  Moga, 
'Ludhiana, Jullundur Cantonment and Jarnmu Tawi stations cover- 
ing the period November, 1974 to February 1975 disclosed that 
these instructions had not been implemented due to non-receipt of 
the notification by the station staff resulting in short realisation of 
freight charges. In this context, the Committee desired to know the 
.date on which the Railway Board's letter containing instructions 
was received by the Headquarters Office of the Railway Adminis- 
tration the date on which the instructions were issued to the Divi- 
sions the date on which the latter circulated it to the stations and 
finally the dates on which the stations concerned received the circular. 
In  reply, the Ministry of Railways stated: 

"Railway Board's letter dated 26110-1974 was received by the 
Headquarters Office of the Railway Administration m 
30-10-1974. Necessary instructions in the matter were 
issued by the Headquarters Oace  to the Divisions on 
25-11-1974. Ferozepur Division circulated these instruc- 
tions on 12-12-1974 which were received by the concern- 
ed stations as under: 

Ludhiana - 13-12-1974 
Jullundur Cantt. - 10-1-1975 
Jammu Tawi - 24-1-1975 
Moga - 10-1-1975." 

2.42. In view of the fact that considerable delay took place in 
,transmitting the instructions to the stations concerned, the Com- 
mittee enquired of the reasonable minimum time that should be 
allowed for bringing in force the decisions about revisions in rates, 
tariffs, routing and rating instructions. The Ministry of Railways 

'have replied: 

"As per the provision in the Indian Railway Traffic Code the 
minimum notice required to be given to Public for 
enhancements in rates is fourteen days. Taking into 
account the time required for the Headquarters M c e  
and the Divisions to transmit the instructions, four 
week's time is considered as a reasonable time for the 
Railway Administrations for implementing the changes 
in rates and routing and rating instructions." 

2.43. The Committee asked whether the time allowed to and the 
time taken by Northern Railway Administration to notify the ins- 

'tructions to the stations was conddered, reasonable. In reply, the 



Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"Though the time allowed to Northern Railway for notifica- 
tion of the instructions was not reasonable (they were 
given only 15 days time as against the reasonable period 
of four weeks), the actual time taken by the Railway 
Administration in notifying these instructions to the 
Divisions is not considered reasonable and could have 
reduced by special efforts." 

2.44. The Committee enquired as to when the instructions were 
received in the Office of the Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts 
Officer. In reply the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The instructions issued by the Commercial Branch of the 
Headquarters Office on 17-12-1974 and which were en- 
dorsed to Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer 
were received in the Office of the Financial Adviser and 
Chief Accounts Officer on 27-2-1975." 

2.45. The Committee have learnt from Audit that in paragraph 
36(i) of the Report of C&AG of India for the year 1974-75-Union 
Governrrent (Railways) another case has been mentioned where 
the Eastern Railway had notified revised carrying capacity of oil 
tank wagons on 19 March 1973 making it effective from the same 
day. The Committee desired to know as to what measures the 
Railway Board proposed to take to ensure that the instructions 
issued reached the stations well in advance of the dates of enforce- 
ment, keeping in view the number of stations which were required 
to enforce the revisions in the tariffs etc. The Ministry of Rail- 
ways have in a note stated as under: 

"It has been decided to normally give a minimum of four 
weeks time to the Railway Administrations for imple- 
menting decisions relating to enhancement of rate, 
classification, minimum weight condition and change in 
routing and rating procedures. In cases where a notice 
shorter than four weeks is proposed to be given, special 
steps will be taken to ensure that the instructions are 
received by the Railways and transmitted to staions in 
ime. At  present, on certain Railways instructions regard- 
ing changes in rates, minimum weight condition etc., are 
transmitted to Divisions who in their turn circulate the 
instructions to stations. To avoid delay in the percola- 
tion of the instructions to stations a proposal is under 
consideration to centralise the cyclostyling of instruc- 
tions having financial implications in the Headquarters 
Office and to despatch the required number of copies of 
notifications to Divisions by couriers." 



2.46. When asked as to how the irregularity escaped notice im 
zn$ernal check by the Accounts Officer, the Ministry of Railways 
have replied that the irregularity did not escape the notice of 
internal check and debits were raised against the stations in case 
of local traffic and in respect of through traffic, destination Rail- 
ways were advised through "incorrect statements" i.e, ~(tatement 
sent to other Zonal Railways advising in the cases of wrong 
charging. 

2.47. The Committee understand that the Railway Administra- 
tion had stated in December 1975 that debits for the undercharges 
were being raised and that the result of review by other Zonal 
Kailways was awaited. In this context, the Committee enquired if 
the total undercharges (including foreign inward traffic) had been 
assessed and if so, what was the total amount involved and the  
amount that was to be realised. The Ministry of Railways have 
stated as under: 

"The assessment of the undercharges due in respect of local 
traffic has been completed and it is seen that the total 
undercharges in respect of local traffic is Rs. 1,55,700 out 
o.f which Rs. 136,459 is yet to be realised. In respect of 
Foreign trafic, the review is under progress and the 
exact amount of undercharges due will be known only 
after the review is completed." 

2.48. The Comnlittee have learnt from Audit that the Railway 
Board had issued instructions in February, 1970 about rationalisation 
of routing' of traffic over North Eastern Railway (Railway Board's 
letter No. 70-TFIII127 (i) -General Order No. A,'1 of 19'701 and that 
these instructions came into fo,rce from 1 March, 1970. These instruc- 
tions WWe partially modistd in Ailguslt 1974 and January 1975. I n  
terms of these instr-ictions the traffic from Metre Gauge stations of 
Korth Eastern Railway to Broad Gauge stations on Northern and 
Western Railways, which should have been carried and charged via 
Manduadih wkre hooked anc! charged via Rarabanki. Similarly, the 
traffk which ~hou ld  !lave heen routed through Carhara, involving 
transhipment at Garhara was bouked ,and charged via Manduadih. 
The Audit further poin,ts out  that non-observance of routing instruc- 
tions by five stations namcly. Hathua, Siswa Razar, Narkatiaganj, 
Motihari and Darbhanga resulted in undercharges of f ~ e i g h t  of 
Rs. 81,860 during a limited period test checked by Audit. The Com- 
mittee haw further learnt that at  the instance of the Audit North 
Ea&tern Railway Administration has undertaken a detailed  view to 
ascertain the iota1 amount of undercharges of freight. In  this context, 
the Committee desired to know whether the Railway Administration 



r have examined as to how the irregularity remained undetected for a 
long time. The Ministry of Railways have in a note stated: 

"In terms of Rationalisation scheme issued under the amend- 
ment to General Order No. A/5 of 1974 traffic from and 
to stations on Central, Northern and Western Railways to 
and from Metre Gauge stations in Samastipur Division of 
North Eastern Railway, must be booked, charged and 
routed via Garhara. These instructions were not received 
by the concerned station staff. The three stations out oi 
the five stations mentioned in the Audit Para, namely, 
Narkatiaganj, Motihari and Darbhanga fall within the 
jurisdiction of Samastipur Division and they are covered 
by the above mentioned rationalisation scheme. 

' With regard to S'iswa Bazar and Hathua which came within 
the jurisdiction of. Varanasi Division of North Eastern 
Railway and which were outside the scope of the Ration- 
alisation scheme notified in General Order No. A/5 of 1974, 
booking of traffic was required to be done by the shortest 
open route i.e. via Barabanki/Kanpur Central. These sta- 
tions however, have booked and charged the traffic via 
BarabankiIKanpur Central but carried the traffic via Man- 
duadih which is a longer route. The concerned staff who 
had defaulted in this regard at Siswa Bazar and Hathua 
have been taken up under Discipline & Appeal Rules, 
Action against g+& at other stations is being initiated." 

2.49. Asked about the measures taken to avoid recurrence of 
such cases, the Ministry of Railways replied that the following 
measures are being taken by the Railway Administration:- 

" (i) the procedure with regard to distribution of instruc- 
tions is being streamlined so that cases of non-receipt of 
instructions are avoided. 

(ii) the Inspectorial staff have k e n  instructed to check up 
invoices and also records with regard to maintenance of 
cjrculars and also rules regarding routing and rating 
aspects, whenever they visit stations for inspections. 

(iii) the Accounts Deptt. have been asked to advise the Com- 
mercial Branch the cases where wrong charging is being 
done by staff continuously so that necessary steps be 
taken to check further recurrence of the same." 

2.50. The Committee enquired whether the amount of under- 
+ charges has been assessed and if so, desired to know the total am- 



ount, period and the number of stations involved. The Ministry of 
Railways have replied: - 

"The assessment of undercharges due, on account of non- 
compliance of instructions has been completed in respect 
of stations in Varanasi Division. The amount assessed is 
Rs. 53,865. This amount pertains to the periods 1973-74 
and 1974-75. The number of stations invdlved were 25. 

As regards the three stations viz. Motihari, Narkatiaganj and 
Dharbhanga situated in Samastipur Division, the traffic 

was booked via Manduadih which is the shortest route, 
due to non-obsiervance of the rationalisation scheme. The 
traffic was, however, carried via Garhara, a longer route, 
for operational convenience." 

2.51. In reply to another question, the Ministry of Railways 
have stated that "the irregularity has ceased from 1-41975 at sta- 
tions in Varanasi Division including Siswa Bazar and Hathua and 
from 11-11-75 at Motihari, Dharbhanga and Narkatiaganj in Sarnas- 
tipur Division." 

2.52. According to Audit Paragraph, NoTUlern Railway's Goods 
Tariff provides that stations on Bhatinda-Kotkapura sections are 
closed for descriptions of goods traffic involving transhipment at 
Bhatinda and Hissar. The Committee desired to know when these 
restrictions on booking of dearer routed traffic horn Northern 
Railway broad gauge stations to stations reached via Bhatinda or 
Hissar were introdncd. The Committee also desired to know as to 
when instructions in this behalf were received by the stations con- 
cerned and the oifffce of Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer. 
The Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"Notification regarding restrictions on routing of dearer route 
traffic from Northern Railway Board Gauge stations to 
stations reached via Bhatinda or Hissar are in force since 
1957. They were incorporated in the Northern Railway 
Goods T a r 8  Part-I, 1957 edition. These instructions were 
incorporated in the 1967 edition of the Northern Railway 
Goods Tariff Par t4  also. In as much as these instructions 
were incorporated in the Goods Tariffs of both 1957 and 
1937 editions, the stations on the Northern Railwav and the 
staff of Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer were 
aware of these instructions right from 1957 onwards." 

2.53. Since according to Audit undercharges pqtained to the 
period January, 1972 to March, 1975, the Committee asked as to how 



these escaped the notice of the Accounts Office and T.I.As earlier 
p,articularly when the restrictions relating to booking of traffic via 

Bhatinda were inforce since 1957 and the Accounts Office was aw- 
are of this. The Committee also desired to know if there were 
any undercharges prior to January 1972. The Ministry of Rail- 
ways have explained the position as under: 

"The instructions regarding restrictions on dual gauge sta- 
tions on Bhatinda-Kotakapura section inforce since 1957 
escaped notice of the Accounts staff entrusted on inter- 
nal check of go3ds outward invoices. This lapse came to 
notice at the time of scrutiny of audit objection relating 
to live stock traffic and the review for general goods was 
conducted without asking by Audit on record from 1972 
to 1973 which was available. In the absence of records 
prior to 1972 (which was desroyed as expked records) it 
cannot be said if the irregularity in question did not per- 
sist. Check of rates and routing does not come under the 
purview of TIAs. The Railway Administration have since 
been asked to take steps to ensure that such lapses do not 
take place in future." 

2.54. According to Audit Paragraph a test check of the records 
of stations on Kotkapura-Bhatinda section disclosed that freight on 
traffic booked on different dates b.etween January 1972 and March 
1975 from these stations and carried by route (A) had been incorrect- 
ly charged for route (B),  resulting in under-charges of freight of 
Rs. 1,94,462. Asked as to why it could not be possible to detect the 
irregularity in internal check, the Ministry of Railways in a note 
have clarified the position as under:- 

1 

"Out of the anount  of Rs. 1,94,462 pointed out by the Audit, 
an  amount of Rs. 24,048 pertains to livestock traffic. The 
balance amount of Rs. 1,70,414 relates to general goods 
traffic. The restrictions in regard to dearer route goods 
traffic from Northern Railway Board Gauge stations to 

stations rzarhed in Bhatinda Metre Gauge and via His- 
sar Metre Gauge is not applicable to traffic in livestock. 
Thus, the amount of undercharges due to be recovered is 
only Rs. 1,70,414. This irregularity was detected by the 
Accounts Office of the Railway in the course of internal 
check and the Accounts Offlce of the Railway on their 
own issued error sheets in respect of traffic other than 
livestock booked from dual-gauge stations on Kotkapura- 



Bhatinda section in accordance with extant rules. Action 
was also intiated by the Railway Administration to rea- 
lise the amount." 

2.55. Asked as to how much of the undercharges have been 're- 
,covered so far, the Ministry of Railways replied: 

"Out of the undercharges of Rs. 1,70,414 due to be recovered, 
an amount of Rs. 771 has so far been recovered." 

2.56. The Committee asked as to how many times these stations 
were visited by Travelling Inspectors of Accounts and Commercial 
Inspectors during the period January 1972 to March 1975 and desir- 
ed t ,) know as to how this irregularity escaped their notice. The 
Ministry c.f Railways have stated: 

"Although these four stations were v;sjted by the C.M.Is and 
T.1.h on a nwnber of occasions during the period Jan- 

uary, 1972 to March. 1975. this aspect escaped their 
notice." 

2.57. The Committee note that the Railway Board issued on 26 
October. 1974 certain routing and rating instructions under the 
rationalisation scheme which were to come into force w.e.f. 15 Novem- 
ber, 1974. Though Railways Ministry consider four weeks as reason- 
able time for the Railway Administntion for implementing such 
ebanges, pet in this very ease a period of only twenty days was 
allowed. The Committee regret that in spite of knowing the fact that 
time allowed was not sufficient to implement the instructions in the 
normal course, the Ministry of Railways did not take any special 
steps lo ensure that these instructions reached the stations sufficiently 
before 15 November,, the day from which the changes were to be 
effected. 

2.58. The Committee further note that the letter of 26 October, 
1974 was received by the Headquarters Offwe of Railway Adminis- 
tration on 30 October 1974 and the Meadqvarters Office took further 25 
days to issue instructions in this regard to Divisions on 25 November 
1974. Again, Ferozepur Division in its turn sent these instructions to 
the stations concerned on 12 December, 1974 and some of the stations 
receivr!d them as late as January 1975. The Committee are unhappy 
at  the abnormally long time taken at various stages in transmitting 
urgent instructions to stations concerned by the various agencies of 
the Ministry of Railways. They would like the Ministrv to investi- 
gate the reasons for delay at various stages with a view to fixing 
responsibility and taking remedial measures for future. The Com- 
mittee would like to be apprised of the action taken against the 
erring ofRcids. ' 



2.50. In the same context the Committee are surprised to note: 
that the Commercial Branch of the Headquarters OfEice issued in- 
structions to the Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts M c e r  o n  
17 December 1974 but the later received the same only on 27 February 
1975, i.e., after a period of more than two months. The Committee 
would like this delay also to be investigated thoroughly. 

2.60. The Committee appreciate that in order to avoid such delays 
the Ministry of Railways are considering a proposal to centralise tho 
cyclo!ltyling of instructions having financial'implications at the Head. 
quarters Office and to send the required number of copies of the noti- 
fications etc. to Divisions by couriers. In this context, the Com- 
mittee would suggest that advance copies of notifications having 
financial implications should be despatched under registered covers 
to the stations concerned directly from the Headquarters Office 
simultaneously while sending instructions to the Divisions. The 
statibns in their turn, on receipt of such instructions would advise 
within a specified period to the Divisions and the Headquarters 
Officc! about their having received such orders. This would reduce 
the time in transmitting such instructions from Headquarters Office 
to the stations. *r F- 

2.61. The Committee are given to understand that a sum of 
Rs. 1,36,459 as undercharges in respect of local traffic was yet to be 
realised and in respect of foreign traffic the review is under pro- 
gress. The Committee would like to be apprised of (the progess 
made in this regard. .r 

2.62. The Committee further note that assessment of undercharges 
due on account of non-compliance of routing and rating instructions 
on North-Eastern Railway has since been completed in respect of 
stations in Varanasi Division and the amount assessed is Rs. 53,065 
for the years 1973-74 and 1974-75. The Committee would like to be 
apprised of the steps taken to recover the amount due. 

2.63. The Committee find that notification regarding restrictions 
on routing of dearer route traffic from Northern Railway Broad 
gauge stations to stations reached via Bhatinda or Hissar were in 
force since 1957 and were incorporated in the Northern Railway 
Goods Tariff Pa r t I ,  1957 edition and also in the 1967 edition of tho 
Northern Railway Goods Tariff Part-I. However, these instructions 
were not complied with, resulting in undercharges to the extent 
of Rs. 1,70,414 for the period January 1972 to Maxh 1975. I t  is learnt 
that undercharges prior to January 1972 could not be assessed due, 
to destruction of record pertaining to that period. The Committee 



p a t l y  concerned at the loss of revenue which cannot be pre. 
cisely quantified in the absence ~k records. The Cbmmittee wowld 
like the Ministry of Railways to investigate the matter in depth 
for taking suitable remedial action. 

2.64. The Committee are unhappy to note that out of Rs. 1,70,414 
outstanding as arrears of undercharges on Bhatinda-Kotkapura 
section a sum of Rs. 771 only could be recovered so far. The Com- 
mittee would like the Ministry of Railways to take effective steps 
for recovering Government dues without further loss of time and 
apprise the Committee of the progress made in this direction. 

2.65. The Committee observe that $though four stations on 
J3hatinda-Kotkapura section were visited by ,the CMls and TIAs on 
a number of occasions, the irregularity escaped their notice. The 
Committee would like the Ministry of Railways to investigate how 
the tmderiharges escaped their notice with a view to taking remedial 
measures for the future. The Committee would also like to know 
why the irregularity could not be detected in the internal check since 
1972, . . 

Northern Railway-Railway dues against Power Houses and Oil 
Companies 
Audit Paragraph 

2.66. The rules provide that, if wagon; are placed in a Railway 
siding for unloading without effecting the book delivery and collect- 
ing the freight and other charges due, it should be ensured that there 
is no delay in effecting book delivery and colle.,ting the charges due. 
However, the Power House authorities of the Delhi Electric Supply 
Undertaking had not been surrendering railway receipts immediately 
after the wagons had been placed for unloading in their sidings be- 
fore book delivery. In some cxes  railway receipts had been surren- 
dered by them rfter the lapse of six months or so. Consequently, 
billing of freight and sther charges was delayed and had to be done 
on the basis of in:.oiceS jmtead of the railway receipts. 

2.67. At the end of July 1975, a sum of Rs. 8.81 crores was oyt- 
standing against the Undertaking on account of freight and other 
charges on coal wagons booked and delivered to its Power Houses. 
Out of this amount, Rs. 5.96 crores pertained to the year IW4-75 and 
Rs. 0.14 crore (approximately) to the earlier years. 

2.68. In addition Rs. 1.89 crores was outstanding (December 
1975) against the Under"taking on account of cost of coal and Rail- 
way frei&t of 3329 coal wagons diverted to its Power Houses. 

I 



2.69. In January 1975, the General Manager, Delhi Electric Supply 
Undertaking, stated that becauy of difficult financial position the 
Undertaking could not liquidate its liabilities. 

I 

2.70. Likewise, a.t the end of July, 1975, a sum of Rs. 4.09 crores 
was outstanding against the Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board 
on account of freight and other charges on coal wagons booked and 
delivered to its Power Houses. Out of this, a sum of Rs. 1.97 crores 
is stated to have been paid during August 1975. 

2.71. In January 1976 the Railway Administration stated that all 
possible steps were being taken to recover the dues. 

2.72. In respect of tank wagons c$ P.O.L. traffic placed in 
the sidings of oil companies for unloading without book delivery, 
these companies had not been surrendering the railway receipts im- 
mediately after delivery and there have been heavy accumulations 
of freight charges against them at the end of each month. The 
review of the position at Shakurbasti station disclosed that the aver- 
age monthly outstanding dues against the oil companies during the 
years 1973-74 and 1974-75 were Rs. 14.56 lakhs and Rs. 16.19 lakhs 
respectively. At the end of March 1975, the total outstandings stood at 
Rq. 33.40 lakhs of which Rs. 21.19 lakhs pertained to traffic 'on 
hand', that is, traffic actually received and unloaded by the oil 
companies. During May 1975 the total outstanding in respect of 
consignments 'on hand' stood at Rs. 36.97 lakhs and at the end of 
July 1975 it stood at Rs. 15.46 lakhs. 

2.73. According to the agreements with the oil companies inter- 
est a t  the rate of 10 per cent per annum is leviable on all freight 
amounts which have fallen due for recovery. No interest had 
been levied on the overdues of freight and other charges recover- 
able. 

2.74. During the years 1973-74 and 1974-75, out of total demur- 
rage charges of Rs. 33.83 lakhs due from the Indian Oil Corpora- 
tion, Rs. 24.81 lakhs were written off. 

2.75. The Railway Administration stated (August 1975) that 
the delay in collection of freight charges is inevitable due to the 
system of periodical billing for freight, which is done after the 
railway receipts are surrendered by the companies, and that the 
waiver of demurrage was sanctioned by the competent authority 
on merits of each case and also on grounds of (i) defective tank 
wagons, (ii) w o n g  placements and (iii) failure of electricity. It 
may be mentioned that the Railway Administration decided t6 



4011 
m v b r  demurrage charga to the emtent of oply 25 per .epq$ of t*. 
W8.l a b g e s  amud, or a n  ad .)toe W, withogt examining 
individual cases on merit#. 

2.76. I t  mpy %so be U e d  t b t ,  for t& P.0.L. supplied by the 
oil companies includmg Indian C&1 Corpo~+atiw, the Bailways are 
required to make 100 per cent advance payment. 

[Paragraph 35 of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India for the year 197475, Union Government 

(Railways) ] 
2.77. The Committee have learnt that paragraphs 2514 and 2515 

of Indian Railway Commercial Manual Vol. I1 provide that, if 
wagons are placed in a Railway siding for unloading without effect- 
ing the book delivery and collecting the freight and other charges 
due, it should be ensured that there is no delay in eflecting book 
delivery and collecting the charges due. According to Audit para- 
graph, however, the Power House authorities of the Delhi Electric 
!hpply Undertaking had not been surrendering railway receipts 
placed for unloading in their sidings before book delivery and in 
some cases railway receipts had been surrendered by them after 
tap lapse of six months. In this context, the Committee desired 
to know the difficulties in effecting book delivery i.e., on produc- 
tion of Railway Receipts and collecting the charges. The Ministry 
of Railways have stated:- 

"The main difficulty experienced ,in effecting book delivery 
is the non-submission of the Railway receipt by the 
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking in time i.e. before 
the wagons are actually despatched to their siding. I t  
is the duty of the consignee i.e. the Delhi Electric Supply 
Undertaking to surrender the Railway receipts in time 
before the wagons are actually handed over to  them and 
they are not performing their duty of surrendering 
the Railway Receipts in time." 

2.78. The Committee desired to know the reasons as to why 
the Power House authorities took as long a period as six months 
or so in surrendering the Railway Receipts after taking delivery 
of the consignments. The Ministry of Energy have stated* that 
the delay in surrendering the Railway Receipts was attributable 
to the procedure of furnishing the Railway Receipts to the Under- 
talking as per the following stages:- 

."(i) Railway Receipts prepared at the cullieriw siding by 
Railways are forwarded to the Coal SupFbW! Agency 
at 4be pit-head. - - - 

*Not vetted by Audit. 
1952 LS-B. 
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(a) Coal Supplying Agency at the piihead forwards the 
RRs. to its local branch' oflice. . I 

(iii) !be Local Branch office of the Coal Supplying Agency 
forwards the Railway Receipts to their office in frelhi. 

(iv) The Delhi Office of the Coal Supplying Agency for- 
wards the Railway Receipts to the DESU's Stores 
Department. 

(v) The DESU's Stores Department verifies the coal receipts, 
prepares the acknowledgement note therefor and for- 
wards the Railway Receipts to the Accounts Depart- 
ment for surrendering the same to the Railway Authori- 
ties. 4 J 1  

In view of the above procedure, the timelag involved in 
the receipt of the Railway Receipts by the power house 
authorities and surrendering the same to the Railways 
ranges between 3 to 4 months under the normal circuns- 
stances from the date it is prepared. The power 
station authorities surrender the Railway Receipts with- 
in 3 to 4 weeks from the date of receipt. However, 
payment is not linked with Railway Receipts as sepa-- 
rate bills are preferred by Railway and Coal Depart-. 
m a t "  

2.79. In reply to another question, the Ministry of Railways 
have stated that Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking paid freight 
through cheques. 

2.80. The Committee enquired whether it was not possible 
to prefer bilB immediately on receipt and placement of consign- 
ments in the sidings of Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking on the 
basis of the'Railway's copies of invoices namely through invoices; 
transit invoices or 'memo-invoices' in cases where the consig- 
nors are unable to produce their own copy of the invoices. The 

---dbinishy of Railways have replied: - 
"Before June, 1975, bills were preferred only when the RaiG 

$ r way Receipt was surrendered or when the invoices 
were received. From June, 1975 onwards bills are 
being preferred on the basis of card labels. However, 
wen though bills are being preferred now in time, the  



payments are not forthcoming from Delhi Electric 
Supply Undertaking." 

2.81. According to Audit Paragraph at the end of July, 1975, a 
.sum of Rs. 8.81 crores was outstanding against the Delhi Electric 
Supply Undertaking on account of freight and other charges m 
coal wagons booked and delivered to its Power Houses and out of this 
amount, Rs. 5.96 crores pertained to the year 197475 and Rs. 0.14 
crores (approximately) to the earlier years. In view of this, the 
Committee enquired about the' steps taken by Delhi Electric 
Supply Undertaking to liquidate the heavy outstanding dues and 
to see that there was no accumulation of such dues in future. The 
Ministry of Energy have stated: * 

"According, to the Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking 
Accounts, an amount of about Rs. 11.4 crores was pay- 
able to Northern Railway a s  on 31-3-76 on account d 
freight charges. This liability could not be discharged 
owing to the tight financial position of the Undertaking. 
In fact, i t  was mainly in this background that the Gov- 
ernment of India had released a short term loan of 
Rs. 7.5 crores t~ Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking out 
of which an amount of about Rs. 3 crores was released 
to Northern Railway on 31st March, 1976 towards part 
payment of the Railway's claim. The Undertaking has 
again approached the Government of India for further 
financial assistance to liquidate its old accumulated 
liabilitiks including freight outstandin@ uf Rs. 8.43 
crores (as on 31-3-76). 

As far as the current financial obligations are concerned 
thew are being almost f i l ly  discharged. During the 
first six months of the current year (197677) amounts 
aggregating to about Rs. 4.06 crores have already been 
releas* to the Northern Hailway and in addition to 
this electricity charges payable by the Northern Rail- 
way amounting to about Rs. 70 lakhs have been adjusted 
by them towards Railway freight." 

2.82. The Committee desired to know the present position of 
recovery of outstandings from Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking 

*Not vetted by Audit. 



Outstsndbga Accumula- 8 Toe1 Cleared Balance 
as on I tion from upto -outsteeding 
1-8-1975 Au st, 75 to E May) 76 on 11-6-76 XY, 76 (4-5) 

belhi Electric 
Supply Undertaking 8. go 10.56 19' 46 5' I3 14' 33 

Uttar Pradesh 
State Electricity 
Board 3' 93 13-03 16-96 10' 53 6' 43 

All efforts were made to recover the outstanding amount from 
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking and Uttar Pradesh State Electri- 
city Board." 

2.83. Asked as to how such a huge amount was allowed to 
accumulate, the Ministry of Railways have stated that accumula- 
.tion has taken place due to certain financial difficulties experi- 
enced by these two bodies resulting in their not being able to pay 
railway dues regularly. 

2.84. When asked about the steps taken to avoid such accu- 
mulation in future, the Ministry of Railways have stated that "in 
order to ensure that such accumulations do not take place in 
future, the first step taken was to adjust all the dues payable by 
the Railways to these Undertakings and reduce the outstandings 
correspondingly. Secondly. meetings have been held a t  the level 
of General Manager, h l h i  aects ic  Undertaking and Chairman 
and Member Finance, Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board." 
The Ministry of Railways have further added: 

''The matter has also been taken up at the highest level and 
D.O. letters have been issued from the Minister d 
Railways to Chief Minister, Vttar Pradesh, and fsmn Ube 
Minister of State for Railways fa the Minigter of S%tC 
for Energy. 



In Pa&, dwiqg Woembet 1875 the condition of compulsmy 
prepayment of freight was aim imposed on Dew 
Electric Supply Undertaking for a short period but was 
withtifaurn Mause tailways did not want the supply of 
eleetridty irr the capital region to be affected adversely." 

2.85. Accorditlg to Audit Paragraph besides freight and other 
clieges stated above, Rs. 1.89 crores was outstanding in Decem- 
MY, 1975 agaihst the Delhi &ectfic Supply Undertaking on account 
of c a t  af coal and railway freight of 3329 coal wagons diverted to 
its Power Houses. The Committee asked as to why there is a 
delay in the settlerYleht of the claim of Rs. 1.89 crores on account 
of cost of diverted coal and railway freight thereon. The Ministry 
of Railways have st8ted: 

"The delay in the settlement of the claims, is due to delay 
in receiving payment from the Delhi Electric Supply 
UncLertaMg, The Delhi E k ~ t t i c  Supply dndertaug 
has so far made a payment of only Rs. 10 lakhs against 
a sum of Rs. 1.89 &ores due From them on account of 
coal wagons divefted and delivered to them." 

2.86. The Committee enquired as to how many wagons were 
carrying public coal out of 3329 wagons diverted to the Power 
Houses. The Ministry of Railways have replied: 

"Further verification reveals that the number of coal wagons 
diverted to Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking during 
the period 1-1-1973 to 31-12-1974 was 3316 and not 3329. 
Out of these wagons, 2,944 belonged to other power 
houses and 372 belonged to other consignees (i.e. other 
than Power Houses.'' 

2.87. When asked about the amount of compensation paid 
therefor zris-ach amount recoverable from Delhi Electric Supply 
Undertaking, the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The amount of compensation paid by the Northern Railway 
in respect of coal wagons pertaining to public other 
%an Power Houses was F&. 5.7 lakhs during the year 
1.974-75." 

2.88. a committee enquired if any accommodation had heal 
shor~n t .  t b  &&ways by the Power Houses in tfie payment a# 



amounts due to the latter W a r d s  supply of electricity. The 
Ministry of Railways have stated as under:- 

, 
"No accommodation is shown to the Railways by the Power 

Houses (Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking and Uttar 
Pradesh State Electricity Board) in the payment of 
amount due to the latter towards the supply of elec- 
tricity. Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking has been 
levying a surcharge if the payment of their bills is n i t  
arranged in time. Uttar Pradesh State Electricity 
Board have been either levying a surcharge or not 
allowing the usual rebate in the event of delayed pay- 
ments. Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board have in 
certain cases even dis-connected supply to the railway 
stations because of delay in payment. 

However, a bulk of the amount of bills for electricity sup- 
plied to the Railways by the Delhi Electric Supply Under- 
taking and Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board is being 
set 05 against the Railways' outstanding dues for trans- 
portation of coal, by mutual agreement since March, 1975." 

2.89. While the Railways do not charge any interest on belated 
payments by the Power Houses and also grant delivery of consign- 
ments meant for them without realising freight etc, the Power 
Houses (Delhi ESech.5~ Supply Undertaking and Uttar Pradesh 
State Electricity Board) do not show any accommodation to the 
Railways in the matter of payment of amount due to them. On the 
other hand, the Railways are required to lose rebate or pay 
the surcharge levied in case the dues of Power Houses for 
supply of electricity are nat paid by the former within 
the due dates. In this context, the Committee enquired whether 
the Ministry of Railways had at any stage negotiated with 
the Electricity Boards etc. that surcharge would not be paid 
to them and/or rebate would be availed, of even in cases where 
dues of Power Houses are not paid by Railways within due 
dates. The Ministry of Railways have intimated to Audit that the 
matter was under further examination in consultation with the 
Northern Railways. 

2.90. The Committee asked for details of the outstandings ex- 
ceeding Rs. 5 lakhs at a point of time on other Railways. The Com- 
mittee also desired to know the total amount of Railway's claim 
for (i) cost of coal; (ii) freight: and (iii) demurrage charges in res- 
pect of other Power Houses. The Mihistty at Railways have furnydh- ' 



eq, ~. the, follming details of the outstandhg dues exceeding Ra. 91 
IWS from Power Houaes as on SO June, 1976 on the other IQilways: . 

(Amount in lakhs of Rupees) 
-- 
Railway Name of Power House Ccst r f  Outsterd- Demur- 

c+-al ings Freight rage 

Central 

Eastern 

Southern 

South Ccntral 

South Eastern 

Western 

Nasik Thermal P ~ w e r  House 
(Maharashtra State Electricity 
Board) 

(Bhusaval Power . House, 
(Maharashtra State Electricity 
Bonrd) 

Badarpur Tnermal Station 

New Pawer House, Faridabad 

Tata Thermal Power House, 
Trombay 

Koradi Thermal Power 
H x s e  

Electric Power HOUR 
(DESU), New Delhi 

Bandel Power House, Mogra 

Durgapur Thermal Plant, 
Waria 

Pdtratu Thermal Plant 

Obra Power House 

Chandrapura Power H o w  
Barauni Tnermal Station 

Uttar Pradesh State Electricitg 
B-ard, Mau 

Uttrr Pradesh State Electri- 
c~ty  B >ard, G rakhpur 

Ennore Pawer House 

Basin Bridge Power House 
Kothagudam Pd wer House 

Santhaldih Power House 

Madhya Pradesh Board, 
Korba 

Ahmedabad Electric Co., 
Sabarmati 



2.01. Aocording to the A W t  pmagrepll in Hkpect: of Mnlt 
of P.0.L. trafiic placed in the sidings ofi dl wmp6tieg fef unJ&dM$ 
without bbbk delivery, these companies had not been surrendering 
the railway receipts immediately after delivery and there have been 
heavy accumulations of freight charges against them at the end d 
each month. In this context, the Committee desired to know to 
why the oil companies did not surrender railway receipts promptly. 
The Ministry of Petroleum have in a note* stated: 

"Majority of the tank wagons receipts of the oil companies afe 
freight prepaid. 

In a few cases and at locations where oil companies have the 
railway credit note facility, wagons are booked on 'freight 
to pay basis'. In such cases of 'freight to pay' consign- 
ments, oil companies have standing instructions to surren- 
der railway receipts immediately after taking delivery 
of the consignments. 

Delay of a few days in surrelldering railway receigts is how- 
ever, caused by the following:- 

(i) Late receipt of railway receipts by the oil companies, a t  
times, on account of postal delays or early arrival of wag- 
ons moved in block special or delay in preparation and 
handling over of railway receipt by railways at the mi- 
ginating stations. 

(ii) Need to show railway receipts to municipal authorities 
at a few locations for payment of octroi dues." 

2.92. The Ministry of Railways in this connection have added 
as under: - 

"The oil companies are not surrendering the railway receipt 
because they state that the railway receipts are not receiv- 
ed by them in time. The invoices are also not received at 
the stations in time. After the railway receipts are recdv- 
ed, the oil companies link the same with the tank waglons 
already delivered. They also do not surrender the rail- 
way receipts in case part consignments are delivered t6 
them till all the wagons included in the roilway receipts 
are receiveit?' 



2.93. According to the Railway Administration the delay in the 
defWtioh of freight CEiar'ges is inevitable due to the system of period- 
cSU billMg d freight which is done after the railway receipts are 
surrendered. In this context, the Committee desired to know if i t  
could not be possible to prefer bills on the bagis of Railway's own 
copy of invoices. In reply, the Ministpy of Railways have stated: 

"From June, 1975 the bills a&e beifig prepared on the basis of 
card labels when €be Railway R-ipts or Invoices are not 
available. With he rewised system, the process of billing 
is likely to becomer upto-cht&" 

-m 
2.94. The Audit Paragraph points out that according to the agree- 

ments with the oil companies, interest at the rate of 10 percent per 
amurn is leviable on all freight amounts which have fallen due for 
recovery. In view of this fact the Committee asked as to why the 
railway administration did not invoke the provisions of the agree- 
ment for levy of interest on outstanding freight. In reply the Mini- 
sky of Railways have stated: 

"Even though the agreements with the Oil Companies provides 
for levy of interest on outstanding freight, it was not con- 
sidered advisable to invoke the same, because, if, on the 
one hand, the Railways have to recwer interest on freight 
outstanding on the other hand, the Railways have also ts 
pay compensation claims to the O$ Companies, on which 
the Oil Companies may also ask 'for interest. Also the 
freight outstandings as far as Oil Companies are concerned 
are comparatively small amounts." 

2.95. It is seen from the Audit Paragraph that the Railway Ad- 
ministration decided to recover demurrage charges from the Indian 
Oil Col'poration to the extent of only 25 per cent of the Ma1 charges 
accrued on an ad-hoc basis without examining individual cases on 
merit. The Committee asked whether the competent authority was 
not required to record reasons for waiver of demurrage charges after 
examining individual cases on merits. The Committee also desired 
to kndw the circumstances under which decision was taken on ad 
ltdC basis to recover demurrage charges only to the extent of 25 per 
cent. The Minfstry of Railways in reply have stated as under: 

'me relationship of Oil Companies with the Railways is 
altagetber on a differat footing as compared to the or- 
dhkafy Wade who comes to the railways once in a while. 
'he Volume of ffafiic in POL and the number of wagons 



. . 
loaded being considerable, the demurrage - trinsaktions 
between the Railways and Oil Companies also rttn- ' into 
huge a c w t s .  

As per extant instructions, the competent authority is re- 
quired to record briefly the reasons for waiver of demur- 
rage charges in cases where the amount waived is in ex- 
cess of 50 per cent of the ceiling applicabIe to the autho- 
rity waiving these charges. However, in the case of Oil 
Companies since they had represented against incorrect 
charging of 30 paise per tonne per hour or part of an 
hour against the rate of 6 paise per tonne per hour or 
part of an hour, by the station staff, and since the benefit 
of extended free time was qot granted to them in the case 
of block rakes and demurrage was charged on the entire 
rake even when one tank wagon was left over for de- 
cantation due to mechanical difficulty over which the 
consignee had no control, it was not considered necessary 
to examine each case individually looking into the fact 
of each case separately and after discussion with the In- 
dian Oil corporation authorities it was considered just 
and equitable to recover 25 per cent of the total demur- 
rage accrued on an ad hoc basis." 

2.96. Pointing out that the coal meant for Power Houses and 
POL constituted sizeable portion of traffic c,arried by Railways, the 
Committee desired to know the mkasures the Ministry of Railways 
proposed to take for prompt realisation of Railway freight thereon. 
:In reply the Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"A strict watch is kept in freight outstandings both a t  the 
level of Divisional Superintendent and General Managers. 
In fact this position is ncvr being watched at the Rail- 
way Board level also. With a view to enable the Rafl- 
ways to deal with this problem effectively the General 
Managers have been authorised to impose the condition 
of compulsocy pre-payment of freight both in the csr~e 
of the Private Sector and the Public Sector undertak- 
ings and the Railways can now effectively deal with 
those parties who default in payment of their dues. In 
the case of Delhi Electric Supply undertakings and Uttar 
Pradesh State Electricity Board as advised earl ie ,  the 
matter has been taken up a t  the highest level and Mini- 
ster of Railways and Minister of State for Railways have 
addressed the Chief Minister of Uttar Radesh and Minis- 
ter of Energy respectively. The Zonal Railways and the 



Ministry of Railways are trying to do their best to realise 
their dues from the var i~us  parties who owe heavy am- 
ounts to railways which include Power Hduses and Oil 
Companies." 

2.97. The Committee note that rules under paragraphs 2514 and 
2515 of Indian Railway Commercial Manual Vol. I1 state that if 
wagons are placed in a Railway siding for unloading without effecting 
the book delivery and collecting the freight and other charges due, 
it should be ensured that there is no delay in effecting book delivery 
and collecting the charges due. The Committee, however, find that 
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking had not been surrendering rail- 
way receipts immediately after the wagons had been placed for un- 
loading in the sidings before book delivery and in some cases rail- 
way receipts had been surrendered after the lapse of six months thus 
resulting in delayed billing of freight and other charges. Conse- 
quently, huge arrears of outstanding freight and other charges on 
coal wagons running into crores of rupees have accumulated against 
the Undertaking thereby straining the economy of the Railways. 
According to the calculations of the Ministry of Energy, the time 
lag involved in the receipt of the Railway Receipts by the power 
house authorities and surrendering the same to the Railways ranges 
between 3 to 4 months under normal circumstances. The Committee 
are unable to appreciate the cumbersome procedure adopted by 
Coal Supplying Agencies in forwarding the railway receipts from 
pit-heads to the Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking. The railway 
receipts pass through so many agencies that these get unduly de- 
layed for several months. The Committee need hardly emphasise 
that the Ministry of Energy should devise steps to ensure prompt 
delivery of railway receipts ta the co~ignees .  

2.98. The Committee are concerned at the accumulation of huge 
arrears of Railway freight and other charges amounting to Ra 14.33 
c r o w  and Bs. a48 crores as on 1 June, 1976 against the Dew Elec- 
tric Supply Undertaking and the Uttar Pradesh State Electricitg 
Board respectively. While the Committee appreciate the efforts 
made by the Ministry of Railways b recover the outstanding dues 
from these two organbations, they are, however, unhappy at the 
lukeworm attitude of these bodies to liquidate their arrears. The 
Committee would like the Ministry of Energy to initiate action in 
consultation with the Delhi Administration and the State Govern- 
ment of UP for thy expeditious settlement of the Railway dues 
and mprt to the Committee the progress of the recovery of dues 
withtr dx d s .  



2.m. !@be 86n831tet r6@t!N that agtk&hW W & e t  ih. 1.82) crores 
due from Deli EWtric Snplrly Umbrt&dn& o& reeennt ef price of 
cod tad freigM chuges of 3316 wagan$ of publk coaE diverted to 
them to meet their contingencies during the pe r id  Jsdlriary 1973 to 
December 1974, the Undertaking could pay only Rs. 10 lakhs to 
Railways so far. The Committee need hardly point out that a public 
u&&rhWg of t)Lc statwr6 of Ikt& EIetttic Supply O n d m g  
sheuM Imsbew* iO eoldm3tliierits with& lass of further t W C .  

2.100. The Committee appreciate that the Railways have exttiti 
ded certain concessiom to the Power Houses of Dehi Ek~ctrk Sup- 
ply Undertaking and Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board by net 
charging any interest on belated payments and also granting dtli- 
very of censignments meant for them without realising freight etc. 
Hewever, theg find that no reciprocal goodwill gesture ie shwm by 
these bodies towards' Bailways by net levying any surehurga or by 
allowing the usual rebate even in the event of delayed papmeht of 
electricity bills payable to them by the Railways. 

ZWE. TIN! C a m i t t e e  are csncetned to note that Railway dub 
to the entent of Rs. 4.a crores are outstanding against vaiious othef 
pow& bbtlses ad on 34 Jane, 1976 by way of cost of csal, freight ah% 
d6marrage charges. The Conimiftee w d d  like th8 R b h t f y  of 
RaWays ta make concerted e f f ~ t s  for the recovery of these dues 
fr* t& pbwer houses. In this connection they would also like 
tli* MMWy of Enhgy to issue gerleral instmctbns to the State 
Wt&mdrits conCttntd far e ~ e b l t i o u s  settlelheat of railway due# 
ag&d thC pew& hwses. 'fhe committee would like to be apptis- 
ed 6f & p-ithh in this regard in due codrse. 

2.102. According to agreements with the dl companies interest 
@ 10 per cent per annum is leviable on £reights which have fallen 
due for recovery. However, it i's a matter of regret thatl-the Railway 
Administrations are not invoking such provisions of these agree- 
men& oh && plea that the Railways would also have to pay interbt 
on compenhthn claims to the oil compahies. The Committee are 
no! impressed by this plea and would I&& the wnfbtfy 6f h i lways  
to direct the Admiaisttations concerned tb invoke the provisions of 
the agreements for tbe pm'pase of chaiging interest on outstanding 
freig'bt charges. After all, the h fhvays  are a colhmercia'l cmc&n 
and they nidst functioh on budhess terms. 

NOR?'T&RN R A I L W A Y - I N C O  'FI%ATIOW OF QDING 
CHARGES 



lovm W W w&a 4cMw 4mm?W&ly p i o r  ta -8hir 4Wa +lud 
this was pointed out in July 1969 by the Gw+ Isspec.toq, &p~pjtw, 
to the Divisional ~ommerc ia l  Superinkndent, Northern Rkilway , 
Ferozepur. The latter advised that the revised siding charges had 
the approval of the General Mwager (R.ates) and must ,b levied 
with effect from 1st January, 1969. According, the Eecovery of siding 
charges a t  the reduced rates was enforced and the amwnt coLlected 
at the old rates till July 1969 was refunded to the siding owners. 

2.104. In August, 1969, Audit pointed out that .the revised siding 
charges had not been calculated as per approved formula of the 
Railway Roard resulting in considerable reduction of the charges. 
Thereupon, the Railway Administration reviewed the traffic data 
and revised the rates in April 1973 giving them retrospective effect 
from 1st January, 1969. Based on these rates, arrcears of siding 
charges of Rs. 89.123 for the  period from 1st January, 1969 t o  31st 
July, 1972 became recoverable from the three siding owners; the 
amount is still (January 1976) to bc realised. 

2.105. On the failure of one of the three siding owners to pay 
the charges, the Railway stopped placement of wagons in the siding 
The party obtained a temporary injunction against the Railway 
Adrninis.tration restraining it from stopping the placement-of .wagons 
in its siding. The injunction was vacated by the Court in August 
1975 and placement of wagons in the siding was again stopped from 
17th September, 1 9 3 ,  tlut on an appeal being Ned by the party the 
Court granted stay and the placement of wagons was again ~esurned 
from 1st October, 1975. 

2.106. A notice for payment of outstanding dues had been served 
in September, 1975 on the second siding owner. 

2.107. The third siding owner had gone into liquidation and, in 
September 19'74, his mill had been taken over by the Central Gov- 
etrnment for a per id of 5 years and the State Bank of India had got 
all the assets of the mill frozen. Since a moratorium had been im- 
posed on all  payment.^ of dues outstanding against ithe Company for 
a period of one year (later extended by another one year) there 
is no Likelihood of recovering the amount from it also so long as 
the m~ra tor ium remaws in oprat ion.  Railway freight and other 
&arges amounting to Rs. 12,844 are also outstanding against this 
siwg pwncr. 

2.LOf3. The W w a y  Administration stated (August 1975) that, to 
avoid recurranc;e pf 8vch type of w e s ,  .quitgble record was being 



maiahined so thot siding charges might be revised on due dates. . . 
paragraph 38 of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditcsr Gen- 

eral of India for 197475, Union Government (Railways) 1. 
2.1091 The Coanmrittee learnt from Audit that the rates of siding 

charges per four wheeled wagon for the three sidings referred to in 
the Audit paragraph were as under: 

- -- -- 
Rates of siding charges per four-wheeled wsgc n 

Name of siding Period upto Effective frcm 1st N~tified c n 29th 
1st Jan., Jan., 1969 (asc.rigi- April, 1972 to take 

1969 nally fixed) effect frcm 1st Jan- 
uary, 1969 

-C.-I--I--LIII----C------- 

Rs. Rs . Rs . 

2.110. The Audit paragraph points out that in July, 1969, when 
the revised rates which were lower than the rates existing prior to 
1st January, 1 e  were brought to the notice of the Divisional Com- 
mercial Superintendent, Northern Railway, Ferozepuir by the Goods 
Inspector of Amritsar, the former advised that the revised siding 
charges had the approval of the General Manager (Rates) and must 
be levied with efl'ect from 1st Jahuary, 1969. The Committee desired 
$o know whethee the Divisional Commercial Superintendent, Feroze- 
pur had a t  that time the data checked up to find out the rea- 
sons for reduction in the rates and also whether the matter had 
been referred to the General Manager (Rates) who had approved 
the rates, particularly in view ob the fact that revised rates liere 
lower. The Ministry of Railways have, in a note, stated: 

'When the Goods Inspector, Amritsar, pointed out in. July, 
1969, that the rates revised from January, 1969, were 
lower than the rates existing prior to this date, the Divi- 
sional Commercial Suprintendent, Ferozepur, did not get 
the data checked up to And out the reasons for reduction 
in rates, as this data was jointly compiled by the Goods 
Inspector and Traffic Inspec tor (Accounts) , Amritsar. 
The Divisional Comrnereial %perintendent, Ferozepur, 

,also did not refer the matter to the General Manager 



(Ratear, ,even though. the revised rates were lower be 
ciiuse the reyised siding charges were fixed by the Gen- 
eral *Manager (Rates), who is the competent authority to 
do so." 

, I . .  
2.111. It  is seen from the Audit Paragraph that in August, 1969, 

Audit had pointed out that the revised siding charges had not been 
calculated as per approved formula. The Railway Administration, 
however, revised the rates in April, 1972. The Committee asked as 
to how the Railway Board-accounted for the long time .taken in 
examining the matter for fixing the rate correctly. In a note, the 
Ministry of Railways have stated: 

"The issue of fixing the siding charges was not referred to 
the Railway Board as it is purely within the competence 
of the Railway Administration. However, the delay in 
fixing the siding charges was due to re-checking the revis- 
ed data sup~lied by the Goods Inspector, Arnritsar, and 
in taking a decision regarding giving the benefit of 
common haulage to the siding holders irl working out the 
siding charg,es." 

2.112. Asked whether the revision of the siding charges was car- 
ried out with the concurrence of Finance, the Ministry of Railways 
have stateq: 

"The revision of siding charges was carried out with the con- 
currence of Finance and the rates of charges were calcu- 
lated in accordance with the SAO's formula which is 
approved by the Railway Board." 

2.113. In another note, the Ministry of Railways have stated: 
# 

"The major reduction in siding charges was due to incorrect 
data supplied by Goods Inspector, Arnritsar and not due 
to incorrect fromula being followed. The siding charges 
were re-calrmlrcted on the basis of correct data later on. 
When these siding charges were fixed the principle fol- 
lowed was 'no profit; no loss' basis for recovery of this 
principle the benefit of common haulage was given to the 
siding holders, since the Railways have to recover only 
the cost incurred in rendering this specific service. The 
Finance also concurred with this principle. If the bene- 
fit of common haulage was not given to the siding owners, 
the Railways would have recovered more from the sid- 
ing owners than whai it cost them to render this service." 



2.114. As to the wt . . d the Rail- 
way's dues from thp three p r ~ t i c .  *e;l t o x d i t  paragraph 

Ministry of R&l~@ys have, a wte, st&& 

"Out of the 3 parties against whom undercharges were raise?, 
the recovery has already been effected in case of M/s. 11. 
In case of M/s. I, the case has been referred to the Arbi- 
tration. In the third case of M/s. 111, the case is sub 
ju@ice pending in the Court of Senior Civil Judge, Amrit- 
sar." 

2.115. The Committee find that the siding charges for three sfd- 
ings served by Amritsar Station which were revised from 1st January, 
1969 wei-e lower than the rates existing immediately prior to this 
date. When this position was brought to the notice of the Divisional 
Commercial Superintendent, Ferozepur by the Goods Inspector of 
Amritsar, the former made no efforts to have the reasons for reduc- 
tion in the rates checked up or to refer the matter to the General 
Manager (Rates) who had approved the rates. .Instead, ,. he advised 
that the revised lower rates be charged. - . - 

2.116. The Committee feel that the lapse of the Divisional Com- 
mercial Superintendent, Ferozepur in not taking corrective actiotr 
when a specific instance of incorrect levy of siding charges had been 
brought to his notice by the Goods Inspector, Amritsar needs to be 
laoked into. This is considered important because when the Audit 
pointed out in August, 1969 that the revised siding charges had not 
been calculated as per approved formula, a review of the traffic data 
was ordered by the Railway Administration. I t  was on the basis 
of the review that the rates were revised upward on 29th April, 1972 
(with retrospective effect from 1st January, 1989) and Rs. 89,lB be- 

'came recoverable from the three siding owners. 

2.117. The Committee are surprised to note that the major reduc- 
tion in siding charges was due to incorrect data surpplired by th Goods 
Inspector, Amritsar. The Committee need hardy earphasise that 
tbe reasons for furnishing incorzect data m a y  be gone into so as to 
fLxe responsibility. They would also like to kaow the remedial acWn 
taken in the matter to obviate recurrence of such lapaas. 

2.118. Tbe Committee also find that the revised rates notifled on 
29th April, 1972 are dso  lower than t4e rates prsvtdmt p.ior to 1st 
,Juuug, lW9. Tbe Committee w o ~ l b  1% the &ailway ~ d m i l m n ~  



Ito once again check-up if the revised rates are in conformity with 
ithe approved formula. 

2.119. The Cmmittee note that of the Rs. 89,123 d m  from the 
three siding owners as arrears, the recovery has since been effected 
from one and the remaining two cases are under ArbitrationJsub 
judice. The Committee would also like to be apprised of the pro- 
gress made in these cases. 

NEW DELHI; 
September, 1977. 
(Bhadra, 1899 !S) 

C. M. STEPHEN, 
Chair rnan, 

Public Accounts ,Committee. 



APPENDIX 

S . No. Para No. Ministry concerned Recommendations 

I. I .  138 Rail ways A comprehensive review of the performance of the three 
important marshalling yards of the Eastern Railway, namely, 
Chitpur, Naihati and Andal, was undertaken by the Audit, whose 
report has brought out into sharp focus the deficiencies asd the 
drawbacks to which these yards are subjected to. Chitpur yard is a 
pivotal point in regard to goods traffic from Calcutta Port and also 
the areas further down Calcutta. It  has been admitted by the Minis- 
try of Railways that "the proper functioning of this yard is very 
csscmtial to maintain fluidity in operation in and around Calcutta 
.~rea". Being one of the most important yards in the down country 
areas of Calcutta, a Senior District Traffic Superintendent is handling 
both the operating and commercial work. The Andal Yard is 
important for traffic to and from Calcutta area and the Calcutta Port. 
It also serves as a base yard for the colliery pit yard which serve 50 
per cent of the coal mines in the Raniganj coal field areas. It has been 
stated by the Ministry of Railways that the pattern of operation in 
the Andal area had undergone basic changes in the 1970's the most 



important of which was changeover from steam traction to diesel 
and electric traction. The Naihati yard caters to the industrial belt 
on the east coast of the Gangaifrom Kalyani to Agarpara. In addition 
to dealing with the traffic relating to jute and rolling mills this yard 
fmms daily four to five empty rakes for the collieries for loading coal 
for thermal power stations etc. Short distance trains for Sealdah, 
Chitpur, Ranaghat Junction and Krishnapur Junction stations are 
also formed here. The traffic to Bangladesh and via started from 1st 
June, 1973. It  has been stated by the Ministry of Railways that the 
work of Naihati is handled by a Station Superintendent, being of 
small dimension as compared to Chitpur. 

Coming to the actual performance of the Chitpur Yard 
as analysed by Audit, the Committee note that an estimate of Rs. 20.04 
lakhs for the remodelling of the Yard was sanctioned in 1958. Though 
the major part of remodelling work was completed by March, 1962, 
some residual works including Signal and Telecommunication works 
were completed as late as 1976. The Committee feel that a long time 
of 17 years taken in the completion of a comparatively simple work 
of lengthening of receiving and despatch lines in Chitpur Yard can 
by no means be justified. I t  is surprising that while the civil engi- 
rlccring portion of that wmk was completed earlier. the signalling 
and electrical portion was held up because certain leads in this portion 
could only be completed in March 1972. The Committee deplore this 
la& of Fynchronisation. The Chairman, Railway Board has conceded 
drlring evidence that the delay in the ~xecution of the work was 
'unfortunate' and that 'he cannot find anv valid reason for it'. The 



Committee takes a serious view of such delays and would like the 
Railway Boprd to investigate the matter fully so as to fix responsi- 
bility for the same as also to take remedial measures to obviate 
recurrence of the same. 

Railways It has been stated by the Railway Board that the remodel- 
ling of Chitpur Yard was based on the need for increasing the loads 
of freight trains due to introduction of electric traction. A major 
portion of the expenditure was for extension of receiving and despatch 
iines for running 70 wagons trains. The~emodelling did not however 
eliminate the basic limitation of cross movements required for transfer 
of stock from the sorting yard to the despatch yard as the yard was 
stated to be space-bound. The Audit Paragraph however points out 
that in the course of remodelling uf Chitpur Yard, the layout of the 
yard was changed to facilitate quick movement of the wagons to and 
from the yards. That the remodelling of the yard at a cost of about 
Rs. 20 lakhs has had no impact on the movement of wagon to and 
$ram the yard is evident from the fact that although the number 
of wagons dealt with in Chitpur had considerably decreased as com- 
pared to the prerernodelling period, the detentions sufEered by 
wagons in the yard have appreciably increased. Even though the 
representatives of the Ministry of Railways have tried to explain 
before the Committee that the objectives of remodelling have been 
realised and that the decline in the number of wagons dealt with in 
Chitpur yard was mostly attributable to the exceptionally had socio- 



economic conditions that prevailed after 1970, the Committee are not 
convinced. They feel that the gains of remodelling of Chitpur Yard 
need to be quantified in  more concrete terms with a view to see 
whether the expenditure was commensurate with benefits derived. 

On the question of continuous drop in the number of 
wagons handled at Chitpur after remodelling, the Railway Board 

I have stated that the total intake of wagons on the Eastern Railway 
in the down country area was itself low and that maximum difficulty 
was in respect of the cutting of the overhead wire which resulted in 
a drop in the volume of traffic. According to the Ministry the 
disturbed conditions prevailing in the Eastern region during 1970- 
72 would have been a contributory factor for the fall in production 
resulting in a fall in traffic. According to the Report of the Ministry 
of Railways (Indian Railways: Central Facts and Major Problems) 
(February 1974) the number of cases of overhead wire thefts during 
the years 1970-73 were as follows:- 

I t  is apparent that there was a distinct fall in the thefts of over- 
head wires during the years 1972 and 1973 and the position was not 
so alarming as has been pointed out by the Ministry. The Committee 
would, therefore, like to be informed in greater detail about the 
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causes which were responsible for the fall in the number of wagons 
in the Chitpur Yard during the years 1970-74. 

5. I .  142 Rail ways The Committee find that in August, 1967, the targets for 
detention of 'thrdugh loaded wagons' and 'all wagons' in Chitpur 
Yard were revise? from 16 and 17 hours respectively to 19 and 16 
hours respectively after taking into consideration the working condi- 
tmns of the yard. These targets were further revised to 23 hours 
and 18 hours respectively in December, 1974. During evidence 
before the Committee, the Member Traffic, Railway Board pleaded 
that the targets fixed in December, 1974 were not entirely realistic 
as certain additional commitments given to the yard had not been 5 fully taken into account while fixing these targets. The Committee 
have been subscqwntly informed that after an rnalysis of the per- 
formance of the yards at Chitpur, Naihati and Andal in the context 
of existing traffic patterns. marshalling commitments and other 
constraints pecul i~r  to each yard, these targets have been re-fixed 
w.e.f. January 1977. The targets now fixed for detention of 'through 
loaded wagons' and 'a!l wagons' in Chitpur Yard are respectively 
28 and 21 hours. The Committee are constrained to observe that 
the targets for detention have been revised and liberalised from 
time to time o_n the plea of making them realistic but the actual 
perf~rrn~qnce nowhere approximates the hrgets set. In this con-- 
tion i t  needs to be pointed out' that.while in January 1977, the revised 
targets for detention of 'through loaded wagons' and 'all wagons' 
were 28 and 21 hours reqpectively, the actual performance in the 



year immediately preceding namely 1975-76, was of the order of 
36.00 hrs.' detention on an average for 'though loaded wagons' and 
'24.05 hours detention on an average for 'all wagons'. 

As regards the fixation of targets and the unsatisfactory 
performance, the Railway Convention Committee, 1971 had made the 
following observations in para 6.104 of their Fifth Report (April 
1973) : . 

"From the date for the last three years furnished to them, 
the Committee observe that there are heavy detentions to 
wagons in almost all the important marshalling yards and 
that' the targets prescribed have practically no relevance 
to the realities of the situation. The Committee under- 
stand that the question of fixing these targets afresh bot'h 

+ 

in of marshalling yards and transhipment points 
is under consideration so as to reflect the position correctly 
in terms of wagons units:" 

While intimating the action taken on the above recommendation, 
the Railway Board had, on the 15th March 1974 informed the Railway 
Convention Committee, 1973 that the Committee's recommendations 
had been noted and communicated to the Zonal Railways. Obvious- 
ly the Railway Convention Committee's recommendation had no 
effect on the Eastern Railway Administration as it is seen that the 
targets fixed in December, 1974 did not take into account the chang- 
es in pattern of traffic, marshalling etc. in Chitpur yard. The Com- 
mittee would like to be apprised of the precise action taken by each 
Zonal Railway in pursuance of the recommendations of the Railway 
Convention Committee, 1371, referred to above. 

+ 



The Committee note that the detentions of wagons in the 
Chitpur Yard during the years 1970-71 to 1974-75 for periods far 
above the liberalised targets have been attributed to factors such 
as deterioration in law and order situation, political agitations etc., 
I t  is, however, seen that even during the year 1975-76 which was 
free from the shove-mentioned disturbing factors the average de- 
tentions to "through loaded wagons" and "all wagons" were far 
above the liberalised targets laid down. The Committee are not 
satified with the manner of fixation of targets for detention of 
wagons from time to time. They would like to know whether the 
detention targets as revised from January 1977 have been adhered E; 
to by the three marshalling yards of Chitpur, Naihati and Andal. 0 

The Committee have been informed that detentions to wa- 
gons a t  a particular point do not materially affect the wagon avail- 
ability for loadinp in a particular railway or on all-India basis. m e  
real criterion for judging the wagon availability is the wagon turn- 
round i.e. the time interval which elapses between two successive 
loading of a wagon. It has been stated during evidence that the 
wagon turn-round in 1975-76 has recorded improvement as compar- 
ed to the previous years. The figures of wagon turn-round given in 
the Railway Board's publication entitled "Indian Railways Year 
Book-1974-75" however tell a different story. The wagon furn- 
round of 11.8 days in 1965-66 had deteriorated to 13.5 days in 1971- 
72 on B.G. This figure had further gone down to 15.0 days in 197?- 



- Do- 

74 and 14.6 days in 197475. Similarly, on the Meter gauge, the 
picture was one of the continuous decline from 8.4 days in 1965-66 
to 12.5 days in 1973-74 and 12 days in 1974-75. In the context of the 
above, the improvement reprded in 1975-76 in the index of wagon 
turn-round on BG is welcome..The Committee trust that continuous 
efforts would be made to sustain the improvement recorded in wa- 
gon turn-round during the year 1975-76. 

The Committee have been informed that the performances 
of the Yards at  Chitpur Naihati and Audal were analyser in the 
context of the existing traffic pattern, marshalling tommitment and 
other constraints peculiar to each yard. The Committee have not 
been informed about the level at which such reviews were under- 
taken. The Committee would therefore urge that a comprehensive 
review should be undertaken by the Efficiency Bureau of the Rail- G + 
way Board so as to assess the performance of the Chitpur, Naihati 
and Andal in regard to quicker turn-round of wagons and deten- 
tions keeping in view the traffic pattern, marshalling commitments 
etc. 

-Do- . The Committee are concerned to note that the performance 
of shunting engines in the three yards of Chitpur, Naihati and An- 
dal deteriorated from the year 1970-71. This involved wastage of 
locomotive power and delayed clearance of wagons. While explain- 
ing the reasons for the deterioration in the performance of shunting 
engines, it has been stated that from the year 1970 onwards the fall 
in the originating traffic on the Eastern Railway, as a whole, had 
its impact on t h e ~ e  yards, which handled a lesser number of wagons 
than before. The shunting engine hours could not however be cor- 

- --- -- - 
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respondingly reduced in view of the fact that operation in  ~ h e  
various spheres of the yards had to be performed round the clock 
even though with reduced intensity. During this period no shunt- 
ing engine could be w~thdrawn as each had a distinct function. The 
Committee however find that the number of wagons dealt with per 
shunting engice hour recorded a sizeable improvement in 19?&-76 
although the number of wagons handled by these yards during 
the year 1975-76 do not show any marked difference as compared lo 
the previous year. Tbe Committee would like to be informed how 
the substantial Imprwement stated to have k e n  made during 1975- 
76 in regard to number of wagons dealt with per shunting engine r 

W hour was brought' about and what measures are proposed to hc N 

taken to sust3in it 

Railways The Committee find that the ,malysi, of the reasons for 
detention of wagons in the Chitpur Yard made by Audit is qu tt! 
revealing. During the selected month of November 1974 the Audit 
had found th7t from Chitpur Yard 14 local trains had been despakb- 
ed underloaded, although more wagons were available in the yard 
for the r~cpective dr,s+inatims for forming optimum loads. Out 04 
these 14 traiqs, 7 trairs moved with only 1 to 5 wagons each t m  

the remaining seven with 6 to 21 wagons each. Similarly in Naihati 
Yard, 22 underloaded t rans were despatched during the month of 
January, 1975 2 4  n11t nf these 13 trains were run with less &aa 10 
wapons e x h .  I t  :s fvrther seen that though the loads available in 



the Chitpur Yard could have been moved by only 15 trains, 19 addi- 
tional trains were run resulting in avoidable running of 19. locomo- 
tives. This gross under-utilisation of the haulage capacity causes 
concern to the Committee. 

That the position has not improved is evident from the fact that 
a test check carried out by the Railway Administration in March, 
1976 further revealed t h ~ t  out of 465 pilots/shuttles run in that month 
as many as  403 pilots were run underloaded, of which 124 pilots were 
run with less than 15 wagons on an average. It has been argued 
that running of under loaded work trains and industrial pilots was 
i,ncidential tooperations and servicing in an industrial complex 
keeping in  view the need for punctual and regular running of indus- 
trial pilots so tha.t the industries receive their inward goods and 
despatch their outward products regularly. The Committee are con- 
scious of the need for running of industrial pilots and work trains in 
accordance with a set schedule and it may be that the running of 
underloaded trains was sn operational necessity. However, the 
wastage or haulage capacity of the locomotives and detention of 
wagons involved in the running of such underloaded trains is of such 
a magnitude, that the Committee are constrrined to suggest that the 
pilot may once again be subjected to a thorough scrutilly 
at  the level of Zonal Headquarters, with a view to rationalise the 
operations of these pilots and work t r~ ins .  The Committee are also 
of the view that in case the running of underloaded trains was 
found inescapable their operating cost may be analysed and the 



possibility of passing the additional expenditure on to the industry 
concerned ma.y be examined forthwith. The Committee would like 
to be apprised of the precise action taken in this behalf. 

13. 1.150 Railways According to the Chairman, Railway Board and the Member 
Traffic, Railway Board, the increased number of suburban trains are 
coming in the way of proper functioning of the marshalling yards. 
In a developing country like ours, the passenger t r a in sbo th  subur- 
ban and non-suburban, have to grow and multiply in keeping with 
the country's requirements. The growth of passenger traffic cannot ;;; 
therefore be viewed as a hindrance to the goods traffic. On the * 
contrary, there should be a juxtaposition of passenger and goods 
traffic in a manner that the job can be done with optimum e& 
ciency. The Committee are, in fact, given to understand that the 
industrial pilots carrying goods fry industrial complexes were being 
run during the periods when there were no passenger trains on the 
line. This only indicates that by a proper planning the movement of 
both the goods and the passenger trains can well be coordinated. 

Another reason given for detention of wagons in Chitpur Yard . 
is the excessive time lag between loads awaiting despatch and the 
materialisation of power. The Committee has been given to under- 
stand that in the present day operations under eleztric traction such 
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of the yard, only goes to prove how badly the railway assets are 
maintained. 

1.153 Rail ways I t  is also disturbing to note that out of about 1,000 wagons 
repaired monthly in the sick lines, not less than 150 wagons suffered 
detention for over 100 hours per wagon mainly on account of delays 
in placement of these wagons to the sick lines and withdrawal there- 
from after repairs, the repair time being barely 8 hours per wagon, 
on an average. The reasons for such a b n m a l  delays by the yard 
staff in placing the wagons in different sidings and withdrawing 
therefrom need to be studied for taking suitable remedial measures. 

W 
b, 

Railways Still another reason for detention of wagons in the yard 
was the blocking of the unloading space in the yard mainly c' -e to 
non-release of wagons by the consignees within the free time aIlowed. 
There are two aspects of the problem. One is that since the yard is 
stated to be space-bound there is only limited capacity for the hand- 
ling of loaded wagons and hence the wagons in excess of the hand- 
ling capacity of the yard have inevitably to wait t i 1  the delivery 
lines axe clear. The other aspect is that the consignees do not take 
delivery in time and prefer to undergo some penalty in the form of 
demurrage charges. So far as the space aspect is concerned the 
Railway Administration may well have to reassess the existing 
capacity of the yard with reference to the traffic being handled and 



18. 1:155 Railways 

take suitable remedial measures including extension of the yard 
space by remodelling, if necessary. 

However', the figures regarding the number of wagons on 
which demurrage accrued each year, as given in the Audit para- 
graph suggest that the practice of deliberately delaying the delivery 
of wagons by paying some demurrage charges is wide-spread. 
During the year 1973 out of 20,902 wagons received in the Chitpur 
yard as many as 5,373 wagons suffered demurrage. Similarly in 
1974 out of 19,648 wagons, on 4,525 wagons demurrage ac- 
crued. In 1975, the number of wagons on which demurrage 
accrued was 4,578. The Committee feel that since the levy of dc- 
murrage is compoundable at the discretion of the railway authori- 
ties, the unscrupulous consignees msy be manipulating things -for 
their own advantage. The Committee are suprised to learn that the 
percentage of demurrage w?ived to that accrued was as high as 60 5 
in 1973. The Committee fail to understand why such high percen- 
tage of the demurrage charges are later on waived. This practice is 
obviously faulty and susceptible of being misused inasmuch as it 
provides a leverage both to the corrupt officials and the dishonest 
consignees. 

19. 1.156 Railways It  has been made out before the Committee that the Zonal 
9ailways enjoy absolute discretion in the matter of levy and waiver 
of demurrage charges. The Committee would urge the Railway 
Board to consider forthwith, what mechanism could be evolved to 
ensure thzt these powers, which have great financial implications, 
are not abused. The Committee would like to be apprised of the 
xt ion taken in the matter. 

-- -. -- - - .. . . . - . --- A 
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20. 1.157 Railways The Committee would like to suggest that a procedure may 
be evolved which should inter aliu ensure that periodical progress 
reports in respect of each yard are submitted to the General Manager, 
who will have them reviewed in consultation with the Financial 1 Adviser and the Chief Commercial Superintendent of the Zonal 
Railway. At the Railway Board level there should be a monitoring 
cell which should keep a contemporaneous watch on the performance i 
of each of the important yards. The detailed procedure to be followed 
in this behalf may be issued by the Railway Board in the form of ' 
guidelines to all the Zonal Railways. 

G Another important problem to which Committee's atten- a, 

tion has been drawn is the large scale mismarshalling of wagons that 
occurred in Chitpur yard during the year 1974-75. Upto February I 

1975, i.e. in about 11 months as many as 9,886 wagons received in : 
Chitpur yard were found to mismarshalled. The Railway Board 
have tried to explain that the abnormal increase in the number of 
mis-marshalled wagons received in Chitpur during 1975 is partly 
attributable to the improper maintenance of the records at  the , 

Chitpur and Naihati yards. Without going into the merits of this 
explanation, the Committee would like to be informed of the action 
taken against the staff for improper maintenance of the yard records. 

The problem of mismarshalling has another serious irnplica- 
tion, namely, that the train documents are not, properly com- 



piled by the staff. This can be either intentional or due to negligence 
of the concerned staff. The Member (Traffic) has gone on record to 
say that the intentional mismarshalling by unscrupulous staff was 
not ruled out even though there may be only a few cases of this 
kind. In view of this, it is only appropriate that the Railways 
should look afresh at the problem of mismarshalling with a view 
to tie up the loopholes and taking remedial steps. 

The Committee find that the position regarding detention of 
wagons in the Naihati yard was even more alarming and was by 
no means better than the Andal yard. In the case of Naihati yard, 
against permissible detention of 21123 hours per wagon, 1,442 wagons 
which terminated at this yard in January 1975, suffered detention 
for 119.5 hours per wagon on the average. The average detention 
per wagon for want of cranes was recorded as 264 hours and that for 
want of covered empty wagons as 101 hours. Further, in Naihati 
yard while the total time taken for repair was only 4 to 7 hours per 
wagon, that for placement of tHese wagons on sick lines and with- 
drawal after repair averaged to 22.36 hours and 36.33 hours per 
wagon. Thus detention on account of marshalling etc. was 12 times 
the time taken for repairs. The reasons for these abnormal delays 
need to be investigated and remedial measures taken. 

-do- The analysis made by Audit in regard to the functioning 
of the Chitpur yard for the selected month of November, 1974 has 
revealed that in that month 20,43r0 wagons had been detained in the 
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yard for different reasons for as many as 5,06,664 hours. Similarly 
the position in other months of the year such as September 1974 and 
February, 1975 was also not different. In the case of Naihati yard, 
during the selected month of January 1975 wagons suffered deten- 
tions at the rate of 119.5 hours per wagons, on the average, against 
the permissible detention of 21.23 hours per wagon. The total deten- 
tions suffered by wagons in one month in lthese yards thus add up 
to a staggering figure. 

Railways When viewed in their totality, the Committee are led to the 
conclusion that rthe total detentions suffered by wagons as has been 
brought out in the Audit paragraph, cannot but impair the 
mobility of wagons on the Railways as a whole, even though the 
Chairman Railway Board and Member (Traffic) Railway Board 
were of the view that the detentions at a particular point do not d e ~  
termine the efficiency or inefficiency of the movement of wagons. 
It is not clear to the Committee how the detentions of this magni- 
tude, even though they are relatable to particular yards, will not have 
their impact on the overall wagon turn-round on all railways. 

As pointed out earlier by the Committee, the analysis of. the 
performance of the three yards of Chitpur, Naihati and Andal has 
brought to surface many ills of the marshalling yards. Except for 
certain peculiar problems faced by individual yards, the general 
nature of the operations of most of other yards would perhaps be 



similar. The Committee therefore need hardly emphasise that the 
Railway Board may instruct each Zonal Railway to have the work- 
ing of the marshalling yards under them examined in the light of 
the experience gained by the review of the performance of three 
yards of the Eastern Railway. The Committee consider that such 
detailed analysis of the working of each yard will help the autho- 
rities to come to grips with the problems of the yards. 

The elaborate analysis of the functioning of the three yards of 
the Eastern Railway has not only highlighted the problems of ope- 
ration but has also put in perspective the role of the supervisory 
staff and the nature of control exercised by them for ensuring 
efficient performance of the yards. All the three yards under refe- 
rence are headed by fairly senior and high rank officers. However, 
the control exercised by them on the day-to-day operations in the 
yards appears to be lax. Some of the apparently simpler problems, 
such as non-supply of cranes, non-availability of locomotives, non- 
availability or less availability of water from storage tanks, non- 
availability of rest vans for the crew, frequent power failures and 
such other minor things which hamper the movement of wagons, 
have not been attended to in time. The Committee have no doubt 
that if the supervisory officers on the spot are vigilant and are 
assisted in time and if there is proper coordination, many of the 
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problems of the yards could be solved satisfactorily and in time. 
I t  will perhaps be worthwhile to make a systematic appraisal of the 
functioning of the important marshalling yards at the level of the 
Efaciency Bureau of Railway Board with a view to streamlining 
their work. 

The Committee observe that the term 'scrap', as defined in 
Special condition 18 of Goods Tariff applicable to Iron or Steel Scrap, 
applies only to such scraps or pieces of metal as have metal value 
only as distinct from shape value and are useful for remelting, re- 
forging or  re-rolling only. This definition obviously does not lay 
down tha,t the commodity offered as scrap should have 100 per cent 
metal value for conforming to the description of iron or steel scrap 
as given in the Special Condition 18 of the Goods Tariff. Accordingly; 
therefore, the so-called slag mixed with i ronpeel  scrap, which was 
found to have a metallic content of more than 53 per cent and which 
was being sent to foundries for reclaiming the metal could only be 
considered as scrap and not slag, which is supposed to be a waste 
refuse of steel plant containing practically very negligible percentage 
of iron (ferrous content less than 2 per cent) and used only for road 
making. In the absence of any clear cut and specific provision in 
the Goods Tariff to the effect that scrap should have 100 per cent 
metallic content and in view of the fact that the same commodity 
despatched from two other stations viz. Rourkela and Tatanagar was 
being treated as scrap and charged as sucht the Commijtee fail to 



understand how the Railway Administration maintain that the com- 
modity booked from Durg Station approximated more to slag than 
to scrap. 

The Committee feel that till 14 February, 1972 the Railway 
Administration was correctly charging the freight on the consign- 
ments containing slag mixed with ironfsteel scrap at the class rate 
applicable to iron and ~ t e e l  scrap. However, from 15 February, 1972, 
following the introduction of a lower classification for iron or steel 
slag, the firms took advantage of the lower rates by just declaring 
the commodity, i.e. slag mixed with iron or steel scrap as iron and 
steel slag in the fomarding notes. Surprisingly, the Railway Admi- 
nistration started charging the freight at the lower classification know- r 

S P  ing fully well that the commodity being booked by the firms was w 
the same and contained metallic iron to the extent of 53.20 per cent 
and ferric oxide to the extent of 15.44 per cent and as such could not 
be properly classified as iron or steel slag for the purpose of charging 
freight. Even the firms were stated to be aware of the high metallic 
content of the slag and to that extent they were guilty of misdeclara- 
tion. The Committee note that it was only on 4 June, 1973 that a t  
the instance of the Travelling Inspector of Accounts, Durg Station also 
started charging freight for the commodity at the rates applicable 
to iron and steel scrap. There has thus been a serious lapse on the 
part of the Durg Station authorities in agreeing to charge'the freight 
a t  a lower rate just on the basis of a declaration made by the firms. 
This needs to be investigated thoroughly to fix responsibility as also 
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to find out if there was a collusion between the firms and the book- 
ing staff at Durg St'ation. The Committee would like to be apprised 
of the result of investigation within three months of presentation of 
this report to the House. 

Railways The Committee are somewhat perplexed at  the stance now 
being taken by the Railway Administration by stating that the book- 
ing and charging of the commodity had been correctly done in con- 
formity with the extant provisions of the Goods Tariff and that the 
question of raising of undef-charges did not arise. This is in contra- 
diction of the position taken by the Railway Administration earlier 
that the commodity booked at Durg station could bear freight rates 
higher than the rates applicable to iron and &eel slag NOC but Iower 
than the rates for iron or steel scrap. The Committee find that fol- 
lowing a reference from the Railway Administration, the Railway 
Board had referred the proposal for raising the classification of iron 
and steel slag to the level of the rate applicable to iron and steel 
scrap for examination by the Commercial Committee of Indian Rail- 
way Conference. The Commercial Committee had come to the con- 
clusion that there was no justification to raise the classification of 
iron and steel slag and this recommendation had been accepted by 
the Railway Board. The Committee are of the view that even if the 
two commodities, ue. iron and steel slag NOC and iron and steel 
scrap could not be equated for the purpose of charging of freight, 



there was no justification for charging a lower rate for a commodity 
which though described as iron or steel slag did not satisfy the speci- 
fication thereof and could more appropriately be termed as iron and 
steel scrap. Allowing benefit of lower rate provides scope for leakage 
of revenue. In view of this, the Committee need hardly emphasize 
that the total undercharges for the period 15 February 1972 to 3 June 
1973 may be assessed and recovered from the parties concerned with- 
out loss of further time. The Committee also desire that the position 
may be reviewed afresh with a view to establish that the commodity 
known as iron or steel slag is being correctly classifled for the purpose 
of charging of freight rates at all the stations. The Committee would 
like to be apprised of the action taken in this behalf. 

Do. The Committee note that a freight farwarder of Bombay + 

booked in March 1973, 770 drums of Dinitro-chloro Benzene from 
Carnac Bridge to Ghaziabad describing the contents as Benzene and 
declaring it  as nondangerous and non-explosive contrary to the 
provisions of the Freight Forwarder Scheme circulated by Me Rail- 
way Board in June,,1971. The Committee fufiher note that both t+ 
products-Dinitro-chloro Benzene and Benzene-are treated as dan- 
gerous for the purpose of rail transport and u n d a  the Freight For- 
warder Scheme, freight forwarder could not book offensive or 
dangerous goods notified in the Red Tariff. Keeping in view these 
facts the Committee And it difficult to agree that the freight forwarder 
had described i t  non-dangerous in good faith. The Committee are 
surprised that a leading freight forwarder, who was offering a large 
number of wagon loads, should plead ignorance of the provisions - 7-- _C- - I  --. - _I 
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contained in the Freight ~orwarderycheme whilebooking a dan- 
gerous commodity which was a potential risk to Railway property. 
The Committee booked was dangerous but it  was described as non- 
dangerous and non-explosive, thereby exposing the Railway staff, the 
Railway property and the public to grave risk. In the opinion of the 
Committee there was no case for any concession being shown to the 
freight forwarder as has been done in this case, by remission of penal 
charges amounting to Rs. 27,989 levied earlier. The fear that the 
freight forwarder might have retaliated by undercutting Railway's 
freight' forwarder rates was imaginary. In any case Railways could 
not be expected to win traffic through unscrupulous freight forwar- 
ders and the Committee do not appreciate their attempt to justify 
their action. The Committee wish that the Ministry of Railways 
should have taken the above factors into consideration while deciding 
this case. The Committee would like the Railway Board to devise 
steps to prevent the recurrence of such cases. 

The description given by the freight forwarder of the com- 
modity in the forwarding note was clear and categorical. It was 
stated as 'Benzene' which has been included in the Red Tariff and 
thus could not be booked for rail transport. The Committee fail to 
understand how this commodity was accepted for rail transport by 
the Railway officials in contravention of the rules. This is tanta- 
mount to deliberate negligence on the part of Railway officials. The 
Committee take a serious view of this lapse and would like that the 
officials who were responsible, should be brought to book. 

Railways 



Do. The Committee note that the Railway Board issued on 26 October, 
1974 certain routing and rating instructions under the rationalisation 
scheme which were to come into force w.e.f. 15 November, 1974. 
Though Railways Ministry consider four weeks as reasonable time 
for the Railway Administration for implementing such changes, 
yet in this very case a period af only twenty days was allowed. The 
Committee regret that in spite of knowing the fact that time allow- 
ed was not sufficient to implement the instructions in the normal 
course, the Ministry of Railways did not take any special steps to 
ensure that these instructions reached the stations sufficiently before 
15 November, the day from which the changes were to be effected 

Do. The Committee further note that the letter of 26 October, 1974 ,r 
was received by the Headquarters Office of Railway Administration + 

on 30 October 1974 and the Headquarters Office took further 25 days 
to issue instructions in this regard to Divisions on 25 November 1974. 
Again, Ferozepur Division, in its turn sent these instructions to the 
stations concerned on 12 December, 1974 and some of the stations 
received them as late as January 1975. The Committee are unhappy 
a t  the abnormally long time taken at various stages in transmitting 
urgent instructions to stations concerned by the various agencies of 
the Min i sw  of Railways. They would like the Ministry to investi- 
gate the reasons, for delay as various stages with a view to fixing 
responsibility and taking remedial measures for future. The Com- 
mittee would Like to be apprised of the action taken against the 
erring officials. - -- -.. - - 
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35 2 -59 Railways In the same context the Committee are surprised to note that 

the Commercial  r ranch of the Headquarters Office issued instruc- , 
tions to the Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer on 17 
December 1974, but the later received the same only on 27 February 
1975, i.e., after a period of more than two months. The Committee 
would like this delay also to be investigated thoroughly. 

Do. 

Do. 

The Committee appreciate that in order to avoid such delays the 
Ministry of Railways are considering a proposal to centralise the 
cyclostyling of instructions having financial implications at  the 
Headquarters OfEce and to send the required number of copies of the g 
notifications etc. to Divisions by couriers. In this context, the QJ 

Committee would suggest that advance copies of notifications 
having financial implications should be despatched under registered 
covers to the stations concerned directly from the Headquarters 
Office simultaneously while sending instructions to the Divisions. 
The stations in their turn, on receipt of uch instructions would 
advise within a specified period to the Divisions and the Head- 
quarters Office about their having reecived such orders. This would 
reduce the time in transmitting such instructions from Head- 
quarters Office to the stations. 

The Committee are given to understand that a sum of Rs. 136,459 
as undercharges in respect of local traffic was yet to berealised and 



Do. 

Do. 

in respect of foreign traBc the review is under progress. The ~ o n i -  
mittee would like to be apprised of the progress made in this regard. 

The Committee further note that assessment of undercharges due 
on account of non-compliance of routing and rating instructions on 
North-Eastern Railway has since been completed in respect of 
stations in Varanasi Division and the amount assessed is Rs. 53,886 
for the years 1973-74 and 197475. The Committee would like to be 
appried of the steps taken to recover the amount due. 

The Committee k d  that notification regarding restridions on 
routing of dearer route traffic from Northern Railway Broad gauge 
stations to stations reached via Bhatinda or Hissar were in force 
since 1957 and were incorporated in the Northern Railway Goods 
Tariff Part-I, 1957 edition and also in the 1967 edition of the Northern E 
Railway Goods Tariff Part-I. However these instructions were not 
complied with, resulting in undercharges to the extent of As. 1,70,414 
for the period January 1972 to March 1975. I t  is learnt that under- 
charges prior to January 1972 could not be assessed due to destruction 
of record pertaining to that period. The Committee are greatly 
concerned at the loss of revenue which cannot be precisely quantified 
in the absence of records. The Committee would like the Ministry 
of Railways to investigate the matter in depth for taking suitable 
remedial action. 

40 2.64 DO. The Committee are unhappy to note that out of Rs. 1,70,414 out- 
Qtanding as arrears undercharges on Bhatinda-Kotkapura section - - _ c >  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ L - _ _ _ _ -  -- - 
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a sum of Rs. 771 only could be recovered so far. The Committee 
would like the Ministry of Railways to take effective steps for re- 
covering Government dues without further loss of time and apprise 
the Committee of the progress made in this direction. 

The Committee observe that although four stations on Bhatinda- 
Kotkapura section were visited by the CMIs and TIAs on a number 
of occasions, the irregularity escaped their notice. The Committee 
would like the Ministry of Railways to investigate how the under- 
charges escaped their notice with a view to taking remedial 
measures for the future. The Committee would also like to know , 

U) why the irregularity could not be detected in the internal check o 
since 1972. 

1v J-67 Railways 
Energy 

The Committee note that rules under paragraphs 2514 and 
2515 of Indian Railway Commercial Manual VoI. I1 state that if 
wagons are placed in a Railway siding for unloading without effecting 
the book delivery and collecting the freight and other charges due, 
i t  should be ensured that there is no delay in effecting book delivery 
and collecting the charges due. The Committee, however. find that 
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking had not been surrendering rail- 
way receipts immediately after the wagons had been placed for un- 
loading in the sidings before book deIivery and in some cases rail- 
way receipts had been surrendered after the lapse of six months thus 
~esulting in delayed billjng of freight and other charges. Copsq: 



43 2.98 Railways --- 
Energy 

wendy,  huge arrears of outstanding freight and other charges ori 
coal wagons running into crores of rupees have accumulated against 
the Undertaking thereby straining the economy of the Railways. 
According to the calculations of the Ministry of Energy, the time 
lag involved in the receipt of the Railway Receipts by the power 
house authorities and surrendering the same to the Railways ranges 
between 3 to 4 months under no~mal  circumstances. The Committee 
are unable to appreciate the cumbersome pro,edure adopted by 
Coal Supplying Agencies in forwarding the railway receipts from 
pit-heads to the Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking. The railway 
receipts pass through so many agencies that these get unduly de- 
layed for several months. The Committee need hardly emphasise , 
that the Ministry of Energy should devise steps to ensure prompt 
delivery of railway receipts to the consignees. UI CL w 

The Committee are concerned at the accumulation of huge 
arrears of Railway freight and other charges amounting to Rs. 14.33 
crores and Rs. 6.43 crores as on 1 June 1976 against the Delhi Elm- 
tric Supply Undertaking and the Uttar Pradesh State Electricity 
Board respectively. While the Committee appreciate the efforts 
made by the Ministry of Railways to recover the outstanding dues 
from these two organisations, they are, however, unhappy at the 
lukeworm attitude of these bodies to liquidate their arrears. The 
Committee would like the Ministry of Energy to initiate action in 
consultation with the Delhi Administration and the State Govern- 
ment of UP for the expeditious settlement of the Railway dues 
and report to the Committee the progress of the recovery of dues 
within six months. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _  _.--- - -- 
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44 2.W Railways The Committee regret that against another Rs. 1.89 crores 

Energy due from Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking on account of price of 
coal and freigbt charges of 3316 wagons of public coal diverted to 
them to meet their contingencies during the period January 1973 to 
December 1974, the Undertaking could pay only Rs. 10 lakhs to 
Railways so far. The Committee n ~ e d  hardly point out that a public 
undertaking of the stature of Delhi E&ctric Supply Undertaking 
should honour its commitments without loss of further time. 

45 a. roo Do. 

46 a. tor Do. 

The Committee appreciate that the Railways have exten- 
ded certain concessions to the Power Houses of Delhi Electric Sup- 
ply Undertaking and Uttar Pradesh State Electricity Board by not 
charging any interest on belated payments and also granting deli- 
very of consignments meant for them without realising freight etc. 
However, they find that no reciprocal goodwill gesture is shown by 
these bodies towards Railways by not levying any surcharge or  bg. 
allowing the usual rebate even in the event of delayed payment of 
electricity bills payable to them by the Railways. 

The Committee are concerned to note that Railway dues 
to the extent of Rs. 4.29 crores are outstanding against various other 
power houses as on 30 June, 1976 by way of cost of cod, freight and 
demurrage charges. The Committee would like the Ministry of 
Railways make concerted efforts for the recovery of these dues 
from the power houses. In this connection they would also like 



Railways 

Do. 

the Ministry of Energy to issue general instructions to the State 
Governrnen_ts concerned for expeditious settlement of railway dues 
against the power houses. The Committee would like to be applls- 
ed of the position in this regard in due course. 

According to agreements with the oil companies interest 
@ 10 per cent per annum is leviable on fieights which have fallen 
due for recovery. However, i t  is a matter of regret that the Railway 
Administrations are not invoking such provisions of these agree- 
ments on the plea that the Railways would also have to pay interest 
on compensation claims to the oil companies. The Committee are 
not impressed by this plea and would like the Ministry of Railways 
to direct the Administrations concerned to invoke the provisions of G the agreements for the purpose of charging interest on outstanding w 
freight charges. After all, the Railways are a commercial concern 
and they must function on business terms. 

The Committee find that the siding charges for three sid- 
ings served by Amritsar Station which were revised from 1 January 
1969 were lower than the rates existing immediately prior to this 
date. When this position was brought to the notice of the Divisional 
Commercial Superintendent, Ferozepur by the Goods Inspector of 
Amritsar, the former made no efforts to have the reasons for reduc- 
tion in  the rates checked up or to refer the matter to the General 
Manager (Rates) who had approved the rates. Instead, he advised 
that the revised lower rates be charged. 



- - -u- - -- --- -* 
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49 2.116 Railways The Committee feel that the lapse of the Divisional Com- 
mefcial Superintendent, Ferozepur in not taking corrective action 
when specific instance of incorrect levy of siding charges had been 
brought to his notice by the Goods Inspector, Amritsar needs to ba 
looked into. This is considered important because when the Audit 
pointed out in August 1969 that the revised siding charges had not 
been calculated as per approved formula, a review of the traffic data 
was ordered hy the Railway Administration. It was on the basis 
of the review that the rates were revised upward on 29 April 1972 
(with retrospective effect from 1 January 1969) and Rs. 89,123 became 

Do. 

Do. 

recoverable from the three siding owners. 

The Committee are surprised to note that the major reduc- 
tion in siding charges was due to incorrect data supplied by the Goods 
Inspector, Amritsar. The Committee need hardly emphasise that the 
reasons for furnishing inccvrrect data may be gone into so as to fix 
responsibility. They would also like to know the remedial action 
taken in the matter to obviate recurrence of such lapses. 

The Committee also find that the revised rates notified on 29 
ADril 1972 are also lower than the rates prevalent prior to Ir January 
1969. The Committee would like the Railway Administration to once 
again check-up if the revised rates are in conformity with the a p  
proved formula. 



Do. The Committee note that of the Rs. 89,123 due from the 
three siding owners as arrears, the recovery has since been effected 
from one and the remaining two cases are under Arbitrationlsub 
j7istice. The Committee would also like to be apprised of the pro- 
gress made in these cases. 






